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QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
The PRESIDENT (Hon. B. A. Chamberlain) took
the chair at 2.33 p.m. and read the prayer.

ROAD SAFETY (AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. G. R. CRAIGE
(Minister for Roads and Ports).

BANK OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA AND
ADVANCE BANK BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. R. M. HALLAM
(Minister for Finance).

STATE TAXATION (FURTHER
OMNIBUS AMENDMENT) BILL

Taxis: multipurpose program
Hon. PAT POWER (Jika Jika) - I direct the
attention of the Minister for Roads and Ports to
newspaper reports of illegal practices in the
multipurpose taxi program in which it is alleged that
almost one-third of the program's $26 million
reimbursements have been fraudulently diverted.
What steps has the minister put in place following
the Auditor-General's 1994 report warning about the
escalating costs of the program and, in particular,
can the minister assure the house that he has full
confidence in the capacity of the Victorian Taxi
Directorate staff to administer the multipurpose taxi
program and their other responsibilities?
Hon. G. R. CRAIGE (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - I thank the honourable member for his
question and for his keen interest, after his radio
interview this moming, in raising issues concerning
the taxi industry. It is good to see that after many
years the opposition has realised the significance of
not only an efficient and effective taxi service but
also an efficient and effective taxi administration.

Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. R. M. HALLAM
(Minister for Finance).

APPROPRIATION (1996/97, No. 1) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. R. M. HALLAM
(Minister for Finance).

APPROPRIATION (PARLIAMENT
1996/97, No. 1) BILL
Introduction and first reading

The multipurpose taxi program assists those people
in the community who could not otherwise travel
around and attend the important events they need to
attend. This is the only government that has
addressed the proper administration of the
multipurpose taxi program. Recently we allocated
some $4 million to reconfigure its administration, in
particular the issuing of cards, the identification of
card-holders and the establishment of a computer
program that will be much more efficient than the
one currently in place.
There have been no real regulations or legislation
governing the multipurpose taxi program. There is a
loose arrangement, which has existed since
1982-Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Why didn't you do
something about it after the Auditor-General's
report?

Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. R. M. HALLAM
(Minister for Finance).

Hon. G. R. CRAIGE - Open your ears and you
will hear! The scheme the government will introduce
will be much more efficient in providing this very
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important service to the people in the program.
There have been two classifications of multipurpose
taxi: the M40 and the M50. The latter is a program
for people with wheelchair disabilities who require
special cabs.
Recently I announced that the booking agency will
be centralised, because the biggest problem those
people have had is the way the administration of the
service has been handled. The computer program
will be reconfigured and cards reissued to the
individuals who currently hold them. We have
identified that some people hold several cards and
that drivers and card-holders collude in swiping
cards two or three times. We have prosecuted
taxidrivers and card-holders where fraud has been
identified. In fact, we have spent a great deal of time
identifying people who have taken other members
of the program for a ride given the way they have
used the system. We are certainly making sure we
eliminate the fraud that exists in the multipurpose
taxi program.

Health and Safety Week
Hon. C. A. STRONG (Higinbotham) - Will the
Minister for Finance in his capacity as the minister
responsible for Workcover explain to the house the
purpose of the current Health and Safety Week
initiatives?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for
Finance) - Health and Safety Week is aimed at
raising awareness in the workplace and across the
public sector of the importance of workplace safety.
Yesterday I had the pleasure of launching Health
and Safety Week at Transfield Defence Systems at
Williamstown. The launch began with a mock
emergency on one of the partly constructed frigates,
and I am delighted at the media support the event
attracted.
Health and Safety Week began in 1988 with the aim
of encouraging individuals and organisations to
adopt occupational health and safety systems to
reduce the social and economic risk of workplace
injury, disease and death. The theme for this year is
'Health and safety - what's your system?'. The
message behind it is that everyone needs a system
for managing health and safety that is appropriate to
that particular workplace, whether it be a shearing
shed or a shipyard. The theme is designed to
challenge organisations to consider whether they
have appropriate health and safety systems in place
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and to promote the advantage of health and safety
systems.
The objectives of the week are to achieve community
and industry awareness of workplace health and
safety issues through education, promotion,
publicity and information initiatives; to launch
health and safety programs, publications and
products that address particular occupational health
and safety issues; and to liaise with industry
associations, unions, best-practice organisations and
sponsors to provide leverage to this week of health
and safety promotion.
However, it is important to note that we do not see
this week as being driven purely by the Victorian
Workcover Authority. It has the support of industry,
through the staging of activities and sponsorship,
and industry associations and unions, which are
encouraged to participate in the activities. During
the week I will be presenting health and safety
awards to those organisations that are judged to be
the top performers. We have had more than
140 applications, and 17 companies have been
short-listed. We can demonstrate that since the
inception of Workcover we have reduced the
number of claims and the cost of workers
compensation and have improved return-to-work
rates, all of which are underpinned by improved
workplace safety.
However, we cannot become complacent. The levels
of serious injury and death in workplaces across
Victoria remain unacceptably high, and we make no
apology for aiming at world-best practice. The
promotion of safety in the workplace is a great
cause, and I urge all members of this chamber to
support our Health and Safety Week.

Road toll: rural Victoria
Hon. PAT POWER Oika Jika) - When will the
Minister for Roads and Ports act to reduce the
number of deaths on Victorian country roads? In
particular, when will he announce the allocation of
funds to upgrade the Goulburn Valley Highway
between Seymour and Shepparton where, according
to road statistics, a death occurs each month?
Hon. G. R. CRAIGE (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - I thank the honourable member for his
question and his sincerity. I hope the opposition is
not trying to claim political points using an issue as
significant as road safety. In 1970, 1065 people were
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killed on Victorian roads; in 1981, the figure was 766;
in 1989, there were 776 deaths; in 1993, the figure
was down to 434; and in 1995, it was down to 302.
Those are facts. Part of the reduction is the result of
the road safety strategies this government has
implemented in a cooperative approach with the
Victoria Police, the Transport Accident Commission
and regional road safety committees across Victoria.
We do not see any boundaries between the sides;
this is a real issue that affects people in very
personal and tragic ways. The government has
continued to champion the record this state has set
in reducing the road toll. Victoria has led the way in
road safety programs, and we will continue to invest
in them.
At present we are operating the July to December
1996 Safety First program, which includes such
things as campaigns on fatigue, which was recently
launched; on speeding, drink-driving, and the
wearing of seat belts. We have an ongoing campaign
not only with those groups in the community but
also with the enforcement officers.
As to accidents occurring on the Goulbum Valley
Highway, it is as though Mr Power is saying we are
at fault because we, the government, are not doing
anything about road safety. Road safety, and
accidents and crashes that occur on the roads, are the
responsibility of all of us, not just one individual
group. You cannot lay the blame on somebody else
and say it is somebody else's fault all the time.
Recently the federal government announced a
$6 million grant for the Goulbum Valley Highway.
Hon. Pat Power - For the Goulbum Valley
Highway?
Hon. G. R. CRAIGE - For the Goulbum Valley
Highway - obviously you don't read the
newspapers, Mr Power. Perhaps I should send
Mr Power the local papers so he doesn't read just the
Age!
Since 1992, $8.78 million has been expended on the
Goulbum Valley Highway through pavement
widening and roadworks. But let me go back further
to when the Labor government was in power: we
have spent $10.3 million, but it spent a measly
$1.3 million on that road, yet Mr Power has the
audacity to come here and lay blame against this
government for what has happened on the
Goulbum Valley Highway. The government is doing
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something realistic about road safety by producing
programs and investing in infrastructure in the state.

Small business: Telstra awards
Hon. G. B. ASHMAN (Koonung) - Will the
Minister for Small Business inform the house of the
results of the Victorian government-Telstra small
business awards held last Friday?
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business) - I thank Mr Ashman for his question
and his ongoing interest as chairman of my
backbench small business committee. The Victorian
government and Telstra awards were launched in
May as an encouragement for small business
throughout the state to enter a program which
recognises excellence. Recognition of excellence in
small business is not easy to come by and it is very
easy not to recognise excellence in small business.
ApprOximately 140 entries were received for the
awards: the judges advised me that the standard of
entries was particularly· high. Regional awards were
given on Friday afternoon in recognition of regional
Victoria, and the overall awards were presented on
Friday night.
I am pleased to advise the house that the Victorian
small business of the year for 1996 is Data-Tech
Software Pty Ltd situated in Blackbum, in
Mr Ashman's electorate. Data-Tech is a great success
story, and it is such stories that the small business
awards flush out so well. The company began five
years ago with its purchase of the Australian rights
to sell an accounting software package: more than
70 000 Australian small businesses use that package.
However, the fantastic aspect of this win is that
Data-Tech has since bought the American company
that sold it the Australian rights. It now holds the
worldwide licence and is a major exporter of
software. I congratulate Data-Tech on being the
Victorian small business of the year.
I congratulate all the entrants; more importantly,
I congratulate all small businesses on being part of
the economic development of Victoria and on
creating more jobs in this state.

Grand prix: costs
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS O'ika Jika) - I refer
the Minister for Tourism to the report by Stephen
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Mayne in the Herald Sun today about the grand prix
cost blow-out. I quote from that article, which I am
sure the minister - Hon. R. I. Knowles - On a point of order,
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benefits for the state. A fantastic result! What is the
position of the ALP on this matter? On the one hand
it says it supports holding the grand prix at Albert
Park, but on the other hand it questions the
economic benefits of the event to Victoria.

Mr President, it is not in order to quote newspaper
articles and seek comment on them, as the Leader of
the Opposition is seeking to do.
The PRESIDENT - Order! That is not quite
correct. The position is that you cannot quote a
newspaper article and seek to have it verified.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I quote one small
section of that article, which says:
At the same time as Mr Walker's Hudson Conway
shares were soaring from the pre-casino licence level of
$2.85, he was persuading the Premier to renege on the
government promise that the event would not cost
taxpayers.

Is the minister or her department aware that
Mr Walker persuaded the Premier to renege on the
government's promise that the event would not cost
taxpayers; and can she outline the circumstances
under which this occurred?
The PRESIDENT - Order! That question is
getting close to asking the minister to verify the
contents of a newspaper article. Having said that,
the minister may answer as she sees fit.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Tourism) - I
am delighted to comment on the question of the cost
to taxpayers of the grand prix. I refer
Mr Theophanous to the annual report of the
Australian Grand Prix Corporation, tabled in this
house last week, which itemises point by point the
recurrent costs for the grand prix and, indeed, the
capital costs incurred by the corporation. He did not
need to ask me that question because that report was
tabled last week and if he had been awake, he would
have seen it.
According to the National Institute of Economic and
Industry Research (NIEIR) report, endorsed by Emst
and Young, the grand prix benefited Victorians by
prOviding $95.6 million to the government - -

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - There were 31 000
international visitors, so there were great tourist

I am delighted that the grand prix yielded
$95.6 million for the state.

Manufacturing: Immanet
Hon. PHI LIP DAVIS (Gippsland) - Will the
Minister for Industry, Science and Technology
advise the house of the latest steps taken by the
government to boost smart manufacturing in
Victoria?
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Industry,
Science and Technology) - I thank Mr Davis for his
question and his continued interest in advanced
manufacturing in this state.
I am pleased that the government has recently
provided strong support for the establishment of an
innovative service to provide information to
Victoria's manufacturers and, in particular, an
initiative for which it has the support of the Institute
of Metals and Materials Australasia to give
companies, for the first time, access to a full range of
resources that provide contact with tertiary
institutes, the CSIRO and private consultancies.
This service, known as Immanet, will provide
manufacturers with a one-stop shop for problem
solving, training programs and access to information
on the latest developments in materials and
processing.
In light of Victoria's pre-eminent role in Australian
manufacturing, especially advanced manufacturing,
Immanet is a long-overdue initiative that will create
opportunities for further growth in the state's
manufacturing base.
Importantly, the IMMA research that underpins the
project found that in some instances local
manufacturers have been unable to keep pace with
technological change, causing some companies to
fall 5 to 10 years behind world best practice. This
problem has been particularly acute for small to
medium-sized businesses. Immanet will now help to
redress the balance by giving the manufacturing
industry ready access to information that is critical
to its survival and continued growth. One phone call
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or fax will put companies in touch with a network
that can both answer specific problems and provide
up-to-date data.
I recently had the pleasure of launching Immanet,
which has been established with the assistance of a
$50 000 seeding grant made available through the
state government's technology access program.
Industry, individually and through IMMA, is
providing $150 000 for the initial phase. In due
course it is also expected that subscribers will be
provided with on-line access to an Immanet
database of current information on research
and development, training programs, technical
seminars and key suppliers.
The network will act as a force for accelerating the
uptake of new technologies, which is something the
government is totally committed to promoting.

Taxis: multipurpose program
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS Oika Jika) - Will
the Minister for Roads and Ports advise the house
whether the figure of $8 million fraud as reported in
today's Herald Sun in the multipurpose taxi program
(MPTP) is correct, and, if not, what the level of fraud
in the program is?
Hon. G. R. CRAlGE (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - Mr Theophanous has referred to the figure
of $8 million as reported in an article in a newspaper
as being the amount of fraud that exists within the
multipurpose taxi program. It is difficult to
determine the actual level of fraud that has been in
existence in the program since its inception back in
1982.

Following the Auditor-General's report and
follow-up inquiries the government believes that the
extent of the fraud in the current program is
somewhere in the vicinity of $4 million to $5 million.
That level has been there for some significant time
and, as I said previously, this government, unlike
the previous Labor government, will do something
about the level of fraud.

Victorian Infectious Diseases Reference
Laboratory
Hon. ROSEMARY VARTY (Silvan) - Can the
Minister for Health advise the house of the outcome
of the tender for the Victorian Infectious Diseases
Reference Laboratory MDRL)?
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Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Health) The VIDRL, as it is commonly known, has been
operating as part of the Fairfield Hospital campus
and plays a critical role as a laboratory in terms of
services it provides not only in this state but also
nationally and internationally.
With the decision to relocate the services previously
provided at the Fairfield campus - the Victorian
Infectious Diseases Service (VIDS) has gone to Royal
Melbourne Hospital as part of the Western Health
Care Network; HIV / AIDS services have gone to the
Alfred Hospital as part of the inner and eastern
network, and services for patients with respiratory
problems have been relocated to the Austin
Hospital- the laboratory has now been left on its
own. Concern was expressed to me some time ago
that this would lead to a loss of staff and a lowering
of morale, and the long-term issue of where the
laboratory should operate from should be resolved
quickly.
As a result of those expressions of concern the
government entered into a tendering process,
inviting the north-eastern, the western and the inner
eastern networks to prepare bids for operating the
laboratory. As a result of that process and following
assessment of the various bids I received a
recommendation, which I have accepted, that the
laboratory should be relocated to the Royal
Melbourne Hospital as part of the Western Health
Care Network.
The government will provide $3.5 million to
establish new laboratories to enable the laboratory,
which the state government funds to the tune of
$8 million annually, to continue its vital work. In
addition to the state's contribution the laboratory
receives in the order of $1.1 million a year in revenue
from other hospitals to cover the tests that are
provided. This will mean that the laboratory can
continue its role as the state's premier centre for vital
diagnostic work for diseases including hepatitis
viruses and influenza as well as its role as the state's
reference centre for HIV and TB diagnoses.
I am pleased with the response to the government's
announcement by those bodies, which have
credibility and take a vital interest in the role of the
laboratory. 1his brings to a conclusion the relocation
of the vital services associated with the Fairfield
Hospital site and ensures the ongoing provision of
the comprehensive services that have been
previously provided. The services will be more
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modem and consistent with world's best practice in
terms of their location and integration with other
mainstream health services.
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Hon. Pat Power - I can assure you he wasn't.
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - But a lot of his friends
were. I welcome him to the ALP!

Shop trading hours
Hon. M. M. GOULD (Doutta Galla) - I refer the
Minister for Industry, Science and Technology to a
letter written by Mr Ken Smith to the Shop,
Distributive and Allied Employees Association on
2 October 1996 in which he claims that the coalition's
pre-election promise to consult with all relevant
groups was fulfilled because, and I quote:
Your union obviously does not fit within that grouping.

Does the minister endorse the comment made by
Mr Smith, and can he explain why that organisation,
which represents thousands of workers who will be
forced to work on Sundays, is not a relevant group
to consult with?
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Industry,
Science and Technology) - It is fair to say that
Mr Smith was not using the standard minister's
letter on this occasion! I congratulate him on his
enthusiasm and on taking a personal stand on this
matter. I had a meeting with the union last Friday
week-Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Was that before or
after you made the decision?
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - Definitely after. The
union wished to come in and we met for about an
hour and a half. It was a productive meeting.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Did you meet them
before?
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - I had known
Mr Donovan for some time. We were on campus
together!
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - You consulted him
back in your student days.
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - I did. I was in the Liberal
students club and he was in the DLP club. He has
since moved on - and I know that you speak on his
behalf, Mr Theophanous. I expect he was a recipient
of some of the tomatoes that were thrown at that
historic meeting.

I found that Mr Donovan's presentation and those of
the two people who came with him were sincere.
Although they showed self-interest, they were not
expressed insincerely, as were the presentations of
some of the people who spoke to us.
The fundamental issue they raised is whether
employees and consumers will be better off, and it is
my view that when you create extra trading hours
you improve employment conditions and the
employment position. The union is having difficulty
putting forward the argument that extended hours
are not good for employment.
We on this side of the house believe extended
trading hours are good for employment. I draw
strength from the fact that we take a view on
extended trading hours that is contrary to that of the
unions. I welcome the view of Mr Theophanous,
who issued a press release on Sunday, 8 December
1991, under the heading 'Consumer affairs minister
welcomes Sunday trading', which strongly supports
extended Sunday trading:
The extra retail activity will create part-time
employment opportunities for young people ...
'This will not only boost the Victorian retail industry
and the manufacturing sector but also our balance of
payments.

'Victorians can do their bit to get this state moving
again', he said.

I must now apologise because I have to tell my
colleagues that he is clearly one of us! What a
melding we have: people from the DLP of my
student past, and Mr Theophanous, who is from :he
Socialist Left. We are all together on this: more
Sunday trading and more jobs. That is good for
Victoria, and, to quote Mr Theophanous, it will get
the state 'moving again'.

Roads: driver fatigue
Hon. R. A. BEST (North Western) - Will the
Minister for Roads and Ports inform the house of thte
latest incentives to reduce road crashes caused by
driver fatigue?
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Hon. G. R. CRAIGE (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - I thank the honourable member for his
ongoing involvement in road safety matters,
particularly the important role he plays on the
parliamentary Road Safety Committee.
Roads accidents continue to be one of the major
social ills of modem times. Driver fatigue is a
significant killer on our roads. Each year many
Victorians are killed or injured on roads as a result
of falling asleep or feeling drowsy at the wheel. In
response to this, a driver fatigue campaign has been
developed, which I officially launched on Friday,
11 October, at Glenrowan, together with Grant
McBride, the Parliamentary Secretary to the New
South Wales Minister for Transport. I also thank the
Honourable Jeanette Powell and Mr Ken Jasper for
being present at that launch.
A bipartisan approach should always be taken to
road safety as it transcends not only state boundaries
but also political boundaries, and the launch on
Friday clearly indicated that. The driver fatigue
campaign is jointly organised by the North East
Community Road Safety Council, the Albury Road
Safety Group (NSW), and the Goulbum Valley
Community Road Safety Council. The Victoria and
New South Wales police will be distributing
brochures to motorists on the Hume Freeway,
alerting them to driving when fatigued. The driving
brochure provides advice to drivers to help them
avoid falling asleep at the wheel. The incentive in
this package includes vouchers for free cups of
coffee and a 25 per cent discount at Best Western
motels in the next 12 months. I congratulate and
thank all the private sector organisations that have
been involved in this very worthwhile program.

This is an example of a coordinated interstate,
gove.rrunentandcommunityapproachtoroad
safety. The theme we will use in the run-up to
Orristmas this year is 'Rest. Revive. Survive', and
we hope that the community will take clear note of
the driver fatigue program.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

Suspension of standing orders
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Health) - By
leave, I move:
That so much of standing orders as require answers to
questions on notice to be delivered verbally in the
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house be suspended for the sitting of the Council this
day and that the answers enumerated be incorporated
in Ha nsard.

I shall read out the numbers of the questions
regarding certain portfolios that have been answered:

5,6,7,8,9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,33,34,
35,36,37,38,39,40,96,106,115,168,179,291,
310,339,340,342,373.
Motion agreed to.

SCRUTINY OF ACTS AND
REGULATIONS COMMITTEE

Alert Digest No. 6
Hon. P. A. KATSAMBANIS (Monash) presented
Alert Digest No. 6 of 1996, together with appendix.
Laid on table.

Ordered to be printed.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:
Aluminium Smelters of Victoria Pty Ltd - Report,
1995-96.
Auditor-GeneralFinancial Operations Statement Report, 1995-96
Report on Timeliness of Service Delivery: A
customer's right, October 1996.
Broiler Industry Negotiation Committee - Report,
1995-96.
Construction Industry Long Service Leave Board Report, 1995-96.
Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978 - Minister's order of
10 October 1996 giving approval to granting of a lease
(Ballarat).
Financial Operations Statement, 1995-96.

Gas and Fuel- Report, 1995-96.
Land Conservation Council- Report, 1995-96.
Multicu1tura1 Commission - Report, 1995-96.
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National Parks Act 1975 - Minister's notice of
Amendment of Tenns and Conditions of consent to the
renewal of Extractive Industry Lease No. 286-1 to CSR
Limited in Chiltern Park.
Planning and Environment Act 1987 - Notices of
Approval of the following amendments to planning
schemes:
Bairnsdale (Shire) Planning Scheme Amendment L56.
Ballarat Planning Scheme - Amendment LB.
Bendigo Greater Bendigo Planning Scheme Amendment L38.
Brighton Planning Scheme - Amendment L27.
Campaspe Planning Scheme - Amendment LIl.
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LEGAL PRACTICE BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 8 October; motion of
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business).
Hon. PAT POWER (Jika Jika) - The opposition
intends to move a reasoned amendment to the Legal
Practice Bill, but before doing so I shall refer to some
statements made by the minister in her
second-reading speech. She said that the Legal
Practice Bill:
... represents the most far-reaching reform of the
structure and regulation of the legal profession for over
a century.

Delatite Planning Scheme - Amendment L2.
Hastings Planning Scheme - Amendment LI14.
Melbourne Planning Scheme - Amendment L202.
Morwell Planning Scheme - Amendment L 58.
Port of Melbourne Planning SchemeAmendment LI4.
Woorayl Planning Scheme - Amendment L54.
Yarra Ranges Planning Scheme - Amendments
LI4and L32.
Power Net Victoria - Report, 1995-96 (two papers).
Trade Unions - Report of the Registrar, 1995-96.
Statutory Rules under the following Acts of Parliament:

The minister also said that the bill acknowledges:
... the importance to the administration of justice in
Victoria of an independent bar ...
The refonns contained in this bill form part of this
government's commitment to improving the
administration of justice in Victoria ...
The bill is the result of a great deal of ... consultation.

The speech further states:
... the Attorney-General released a discussion paper,
entitled 'Reforming the Legal Profession: An Agenda
for Change', which was given detailed consideration by
the Attorney-General's working party.

Gaming Machine Control Act 1991 - No. 100.
Professional Boxing Control Act 1985 - No. 103.
Road Safety Act 1986 - No. 102.
Transport Act 1983 - No. 101.

The second-reading speech notes that some of the
members of the working party were Greg Craven;
James Guest, a former member of this chamber; and
Robert Dean, Robert Clark and Peter Ryan, members
of the Legislative Assembly.

Water Industry Act 1994 - No. 99.
Wildlife Act 1975 - No. 98.
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 - Ministers'
exemption certificates under section 9(6) in respect of
Statutory Rules Nos 84, 97,100 to 103/1996.
Zoological Parks and Gardens Board - Report, 1995-96
(two papers).

The second-reading speech sets out some of the core
parts of the legislation. It refers to the co-regulation
by the profession and the Legal Ombudsman; to
removing unnecessary restrictions on competition in
the legal profession; and, predictably, to voluntary
membership of professional associations. In that
section it says the bill creates a Legal Practice Board
independent of executive government.
The opposition expresses significant concern about
the issues that have typified the government in

LEGAL PRACTICE BILL
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dealing with the legal profession and the Legal
Practice Bill.
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foundation the notion that justice must be accessible
to all Victorians, regardless of their capacity to pay
or their status in the community.

I now move the reasoned amendment:
That all the words after 'That' be omitted with the view
of inserting in place thereof 'this bill be withdrawn and
redrafted to ensure the independence of the legal
profession and its freedom from unnecessary
interference by government and to ensure there is no
increase in the cost of justice as a result of the proposed
reforms'.

There is no question that the bill, as the
second-reading speech claims, represents the most
far-reaching reform of the structure and regulation
of the legal profession for over a century. Without
being disrespectful, on behalf of the opposition I
suggest it should read 'the bill represents the most
far-reaching change'. As has been experienced in
local government especially and in other areas,
including education, community services and health,
one must contest whether the government's claim of
reform is a reasonable use of the language. There is
no dispute from this side of the house that this
government is deeply committed to change, but we
contest whether that change can be described as
reform.
The second-reading speech acknowledges the
importance to the administration of justice in
Victoria of an independent bar. Again we note with
interest the use of the word 'independent' in
describing the legal system and the judiciary under
this government. I do not want to recall in detail the
issues of Moira Rayner or Bernard Bongiorno, but it
seems to be stretching credibility for this
government to say it is deeply committed to
independence in the legal system.
I also referred to the minister's comment in the
second-reading speech where she said that the
reforms contained in this bill form part of the
government's commitment to improving the
administration of justice. The opposition, in moving
the reasoned amendment, is very concerned about
whether these changes will improve the
administration of justice in Victoria. It is important
to note that the reasoned amendment calls for an
assurance that there is no increase in the cost of
justice as a result of the proposed reforms.

If the administration of justice in Victoria is to be
improved it is absolutely crucial to have as a

The opposition notes with interest the claim in the
second-reading speech that the bill is the result of a
great deal of consultation and that a discussion
paper:
... was given detailed consideration by my working
party.

The author of the speech, the Attorney-General in
another place, there underlines the fact that it was
her working party.
The emphasis on word 'my' is easily understood
when one looks at the membership of the working
party. The chairperson was the aforementioned Greg
Craven, whose attitude to issues of independence,
due process, and political interference and effect
have been demonstrated on a number of occasions
since the Kennett coalition was first elected. I do not
think any honourable member, and certainly no-one
on this side of the house, would question the
capacity and integrity on matters of reform in the
legal profession of the Honourable James Guest, a
former member for Monash Province, who is a true
libertarian on issues of social justice. Another
member of the Attorney-General's working party is
Mr Robert Oark, the honourable member for Box
Hill in another place. I will not refer to the
qualifications of people from the other place, whose
skills I am not familiar with.
The inclusion in the bill of provisions concerning
voluntary membership of professional associations
was predictable because the government has made it
obvious from day one that it sees no place in the
community for unionism or collectivity. However,
under the subheading 'Voluntary membership of
professional associations', the second-reading
speech states:
... the bill creates a Legal Practice Board, independent of
... executive government.

The opposition views with suspicion any claim by
the government that in matters concerning the
judiciary and the legal world in general it is
prepared to allow much independence at all, and the
claim in the second-reading speech that the bill will
create a board that will be independent of executive
government falls into that category. If it comes to
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pass, it will probably be a first for the Kennett
coalition.
I turn now to examine some of the issues contained
in this very substantial bill, and in doing so I will
refer to the explanatory memorandum. The
description of clause 55 states:
allows a registered interstate practitioner to engage in
legal practice in Victoria to the extent that they are
entitled to engage in legal practice in their home
jurisdiction.

The opposition supports this sensible clause. It
would be administratively inefficient and costly to
require solicitors who move from one state to
another to go through an accreditation process that
simply replicated a previOUS experience.
The description of clause 65 is:
allows 2 or more current practitioners to appear
together as co-advocates, but permits practice rules to
impose reasonable limitations on this general
proposition. The provision is designed to eliminate the
so-called "boycott rule" which has operated to prevent
barristers appearing with solicitors in most cases. The
permissible limitations are those which do not
contravene the Competition Code.

The opposition supports clause 65 and notes that it
has been welcomed by the Victorian Bar Council.
The core parts of clauses 82, 83, 84 and 85, which are
contained in division 3 of the bill, refer to the
proposed Legal Ombudsman. A lay observer
currently exists to oversee the disciplinary processes
of the Law Institute and the bar, and that pOSition
will be replaced by the Legal Ombudsman, who will
have wider powers.
The ombudsman's role will be to facilitate the
resolution of complaints concerning legal
practitioners, as well as the monitoring of the ethical
standards and conduct of and the services provided
by legal practitioners in the state. The ombudsman's
role will also include the examination of any
practices of or legislation regulating the legal
profession that might be considered anti-competitive
or impose unreasonable costs on the public. The
opposition recognises that the appointment of a
Legal Ombudsman is a sensible move, but is
concerned about the level of authority or power
available to the holder of the office.
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The description of clause 98 is:
allows conditional costs agreements to prOvide for a
premium (or uplift) on the legal costs otherwise
payable on the successful outcome of the matter,
prOvided that uplift is expressed as a percentage of
those costs. In litigious matters, the premium must not
exceed 25%.

The opposition believes clause 98 will add to the
provision of services by the legal profession. The
opposition supports clause 99, which prohibits
contingency fees where the legal costs payable are
calculated by reference to the amount recovered in
litigation.
Clause 110 sets out special requirements for the
billing and recovery of a defendant's legal costs in
Supreme Court criminal trials, and notes that these
provisions are currently in the Crimes Act. The
opposition understands the government's intention
in respect of clause 110, but is concerned about the
costs that might flow from the preparation of what,
in many cases, will be complex bills. Given that
members of the legal profession will pass such costs
on to their clients, the opposition is concerned about
an increase in costs to those clients and the
community generally, and has addressed the issue
in its reasoned amendment by moving:
... to ensure there is no increase in the cost of justice as a
result of the proposed reforms.

Clause 224 refers to the requirement of firms to
obtain professional indemnity insurance before
commencing to engage in legal practice in Victoria.
The insurance may be obtained from the Liability
Committee or another insurer but must contain the
minimum terms and conditions set by the board
under clause 228(1). Coverage must extend to all
partners and former partners and all employees and
former employees.
Again there is an understanding from the opposition
about the intention of the government in relation to
indemnity insurance, and I have not the slightest
doubt that speakers from the government side, who
have come to this chamber with a professional
background in the law, will be able to speak about
the need for a proper indemnity scheme that ensures
that no injustices occur. It might be opportune for
me to invite those members to comment on the
possibility of this indemnity insurance provision
leading to a situation where insurance companies
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may be able to extend their influence into the law as
a consequence.
Oause 228 relates to one aspect of compulsory
unionism. It requires the board to consult with each
of the registered professional associations, the Legal
Ombudsman, consumer groups and the Insurance
Council of Australia before setting minimum terms
and conditions of professional indemnity insurance.
With the approval of the board the Liability
Committee may determine the arrangements for,
including the terms of contracts of, professional
indemnity insurance for firms and legal practitioners
that insure with it.
In determining premiums and excesses the Liability

Committee must have regard to certain factors
relating to differentiation of risk, but this obligation
does not require differentiation of premiums and
excesses. Again, it would probably be most
convenient for the opposition if one of the
government speakers elaborated on the need for the
arrangements described in the clause and the way
insurance will be provided so that clients of the legal
profession will not find themselves facing additional
costs.
I refer also to the role of the Legal Practice Board,
which will be the regulatory arm of the Law Institute
of Victoria. Its purpose is to ensure the appropriate
regulation of legal practitioners by the recognised
professional associations and to promote the highest
standard of professional conduct in the legal
profession. The board will also be responsible for
ensuring that the various funds placed under the
jurisdiction of the board are invested prudently and
in accordance with the Trustee Act 1958. The Legal
Profession Tribunal will take over the functions of
the solicitors board and the bar tribunal and will
deal with disciplinary matters concerning barristers
and solicitors.
I mentioned earlier the important point that the bill
abolishes the notion of compulsory unionism in
relation to the Law Institute. It allows for the setting
up of registered professional associations that will
be overseen by the Legal Practice Board, which will
also regulate practitioners who become members.
Although membership will be voluntary those who
choose not to join a registered professional
association will be assigned to one selected by the
board or will be regulated directly by the board.
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I conclude by underlining the opposition's concerns
about the government's approach to the judiciary
and the legal profession and, indeed, some of its
concerns with the bill. I remind the house that the
reasoned amendment calls for the bill to be
withdrawn and redrafted on the basis of the
concerns expressed during much of the terms of
office of the Kennett government - that is, this or
any other bill should ensure the independence of the
legal profession and its freedom from unnecessary
interference by government and also ensure that
proposed reforms do not increase the cost of justice.
Government members have heard opposition
members talk about the need for an independent
legal profession. We argue that it is absolutely
essential that the legal profession be independent of
this or any other government. Despite comments
attributed to the Attorney-General to the contrary,
the bill does in part erode some of the independence
of the profession and we quote as an instance the bill
providing that the Governor in Council can make
regulations restricting the way legal practitioners
carry on their businesses. The regulatory red tape
imposed by the government has the government
encroaching further into the profession. It is
reasonable for the opposition to flag concerns about
independence when the bill before us would
empower the Governor in Council to make
regulations restricting the way legal practitioners
carry on their businesses.
One of the key aspects of the reasoned amendment
is the cost of and access to justice. The Law Institute
advised the opposition that it estimates that the new
regulatory bodies will cost at least $3 million a year
to run. The Law Institute estimates that, with the
add-ons, the $400 initial practising certificate fee will
increase to about $1500. Of course, the increased
costs will be passed on to the consumer.
The government often refers to the fact that solicitors
are no longer simply professionals, but professionals
running businesses. That is a realistic approach to
modem law. If one accepts that as a reasonable
description of what goes on, the institute's claim that
increased costs will be passed on to the client or
consumer is legitimate. Consistent with our
reasoned amendment is the view that no bill ought
to increase the cost of justice. There will be a
problem if, as the institute claims, the initial
practising certificate fee is to increase from $400 to
$1500 and is to be passed on to clients.
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In relation to insurance, the current mutual insurer is
owned by the profession and is required to insure
every solicitor, and the administrative cost of the
solicitor's liability is only 5 per cent while for other
insurers it is approximately 25 per cent. The
opposition is concerned that the increased costs will
be passed on and that the additional charges will
disqualify some people from gaining access to the
law. Under the new scheme insurance companies
will have a say in the type of law undertaken by
lawyers and one will not be able to get a practising
certificate without insurance. For example, an
insurance company may insist that its lawyers not
undertake pro bono work. I invite government
speakers to respond to the question of whether
insurance companies, as a consequence of their
influence and access, can determine the kind of legal
work that is undertaken by the profession.

The opposition views the recognised professional
associations as being at the core of the government's
attack on compulsory unionism and suggests that
the only reason the RPAs are being proposed is to
weaken the voice of the Law Institute of Victoria.
The Attorney-General has said that the union
functions and the regulatory functions of the
institute need to be separated. That is an
understandable philosophical view. However, I
understand that the recognised professional
associations will be responsible for both functions. If
that is so, not only does it fly in the face of the
comments attributed to the Attorney-General but it
also reinforces our concern that it really is proposed
for no reason other than to weaken the Law Institute
of Victoria.
I have provided a set of concerns that I invite those
government speakers who will follow me to respond
to. The reasoned amendment in no way contests the
argument that there ought to be reform and positive
change in the legal profession. The reasoned
amendment says simply that as a consequence of
our concerns about its background and content the
bill ought to be withdrawn and redrafted to ensure
the independence of the legal profession and its
freedom from unnecessary government interference,
and that as a result of the proposed reforms there is
no increase in the cost of justice.
Hon. C. A. FURLETII (Templestowe) - I begin
by saying that the government unequivocally rejects
the reasoned amendment moved by Mr Power. The
legal profession is undoubtedly an essential buffer
between the executive government and the subjects
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of government. To diminish the role of the legal
profession would be a grave error. Contrary to
Mr Power's assertion, the bill does not in any way
dilute or diminish the independence of the legal
profession. That independence has been enjoyed and
jealously guarded by the legal profession and society
for hundreds of years.
I have been a member of the Law Institute of
Victoria since 1968 and have been in legal practice as
both an employee solicitor and, since 1971, a
hands-on suburban practitioner, and I have
experienced myriad changes. However, I must say
that the Law Institute of Victoria was not
exaggerating when in the July 1996 issue of the Law
News it welcomed its members to 'the revolution'.
The bill represents the most detailed, comprehensive
and technical review of the control, supervision and
conduct of the legal profession this century. It is a
result of more than two years of strenuous effort by
a working party comprising more non-lawyers than
lawyers and the Attorney-General's bills committee.
I take issue with Mr Power's comment that it was
the Attorney-General's committee; it was her
committee in so far as it reported to her. The results
of the working party came at the end of an
exhaustive but equitable process of consultation
with numerous people. The bill was settled after an
enormous amount of discussion and negotiation and
a great deal of compromise between most of the
representative groups.
At this point I offer my thanks to the Law Institute of
Victoria and the Bar Council, which represent the
majority of legal practitioners in Victoria, for their
contribution to the development and production of
the bill. It goes without saying that a bill of this
magnitude, which comprises more than 450 clauses,
will not be accepted unanimously or with
acclamation by all it will affect. Some will object to
its fundamental pwpose, as the opposition does;
some will object to selective aspects in their own
interests; and some will consider that the bill does
not go far enough.
In its present form the bill represents the
consideration of numerous views presented by a
wide spectrum of the Victorian community, and I
believe the majority of Victorians will acknowledge
the energies expended in preparation and the degree
of difficulty undergone to achieve the development
of the document that is the subject of this debate.
Although not all submissions could be
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accommodated, all interested parties were given the
opportunity to put their views, and the consultative
process was considerable. It is fair to say that apart
from a handful of issues, most of the major concerns
put by critics of the bill, particularly the Law
Institute, have been addressed and negotiated
satisfactorily.
I am convinced that it is now incumbent on all who
have in the past taken issue with the proposals in the
bill to ensure that any rifts that have developed in its
gestation are healed and that its introduction and
implementation are achieved as rapidly and
smoothly as possible. I am probably unique in this
house in having spent the past 28 years working
under the operation of the Legal Profession Practice
Act and it is therefore of personal significance to me
to be able to contribute to this debate and to
commend the bill to the house.
It must be recognised that the vast majority of legal
practitioners are serious, conscientious and
hardworking professionals who, with few
exceptions, have the interests of their clients at heart
and work increasingly long hours to achieve
favourable results in the best interests of their clients.

The statistics support the fact that the legal
profession is an honourable profession. With
approximately 8000 solicitors in private practice, the
number of defalcations averages only 7 or 8 per
year - an infinitesimal number. From a positive
viewpoint those figures translate into more than
7990 reputable, honest, caring and honourable
solicitors, many of whom are denigrated by the
conduct of 0.01 per cent of their unwelcome
colleagues. Other professions do not appear to suffer
as badly in the media stakes from the malevolent
acts of some criminal element in their profession.
The task of the legal adviser has changed
dramatically since my admission to the profession in
1968 when the family solicitor was just that: an
adviser to the whole family who, if he or she
practised commercial law, was also welcomed as a
silent business partner of his or her client. As a result
of the rapid changes that have taken place in every
aspect of our community in the past 30 years, to a
large extent the law has become another tool used in
our society to the fullest extent by small and large
users of legal services. In seeking to keep pace with
those complex and rapid changes the legal
profession may itself have contributed substantially
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to the decline in the respect, popularity and trust
that it once enjoyed.
Members of the legal profession are unique in that
they have been associated as a profession under the
banner of the Law Institute of Victoria since 1859
and have been supervised and administered by the
institute since about 1910, when it became a creature
of statute. The bill will bring about dramatic changes
to that aspect of the legal profession and, contrary to
Mr Power's assertions, it will weaken the control of
the Law Institute. Membership of the Law Institute
is not compulsory and, if anything, the introduction
of recognised professional associations will allow
greater freedom of choice to many of the
practitioners who will associate and form
associations wherein they will, within certain limits,
be able to create their own rules and conduct.
I do not intend to analyse the bill in detail, but it is
important that I highlight some of its most
significant aspects. The proposed legislation is
far-reaching and is, as described by some interests,
revolutionary. The bill is divided into two distinct
areas of operation. On the one hand it controls the
registration, discipline and management of the legal
profession; on the other hand it contains a
substantial provision of protection for users of legal
services and for those who place their trust in legal
practi tioners.
The most dramatic change lies in the introduction of
recognised professional associations, the
establishment of which it is expected will provide
freedom of choice of association for members of the
legal profession.
The bill provides that basic fundamental prOvision
which includes a requirement that each association
comprise at least 200 practitioners from at least 20
different firms. Each association will be required to
be administered pursuant to the prescribed statutory
requirements of each association, but will have the
option of creating additional supplementary
provisions and regulations pursuant to which its
members may practise.
Those supplementary iules are to be approved by
the Legal Ombudsman, but within reason they will
be able to join RPAs which best suit their particular
requirements, thereby releasing practitioners not
only to join the association of their choice but also, as
a group, to meet as an association with acceptable
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rules which they may formulate to accommodate
their particular needs and preferences.
As Mr Power said, the spirit of competition within
the profession is further encouraged by the
facilitation of registration of interstate practitioners
in Victoria. That is a favourable provision.
Part 3 of the bill outlines the general principles and
guidelines to control the manner of legal practice in
our state and expands the choices available to legal
practitioners. That part largely removes the barriers
which create the dichotomy between barristers and
solicitors. For example, it reinforces the freedom of
advocates to choose to have direct access to clients
while allowing RPAs to establish their own rules to
control direct access by clients to their advocate
members if they so wish. In other words, it affords
the opportunity for direct access by the public to
what we now call barristers, but those barristers who
wish not to have direct access from clients are
entitled to join an RPA whose rules make that
provision.
Also, it will be optional for advocate practitioners to
engage clerks; it is not compulsory. It will allow
RPAs to set their own rules about other occupations
that may be followed by their member practitioners.
That part provides that the robing of advocates in all
but non-jury proceedings will no longer be
compulsory but will be optional in most
circumstances.
The fundamental aim of those provisions is to
enhance freedom of choice for practitioners to
practise under many of the existing rules of conduct
that may be retained or to create their own
acceptable new rules.
Of great significance in this bill is the creation of a
new office of Legal Ombudsman, a position to be
filled by a non-lawyer and which can best be
compared to the existing Lay Observer. The Legal
Ombudsman will play an integral and leading role
in the supervision, control and resolution of
complaints against practitioners, whether
originating with RPAs or from his or her own office.
The Legal Ombudsman will be charged with the
overview of competition and competitive conduct
within the profession in respect of which he or she is
obliged to report to the Attorney-General, and he or
she will be obliged to supervise the enforcement of
the disciplinary provisions of the bill against legal
practitioners.
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Part 5 details the manner of dealing with disputes
between practitioners and clients, and the discipline
of practitioners. A distinction is quite properly
drawn in that part between the resolution of
disputes between practitioners and their clients on
the one hand and the discipline of practitioners on
the other hand. A dispute resolution process is
created which it is anticipated will be cheap,
effective and rapid.
The disputes procedure involves a complaint against
a practitioner being laid with his or her RPA and a
determination being made by the RPA. However,
within that procedure there exists an inherent
review mechanism for dissatisfied parties to seek
referral of the dispute to the Legal Ombudsman, a
review procedure which has considerable merit. The
disciplinary provisions of the bill as outlined in
division 2 of part 5 of the act regulate unsatisfactory
conduct or misconduct on the part of practitioners. It
should be stressed that the difference between a
dispute, for example, about legal costs is somewhat
different from a complaint against the conduct of a
practitioner or a new concept called 'unsatisfactory
conduct' on the part of a practitioner.
The bill is extremely onerous in terms of such
conduct, and the definition of 'unsatisfactory
conduct' is very wide. In the long term it may prove
necessary to revisit that definition for numerous
reasons, the least of which include the extremely
serious ramifications to a practitioner following the
finding of 'unsatisfactory' conduct against him or
her and the absence of discretion in instigating
proceedings against a practitioner irrespective of the
circumstances that may have led to that conduct.
As a more serious element of the disciplinary
process, a complaint of misconduct against a
practitioner must in the first instance be in writing to
the Legal Ombudsman or the practitioner's RPA.
Irrespective of where the complaint is laid, the Legal
Ombudsman has a supervisory role in respect of the
investigation and resolution of all complaints of
misconduct or unsatisfactory conduct against legal
practitioners. The Legal Ombudsman has the power
to review a decision of an RPA, and either body has
the power to make out a charge against the
practitioner, to be heard by the Legal Profession
Tribunal. That new tribunal has power not only to
fine a practitioner and/or impose other monetary
penalties, but also to make orders for compensation
in favour of a complainant, including an order that
the practitioner perform further gratuitous work for
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the complainant, to cancel or suspend a
practitioner's certificate, and, as a sanction, to strike
the practitioner off the roll of practitioners. The
seriousness of certain offences could allow the full
board of the tribunal to impose fines of up to $50 000
on a practitioner or a firm.
That is a thumbnail sketch of the bill's provisions
relating to the regulation and control of the legal
profession. The bill also contains extensive and
detailed initiatives for the protection of users of legal
services.
Part 4 makes it compulsory for the disclosure by the
legal practitioner to the client at an early stage of the
details of the contractual arrangement with respect
to the anticipated legal costs of the matter at hand.
The practitioner is obliged to provide the client as
soon as practicable with a detailed written
disclosure of the estimate of costs and the basis of
calculations of those costs, and the bill requires the
practitioner to notify the client of any substantial
change in the basis of the estimates of costs that may
arise during the course of his conduct of the matter.
The bill requires the provision of progress reports by
the practitioner to the client and generally provides
for more pertinent information to be given to the
client in an updated marmer. It also provides
substantial advantages to users of legal services if
the regulations are breached by the practitioner.
Another of the Significant initiatives introduced in
the bill is in respect to cost agreements. The bill
provides the opportunity for users of legal services
to negotiate with their practitioners on conditional
costs agreements contingent upon the outcome of a
matter. That facility is not available in criminal or
family law matters, and to avoid possible abuse the
scope of any such agreement is limited to a
maximum premium or uplifting of 25 per cent of
appropriate costs on the contingency being achieved.
Parts 6 and 7 of the bill relate to the retention of
clients' moneys by legal practitioners. The bill
retains the existing requirements for statutory
deposits, record keeping and auditing, and deals
with the provisions about defalcations by legal
practitioners. The bill also largely retains the current
provisions with respect to the appointment of
receivers and managers of legal practices in the
event of actual or prospective defalcations.
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It is not unreasonable to expect that when current

claims against the Solicitors Guarantee Fund are
eventually resolved, new claims against the fidelity
fund that will be established under the act should be
reduced not only in number but, more significantly,
in quantum due to the exclusion of defalcations and
losses arising from the conduct of mortgage
practices by solicitors from the cover and indemnity
under the fidelity fund.
Part 8 of the bill reviews the very sensitive area of
professional indemnity insurance cover for legal
practitioners. The legal profession is one of the very
few professions of which I am aware whose
members are obliged to have professional indemnity
cover as a condition precedent to practice. Other
professionals such as accountants have various
associations such as the ePA that require as a
prerequisite to being a member of that association
that its members have professional indemnity
insurance cover. I understand that an accountant
who is willing to go it alone without membership of
an association is not obliged to have professional
indemnity and is not compelled to take any steps to
advise his or her clients of that fact.
The medical profession does not have a compulsory
professional indemnity insurance cover
requirement. Most doctors voluntarily contribute to
a mutual society or cooperative arrangement which
provides a type of insurance cover. The so-called
mutual insurer of medical practitioners, however, is
not obliged to accept claims against the member
practitioner who has paid his or her contribution.
Two recent examples in New South Wales of the
estates of medical practitioners being sued by
injured patients is evidence of the consumer
protection pitfalls of that type of cover.
I recall in my early years of practice, like many other
practitioners at that time, not being excessively
concerned about the need for professional indemnity
cover, but that was then par for the course. With
maturity and the acquisition of some assets I
recognised its value. With the introduction of
compulsory professional cover, after living through
voluntary professional cover, I survived until 1976
when the Solicitors Uability Committee was
established and all practitioners were required to
insure through that organisation.
I have vivid recollections of the objections and
complaints that followed, particularly about the cost
of insurance through the Solicitors Uability
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Committee, which was in many instances more than
twice the cost of privately arranged cover. While the
general perception is that professional and
indemnity cover exists for the protection of legal
practitioners, it is probably a little recognised fact
that the cover currently provided by the Solicitors
Liability Committee is effective immediately when a
claim against a practitioner has been acknowledged
and accepted. Technicalities that are often resorted
to by many insurers to avoid honouring an
insurance contract are not considered under the
current scheme. In other words, it is not uncommon
for private professional indemnity insurers to seek
to avoid their liability on technical grounds such as
errors, defects or incomplete proposal details and
non-disclosure of previous claims.
The client in those circumstances is the loser,
because if the practitioner is not insured and, as is
often the case nowadays, has no assets, the client
who has suffered damage due to the negligence of
the legal practitioner will certainly have difficulty in
recovering compensation. One of the advantages,
and indeed one of the great marketing aspects of the
Victorian legal profession in respect of its
compulsory professional indemnity cover, is that
once a claim is recognised it is honoured without
equivocation to the benefit of the claimant. It will be
essential to monitor part 8 of the bill to ensure that
the security to users of legal services offered under
the scheme run by the Law Institute's Solicitors'
Uability Committee is in no way diminished under
the operation of the new act.
Part 10 of the bill allows the incorporation of legal
practices and the participation of employees as
shareholders in those practices. While restrictive in
the sense that the incorporated entity must be a
proprietary company whose sole objective is to
engage in legal practice, the bill certainly expands
the scope and opportunities for legal practitioners
and their qualified employees to move towards
trading as commercial entities and structures which
until recently have been unavailable to them, and
will afford legal practices some of the advantages
enjoyed by the majority of other business and
commercial enterprises.
In closing let me say the bill's impact is highlighted
by the conservative nature of the profession to
which it will apply and upon which it will have
effect. There is nevertheless no doubt that the time
has arrived for this degree of reform to the legal
profession. Because of its size and nature this bill
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will require time to work its way through into
practice and performance and with the reassurance
that if there is need for finetuning the government
will not step back from recognising that need and
fulfilling it. I am pleased to be afforded the
opportunity to speak on the bill. I commend the bill
to the house.

Hon. M. T. LUCKINS (Waverley) - The Legal
Practice Bill is a landmark bill which proposes major
reforms for the regulation of the legal profession. I
doubt whether there is another person in Parliament
who has served for as long as Mr Furletti as a
member of the Law Institute of Victoria. I note that
in his comments he said he started practice in 1968,
which was a boomer year indeed - the year I was
born! For the first time this bill gives Victorians who
engage lawyers real consumer protection.
I will focus on the positive provisions of the bill that
will benefit the average Victorian and will leave the
technical nitty-gritty to my legally trained
colleagues. I will also address the Honourable Pat
Power's concerns about the independence and
freedom of the profession and the cost of justice.
The Legal Professional Practice Act 1891 sought in
theory to distinguish between barristers and
solicitors. In practice the profession has remained
divided between members of the Victorian Bar and
members of the Law Institute of Victoria. The bill
will remove the last divisions between barristers and
solicitors so that the theory and intention of the
grandfather legislation is finally implemented after
105 years. The bill replaces the Legal Professional
Practice Act 1958 and reflects two liberal principles:
first, freedom of association; and, second, the
accountability of powerful private institutions to
their members and clients.
The provisions of the principal act are about as
difficult to navigate as an Esher staircase - even for
lawyers. By comparison, the bill, although it has
almost 400 pages, is comprehendible and palatable
not only to the profession it regulates but to lay
persons like me, who are affected by and subjected
to the activities of the legal profession. The bill will
allow the Victorian profession to become the most
competitive and well regulated in Australia.
The underlying principle of the bill is competition.
The legal profession is an ancient one that follows
time-honoured customs, as we do in this place, and
often these customs cannot be effectively adapted to
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the modern day. In her second-reading speech the
Attorney-General said:
Members of the legal profession stand between the
powerful and the weak, the rich and the poor, the
citizen and the state.

This bill, while upholding the legal profession's
status as an independent third arm of government,
also recognises that most lawyers now view the
occupation as a business offering legal services
rather than a privilege granted by society that carries
important social obligations. In effect, the new
regulatory regime in the bill demands public
accountability from the legal profession while
offering freedom of association and the benefits of a
truly fused profession.
Legal practitioners will now be able to join
recognised professional associations (RPAs), instead
of having the quasi-compulsory duty to be members
of a union-like regulator such as the Law Institute of
Victoria. In other words, the bill provides for
multiple self-regulatory professional associations
which introduce competition into the profession.
Lawyers will be able to compare the benefits offered
by these RPAs and determine which services and
support best suit their needs.
The Legal Practice Board, which is to be established
under part 15, will oversee this new arrangement.
The board will consist of the chairperson, who is
required to have served as a judge in the County
Court or superior court; three legal practitioners
who have not less than seven years experience; and
three non-lawyers, all lay people. The legal
profession and its clients alike will also welcome
clause 65, which allows for two or more practitioners
to appear together as co-advocates. That means
solicitors and barristers will now be able to appear
together in most cases, thus saving clients
unnecessary expense.
Clause 68 also prohibits the old custom under which
barristers were required to lease chambers from a
company controlled by the Victorian Bar. Barristers
may now establish offices in locations convenient to
clients and courts at a cost to be determined by them.
Robing for advocates will be optional under
clause 70, except in jury trials. I am sure that
members of the general public who appear in court
for non-jury trials will feel more comfortable with
suitably clad advocates than with caped crusaders in
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overwhelmingly formal and intimidating
environments. Clauses 9 and 10 will allow potential
clients to inspect the register of legal practitioners
and firms. This will ensure that the Sarah Grassos of
this world are bypassed and that only persons with
current practising certificates are sought for legal
work.
Under part 13 lawyers undertaking conveyancing
work will have a duty to disclose whether they hold
professional indemnity insurance and the extent of
that cover. For example, clients will know before
they take title of new properties that in the event
that their lawyers have negligently forgotten to
search for prior and superior claims, the clients will
be compensated through the practitioners' insurers.
This will give lay people peace of mind. They will
not have to face the prospect of losing assets which
have taken a lifetime to acquire because of their
lawyers' incompetence. I am not suggesting that any
of my colleagues who are lawyers are incompetent!
By overseeing self-regulation of complaints against
lawyers, the independent Legal Ombudsman will
ensure that the public interest is put first.
The bill endorses the profession's continued
self-regulation through the addition of an
independent umpire, the Legal Ombudsman. The
Honourable Pat Power raised in his amendment the
question of independence. This government agrees
that it is essential that the legal profession retain its
independence from state control, and the rule of law
demands this. It is also essential that public
confidence in the administration of justice is
restored, and that is the direction in which this bill
leads us.
On the whole the legal profession is a noble one and
the majority of lawyers are hard working and try to
ensure that their clients have access to justice. Of
course, 'access' is the operative word, because if the
cost of justice and the burden of proving truth
outweigh the chance or likelihood that justice will be
achieved, an injustice has already been inflicted.

To ensure that the Legal Ombudsman is truly an
independent umpire clause 420 outlines the
requirement for the appointment of a person who
has not practised law for the past seven years. The
Legal Ombudsman will have two roles: to act as a
watchdog on complaints made against practitioners
that allege misconduct or unsatisfactory conduct;
and to investigate the effect on any legislation,
practice rules or conduct of marketplace competition
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for legal services. Where a dispute is in relation to
costs under $15 000 and deals with a civil issue, the
relevant RPA may resolve the matter by
investigating the complaint and may, if necessary,
bring disciplinary proceedings against practitioners
in the Legal Profession Tribunal. It may also
investigate claims against the fidelity fund.
The bill will protect consumers, or clients, from the
often high cost of justice. The bill will make costings
more certain and dispute resolution between
lawyers and clients more independent, and will
place a duty of due diligence on lawyers involved in
the guardianship of clients' money. This bill will
open up access to information on legal costs. Under
clauses 86 and 87 in part 4, a legal practitioner or
firm must give prospective clients information on
costs and billing. Clients have the right to negotiate
costs and whether to receive lump sum bills or
pay-as-you-go accounts. A practitioner must give a
client an estimate of the total legal costs, including
details of costs that may be recovered if he or she is
successful and the range of costs for which he or she
might be liable if unsuccessful. The client can then
decide whether to proceed with the action based on
the odds of success.
Clause 88 in part 4 requires that information to be
written in plain English. If the legal practitioner
knows that a client is illiterate, the information must
be conveyed orally. This bill recognises that the legal
profession, being a specialised profession the
practise of which demands years of concentrated
study and practice, has its own jargon that is
incomprehensible to the average Victorian. Legal
practitioners provide advice to their clients, so it is
only reasonable to expect that a client be able to
understand that advice and what it means. H a legal
practitioner or firm does not comply with clause 88
and the legal bill exceeds $750, the costs may be
reduced by a proportion equivalent to the
seriousness of the omission as judged by the Legal
Profession Tribunal established under part 17.
Perhaps one of the most striking features of the bill,
considering its regulatory focus, is its ability to
deliver tangible benefits to clients or consumers of
the legal profession. Thorough analysis and
consultation have been undertaken on the bill with
the legal profession, as outlined by Mr Furletti, and
the profession has not advocated a different
direction for Parliament to pursue.
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In regulating the legal profession the Legal Practice
Bill will offer more choice and flexibility to
consumers; it will make the profession more
competitive and will better protect the interests of
consumers. I commend the bill to the house.
Hon. P. A. KATSAMBANIS (Monash) -It is an
honour to join the debate on the Legal Practice Bill.
As I shall be speaking in favour of the bill, it goes
without saying that together with the government I
will be opposing the reasoned amendment proposed
by Pat Power on behalf of the opposition.
Although I am a member of the honourable legal
profession, I do not profess to have the experience or
wealth of knowledge that my colleague Mr Furletti
has in the profession.
Hon. Louise Asher - Were you born in 1968 too?
Hon. P. A. KATSAMBANIS - No, I was three
years old in 1968. I was admitted to practice in 1991
and have been a member of the Law Institute of
Victoria since then. Indeed, it is an honourable
profession.
Before I discuss the bill in detail I shall refer to some
of the issues raised by Mr Power and, I hope,
provide him with the assurances that he sought. I
am disappOinted with Mr Power's speech in support
of the reasoned amendment because although he
made a number of assertions and generalist claims
he fell short on providing explanations for the two
reasons the opposition has opposed the bill and is
calling for its withdrawal. It is indicative of this
opposition that it cannot go beyond talking about
generalities. It cannot produce any reasoned facts or
hard evidence. Again it has failed to do the work.

It would have been far better if in the committee
stage the opposition had put forward a series of
amendments that it thought would make the bill
work better. Over the weekend opposition members
have been too busy talking about who is
white-anting whom and who is the deadwood
rather than coming up with appropriate
amendments to the bill. In asking for the withdrawal
of the bill they are calling into question not only the
integrity of the people involved in the review
process over the past few years but also of those
who have raised issues and asked questions since
the bill was introduced in the other house last
session. The bill was deliberately laid over during
the recess so that further comment could be taken on
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the bill. The government agreed with many of those
matters and amendments were moved in the other
place and adopted. The bill has come to this house
with many new amendments which the government
believes has significantly improved the bill. The
opposition would have nothing in place of this bill.
It would have more of the same.
Although Mr Power accepted that the bill introduces
a fundamental change to the structure and operation
of the legal profession he questioned whether it was
a reformist bill. I decided to look up the meaning of
'reform' in the Macquarie Dictionary. Among other
things it said that 'reform' means 'improve by
alteration, substitution, abolition ... '
Given the input of Mr Furletti and Mrs Luckins
before me I will prove to the house that this is a
reformist bill. In fact, it is the most fundamental
reform to the legal profession since 1891 when the
first Legal Profession Practice Act was introduced.
Attempts at regulation of the legal profession date
back further to the mid-19th century, but it was not
until 1891 that a bill was successful in being passed
by state Parliament. There has been a series of what I
call 1awyer bashings' for many years. It is
interesting to note that even in the debates that led
to the 1891 bill lawyer bashing was prevalent. In
1875, while debating a private member's bill in the
other place, a Mr Purves, speaking against that bill,
said:
I see a distinct advantage to be gained by this bill. It
will, for example, enable a man who has failed in one
profession to fail in another also.

Hon. Louise Asher - Theo tried to do that!
Hon. P. A. KATSAMBANIS - I guess a number
of ministers in the failed Cain and Kirner
governments are out in the work force probably still
failing in their new chosen professions, if they found
them. That attitude does a great injustice to the
lawyers of this state and country. As Mr Furletti
pointed out, the vast majority - 99.9 per cent - of
the profession are honourable people who do serve
the public. They do more than just run a business.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. P. A. KATSAMBANIS - The legal
profession has changed over the years. As Mr Power
pointed out, lawyers are now professionals carrying
on a business rather than being pure professionals.
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Lawyers provide a good service. They have the best
interests of their clients at heart. It is an accepted
notion that it is good business practice to hold your
clients and their needs and requirements in the
highest regard. Lawyers certainly do that. Lawyers
on occasions give of their time freely. They often
perform pro bono work or work that is done at a
cost substantially lower than might otherwise be
claimed. That is an essential part of the legal process.
It is an essential part of ensuring that everyone has
access to justice in this state. I assure Mr Power that
this service will continue with the introduction of
this new act.
Mr Power raised the fact that the bill abolishes any
last vestiges of compulsive unionism in the legal
profession. I can understand the Labor Party's
philosophical objection to the abolition of
compulsory unionism. I can understand that certain
members of the Pledge group have pledged to
ensure that compulsory unionism survives and
thrives; but voluntary unionism is a fundamental
crux of the democratic nature of this country.
Freedom of association and the ability of an
individual to freely associate or, just as importantly,
not to associate are fundamental rights in our society
that members on this side of the house accept.
Despite the provisions of the existing act, that
fundamental right has in practice been denied to the
legal profession in this state for many years.
I welcome voluntary membership. I do not in any
way see how voluntary membership, as Mr Power
asserted, leads to some situation where there is no
place for unionism or collectivity, as he put it. In fact
I believe it strengthens the case for unionism. It
strengthens the case for collectivity where people
voluntarily choose to come together as opposed to
being forced to do so. Although I do not agree with
the Labor Party's philosophical objection, I
understand its hip-pocket nerve objection to
abolition because it depends on union dues.
Hon. Pat Power - Not any more!
Hon. P. A. KATSAMBANIS - Perhaps that is no
longer the case. Since the reforms of this government
to allow voluntary unionism throughout the state
generally many people have exercised their right not
to join a union because they find it is not
representative of their views.
In the case of the legal profession, and I speak from
personal experience, until now the Law Institute of
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Victoria has had a monopoly in the representation of
Victorian solicitors. The introduction of competition
will be a good thing for solicitors, the Law Institute
and consumers of legal services. Firstly, it will
reaffirm solicitors' right to freedom of association.
Secondly, it will provide the competitive incentive
for organisations such as the Law Institute of
Victoria and other recognised professional
associations that may be formed in the near future to
truly represent the interests of and ensure they hold
the loyalty and respect of their fee-paying members.

I reject any imputation by the opposition that the
government somehow intends to interfere with the
continued good operation of the legal profession.
That is clearly not the case and no evidence has been
produced to support that suggestion. Together with
other government members, I will continue to be
vigilant to ensure that does not happen, and I am
sure that will be a bipartisan approach if at some
time in the future the people of Victoria forget the
errors of the past and for some unknown reason
again elect a Labor government.

A competitive environment will not only be of
benefit to the operation of the legal profesSion, it will
introduce competitive cost pressures that will ensure
membership costs are kept to an absolute minimum.
Mr Power said the Law Institute has claimed the cost
of practising certificates will increase by up to $1500,
an absurd amount. The claims of the current
compulsory union may be put in the same basket as
the claims of the Shop, Distributive and Allied
Employees Association that an increase in shop
trading hours will lead to a diminution of
employment. The Law Institute is just another union
trying to defend its own patch of turf from what will
be welcome competition.

Mr Power touched on the issue of professional
indemnity insurance. The government's reform of
the current professional indemnity insurance
scheme is welcomed by the profession. The changes
will introduce competition into the provision of
professional indemnity insurance while continuing
to maintain the minimum standards which were
alluded to by Mr Furletti and which exist to protect
not so much lawyers but all Victorians who are
consumers of legal services.

Mr Power claimed that somehow the bill will reduce
the independence of the legal profession. I would
not entertain supporting any bill that did that. As I
said earlier, the opposition's assertions are nothing
but assertions and it provided no examples of how
independence will be diminished. In fact, the
independence of the legal profession from the
executive government is a fundamental principle of
our democracy that has continued to operate
throughout the course of the reforms made to the
legal profesSion. The bill enhances that
independence in a number of ways that have
already been outlined by Mr Furletti and
Mrs Luckins, and later I will deal with that matter
further.
The opposition failed to elaborate on how the legal
profession's independence will be diminished, and I
point out that continued self-regulation through the
combination of RPAs, the Legal Practice Board, the
Legal Practice Tribunal and the Legal Ombudsman
will create the necessary separation of the regulation
of the legal profesSion from the executive
government and ensure there is no undue
interference by government.

The arguments advanced in favour of keeping the
monopolistic, compulsory scheme run by the Law
Institute's Solicitors' Liability Committee are similar
to the arguments that were used when the
telecommunications industry was being
deregulated. It was argued that competition would
somehow lead to an increase in telephone charges.
The then Telecom and its mates told people it would
be horrible and that the prices of telephone calls
would increase. In fact, prices decreased and the
level of service increased, which is what usually
happens when competition is introduced into a
particular area. That is also the most likely outcome
of the reform of professional indemnity insurance
for lawyers.
Given the well-established fact that some people do
not care much for lawyers or the way they operate, it
may be said that a decrease in the cost of insurance
for lawyers may be great for them but will not assist
anyone else. That is a pity. As Mr Power quite
rightly pointed out, the costs associated with
professional indemnity insurance are passed on to
consumers of legal services. A decrease in the price
of professional indemnity insurance for lawyers will
ensure that the cost of justice is kept as low as
possible, an issue in which Mr Power expressed a
strong interest.

Mr Power went on to question the introduction of
competition into legal professional indemnity
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insurance and ask whether that would lead to undue
interference by insurance companies in the provision
of such insurance and the exclusion of certain work,
and he gave the example of pro bono work - that is,
work performed for little or no fee. That suggestion
not only casts aspersions on the professional conduct
of the insurance companies involved, it also brings
into question whether the Legal Practice Board can
rightly set the minimum standards which are
outlined in part 8 of the bill and which will be
required to be included in any contract of insurance
taken out by any Victorian lawyer. I have good faith
in the Legal Practice Board.
Mr Power asked for some explanation about why
under clause 228 the Legal Practice Board will need
to seek consultation with relevant bodies such as the
recognised professional associations, the insurance
companies and legal consumer groups before setting
the minimum standards. As was so eloquently
outlined by Mr Furletti, that consultation will ensure
the minimum standards we get are the correct
minimum standards that will provide the protection
that has been provided for so long to the people of
Victoria. I have no doubt that the introduction of
competition in the area of professional indemnity
insurance will decrease costs for practitioners and
that, in turn, will decrease the cost of legal services
to Victorian consumers.
I am trying to ensure that I have covered all the
issues raised by Mr Power. I welcome the fact that
the opposition accepts certain clauses. I particularly
note that the opposition accepts clause 98, which I
would call the Labor lawyers clause: the ability to
charge contingency fees in some limited
circumstances. I am sure Mr Power was speaking for
a large part of his constituency of Labor lawyers
when he welcomed that clause. I am surprised that
in his reasoned amendment he did not include
clause 98 as one clause that he would keep in this
bill if, as is highly unlikely, his reasoned amendment
were agreed to.
The role of the Legal Ombudsman has been well
discussed today. A major concern one hears from
both lawyers and clients of lawyers is that the
current complaint system does not seem to work for
either the lawyer or the client. In the client's case,
quite rightly in many cases because clients use
lawyers only once, twice or three times in their lives
and that is when buying or selling property or
engaging in business transactions, the client is
cognisant of the fact that the Law Institute of
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Victoria, which handles complaints against solicitors
in the first instance, is also the representative of the
lawyers. People are rightly concerned about lodging
complaints about lawyers with their union.
From the solicitors' perspective there is an increasing
understanding that the processes followed by the
Law Institute in investigating complaints against
solicitors do in some way take away from the
natural justice afforded to most accused people in
courts and tribunals. So there is actually some
consternation about the current system from all
users of the system when it comes to lodging
complaints about lawyers.
The Legal Ombudsman will be an independent
umpire to assess complaints about the conduct of
lawyers. Of course the recognised professional
associations will have a part to play in looking at
complaints in the first instance if clients choose to
take complaints to them. It is part of the whole
concept of self-regulation that professional bodies
are able to introduce a dispute resolution
mechanism and solve concerns that clients may have
against their members. That will also speed up the
process and lead to decreased costs but if a client
wants an independent umpire the Legal
Ombudsman is there and is probably best described
as the lay observer with much stronger powers and
a better understood role. That can only be good for
consumers of legal services.
The Legal Ombudsman has other roles apart from
looking at complaints. He or she will also be a
competition watchdog who will investigate
anti-competitive practices within the profession.
There has been some concern in some quarters that
as a result of the Legal Ombudsman investigating
anti-competitive practices he or she will come across
information that is in the usual course of events
privileged between clients and their legal
representatives. Of course the Legal Ombudsman
must report his or her investigations to the
Attorney-General, who will table the report in
Parliament. There is some concern that the tabling of
that information may lead to some privileged
information, what is usually considered legal
professional privilege exercisable by a client, coming
into the public domain and therefore disadvantaging
clients. I assure the house and the people who have
raised those concerns that in any investigation the
Legal Ombudsman will always act responsibly, will
have due consideration to the nature of that
confidential information and will ensure that such
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information is not revealed in the report to
Parliament unless it is absolutely, and I stress
absolutely, essential for that information to be
revealed in that anti-competitive environment.
The operation of the bill has been well outlined by
Mr Furletti and Mrs Luckins and in part by
Mr Power. There is an omission from the bill from
my own perspective in that it does not actually
address the issue of multidisci.plinary practice that is, the ability that has been denied for all these
years for legal professionals to have a joint practice
with other professionals, be they town planners,
accountants, doctors, engineers or whatever the case
may be where there might be some synergy or
combinations of all those professions getting
together to form a multidisciplinary practice. I am
heartened to see the Attorney-General has suggested
that she will refer the issue to the Legal Ombudsman
for further investigation. I welcome that and I look
forward to the Legal Ombudsman reporting on it in
due course.
The bill encompasses some other minor aspects
other than the introduction of competition to
professional indemnity insurance and the
introduction of voluntary unionism in the legal
profession. They are not minor in any other sense
than by comparison with the two major reforms in
the bill. The ability of legal practitioners to
incorporate has been a glaring omission from the
laws of this land where nearly every other
profession or business has access to limited liability
because of the ability to incorporate. That has been
denied legal practitioners in the main for all these
years and it is a welcome change to bring them on to
an equal footing with other professions and
businesses.
Part 13 is also welcome. Before taking on
conveyancing work, conveyancers other than legal
practitioners are now required to disclose to their
clients whether they have professional indemnity
insurance. As a legal practitioner I welcome the
introduction of competition in legal services and I
welcome the competition provided by conveyancers
in conveyancing work. However, it has been a major
concern of the legal profession that one of the
reasons why the cost of buying conveyancing
services from legal practitioners has often been
slightly higher than the equivalent services from
conveyancers is because lawyers must have
compulsory indemnity insurance and conveyancers
do not. I would not want to impose compulsory
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insurance on conveyancers, but part 13 of the bill is a
good halfway house. As outlined by Mrs Luckins, it
provides disclosure to the client that is
fundamentally important. When people are making
what for most of them is the largest investment of
their lives - that is, buying their own homes - they
know solicitors have professional indemnity
insurance but they do not know whether
conveyancers have. When choosing from whom to
buy the service they will now be able to make a fully
informed choice. I welcome that because it is part of
ensuring a level playing field in the competition for
legal services.
I also welcome part 4, which attempts to group the
general prOvisions relating to legal costs under the
one act. For many years people have had to refer to
all sorts of acts to determine the obligations of the
lawyer and the rights and obligations of the client in
providing information on legal costs. Now they will
be consolidated under the one act, which can only be
good both for the lawyer in ensuring compliance
and for the consumer in ensuring that he or she
receives the information relating to costs to which he
or she is entitled.
The second-reading speech states the intention to
move a house amendment to section 64A of the
Legal Profession Practice Act which will take effect
from 8 March 1998. I commend it to the house
because it will protect the innocent partners of a
legal practice from defalcations on trust accounts
that are committed without their knowledge by
non-solicitor employees of the firm. Many years ago,
before I was in practice, that protection was
provided through regulation. In the 1980s those
regulations were incorporated in the Legal
Profession Practice Act. Section 64A of that act
provides protection to the innocent partners in a
legal practice against a partner or an emplOyeE
solicitor who causes a defalcation without their
knowledge. There was no policy rationale for
discontinuing the coverage to non-solicitor
employees of a firm to protect innocent partners. I
stress the word 'innocent' - Hon. Pat Power - Who determines the
innocence?
Hon. P. A. KATSAMBANIS - That is a nutter
of fact in each case, Mr Power. I do not think you can
ride roughshod over people and introduce
legislation to cover it. Each case is ultimately ~
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matter for the courts to decide. I welcome the
amendment.
I note that the same protection that is included in
part 7, which will come into effect on 1 January, is to

be extended by the amendment to cover the hiatus
between 8 March 1988 and the present date. To date
there has been only one known case of defalcation
relating to this particular area, and I welcome its
extension to cover both the operation of natural
justice and the concept in law that an innocent third
party should not be held accountable and should not
be made to pay for the actions of someone else.
In conclusion, I commend the bill to the house. I also
commend the efforts of the working party and the
work of all those who have had an input into
producing what everyone will say is a large billalthough I am sure not many members of the house
have read it. I commend the work of the
parliamentary draftspeople in producing a bill
which is workable and comprehensible, even though
it is 400 pages long, and which contains an excellent
explanatory memorandum. Congratulations to all
those who have been involved!
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Forwood, Mr (Teller)
Furletti, Mr

Wilding,Mrs

Noes, 10
Eren, Mr (Teller)
Gould, Miss
Hogg,Mrs
MeLean,Mrs
Nardella, Mr

Nguyen,Mr
Power,Mr
Puilen,Mr
Theophanous, Mr
Walpole, Mr (Teller)

Amendment negatived.
The PRESIDENT - Order! I am of the opinion
that the second reading of this bill requires to be
passed by an absolute majority. In order that I may
ascertain whether the required majority is present, I
ask those members in favour of the second reading
to stand in their places.
Required number of members having risen:
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Committed.

Committee
I again express my disappointment that the
opposition has by its own actions been excluded
from the groups of people who have participated in
a reasoned debate, raised logical concerns and issues
and proposed amendments. I thank the house for
the opportunity to participate in the debate on what
is the most fundamental reform to the legal
profession for 105 years.

House divided on omission (members in favour
vote no):

Ayes, 33
Asher,Ms
Ashman,Mr
Atkinson, Mr
Baxter,Mr
Best, Mr
Birrell, Mr
Bishop,Mr
Boardman, Mr
Bowden,Mr
Brideson, Mr
Cover,Mr
Craige,Mr
Davis, Mr D. MeL.
Davis, Mr P. R.
de Fegely, Mr

Hail,Mr
Hallam,Mr
Hartigan, Mr
Katsambanis, Mr
Knowles, Mr
Lueas,Mr
Luckins, Mrs
Powell,Mrs
Ross, Or
Smith,Mr
Smith, Ms (Teller)
Stoney,Mr
Strong, Mr
Varty, Mrs
Wells, Or

Oause 1 agreed to.
Clause 2
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business) - I move:
1.

Clause 2, line 5, after "Part" (where first occurring)
insert ", section 448".

I thank honourable members who have participated
in the second-reading debate on this historic bill:
Mr Furletti, Mrs Luckins and Mr Katsambanis. It is
instructive to hear a solicitor with the experience of
Mr Furletti outline historical reasons for the
introduction of the bill. Mrs Luckins went into
considerable detail to outline a consumer's
perspective on the legislation, and Mr Katsambanis
put a professional view which clearly outlined the
government's rationale for introducing the
legislation.
I shall comment on one particular issue - that is,
the issue of a Legal Ombudsman. The act has
provisions that require the Legal Ombudsman to
inquire into matters referred to him or her by the
Attorney-General or on his or her own volition
where he or she believes a practice is anticompetitive.
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The Legal Ombudsman may require a legal
practitioner to provide information and documents
within the auspices of an inquiry and must report on
his or her findings to the Attorney-General, who
must table a report in Parliament. It is anticipated
that when a report is tabled the Legal Ombudsman
will act responsibly and with due consideration to
the confidentiality of information obtained
compulsorily. Although the Legal Ombudsman has
the power to require the production of material
against the legal privilege that belongs to the client,
it is assumed that he or she will be conscientious in
ensuring that such information is not revealed
within the report tabled in Parliament unless it is
absolutely essential to the report to do so.

3.
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Clause 2, after line 7 insert "() Section 447 is deemed to have come into
operation on 8 March 1988.".

I refer to my earlier comments about the substantive
issue.

Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 3 to 83 agreed to.
Oause84
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business) - I move:
4.

Clause 84, line 13, omit "82(2)" and insert "82(4)".

This amendment is consequential upon amendment
no. 11. I foreshadow, Mr Chairman, the major issue
in amendment no. 11 and indeed, in amendment
no. 3. The government is proposing new clauses 447
and 448. In short, the substantive issue is that new
clauses 447 and 448 retrospectively amend the
existing legislation to cure an anomaly in section
64A of the principal act. That section provides
certain protection against defalcations by fellow
partners or employee solicitors, but not in relation to
defalcations by non-solicitor employees.

This amendment corrects a cross-reference error.

An innocent partner is one who, in the opinion of
the council of the Law Institute, was in no way party
to the defalcation, and acted honestly and
reasonably in the matter. New section 64B gives the
same protection to innocent partners in relation to
defalcations by non-solicitor employees. The
amendment does not automatically protect such
partners. To avail themselves of the protection the
amendment offers, they will need to prove they had
acted honestly and reasonably in relation to the
defalcation in question.

This amendment again corrects a cross-reference.

Amendment agreed to.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business) - I move:
2.

Clause 2, line 5, omit "450 and 451" and insert "452
and 453".

1bis amendment is consequential upon amendment
no. 11.

Amendment agreed to.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business) - I move:

Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 85 to 304 agreed to.
Clause 305
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business) - I move:
5.

Clause 305, page 224, line 16, omit "(1)" and insert
"(4)".

Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 306 to 319 agreed to.
Oause320
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business) - I move:
6.

Clause 320, line 24, omit "apply" and insert "appeal".

This corrects inconsistent use of language by
omitting the word'apply' and inserting the word
'appeal'.

Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 321 to 327 agreed to.
Oause328
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business) - I move:
7.

Clause 328, line 27, omit "apply" and insert "appeal".

This again corrects inconsistent use of language

along the lines of the previous amendment.
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Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 329 to 432 agreed to.
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BB. New section 116 inserted in Legal Profession Practice
Act 1958

After section 115 of the Legal Profession Practice
Act 1958 insert-

Clause 433
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business) - I move:
8.

Clause 433, page 310, line 8, omit "RPA" and insert
"company".

9.

Clause 433, page 310, line 10, omit "RPA" and insert
"company".

10. Clause 433, page 310, line 14, omit "RPA" and insert
"person".

"116. Supreme Court-limitation of jurisdiction
It is the intention of section 64B to alter or vary
section 85 of the Constitution Act 1975.".'.

I already made comment on the substantive policy
issue raised in this amendment when
I foreshadowed and made my comments on
amendment no. 11.

New clauses agreed to.

All three amendments correct drafting errors.

Schedule 1
Amendments agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 434 to 452 agreed to.
New clauses
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business) - I move:
11. Insert the following new clauses to follow clause
446-

,AA. New section 64B inserted in Legal Profession Practice

Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business) - I move:
12. Schedule 1, page 321, line 3, omit "451" and insert
"453".

Ibis amendment is consequent upon amendment
no. 11.
Amendment agreed to; amended schedule agreed
to.

Act 1958
After section 64A of the Legal Profession Practice
Act 1958 insert-

"64B. Immunity tor innocent partners
Despite anything to the contrary in the Partnership
Act 1958 or any rule of law to the contrary, an
action does not lie against a partner of a firm in
respect of a defalcation committed by another
partner or other partners of that firm, or by an
employee of that firm or of any partner of that
firm, if(a) all persons have been compensated for the
pecuniary loss suffered by them by reason of
the defalcation, whether as a result of a claim
under section 64 or by payment by another
partner or other partners of that firm; and
(b) the council is of the opinion having regard to all

the circumstances that that partner(i) was not a party to the defalcation; and
(ii) acted honestly and reasonably in the

matter.".

Schedule 2
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business) - I move:
13. Schedule 2, page 353, line 2, omit "452" and insert
"454".

Ibis again is consequent upon amendment no. 11.
Amendment agreed to.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business) - I move:
14. Schedule 2, page 371, line 9, omit "the
commencement day" and insert"l Apri11996".

Ibis removes an unintended change in the law as
currently expressed in section 64(4)(d) of the Legal
Profession Practice Act. Oairns on the fidelity fund
arising from existing nominee mortgages will be
excluded only where the mortgage was entered into
after 1 April 1996. All claims arising from such
mortgages entered into after the commencement day
will be excluded.
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Amendment agreed to.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business) - I move:
15. Schedule 2, page 381, line 15, omit "1605" and insert
"378".

The PRESIDENT - Order! This bill requires to
be passed by an absolute majority. As there is not an
absolute majority of the members of the house
present, I ask the Clerk to ring the bells.

This corrects a cross-reference error.

Bells rung.

Amendment agreed to.

Members having assembled in chamber:

Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business) - I move:

Motion agreed to by absolute majority.

16. Schedule 2, page 381, line 21, after "Fund" insert "on

or before 30 June 1997".

This ensures that payment out of the public purpose
fund to defray costs incurred in establishing the
board, the tribunal and the office of the Legal
Ombudsman is made before the end of the 1996-97
financial year. This will allow the Department of
Justice to be reimbursed for funds it has expended
for these purposes.
Amendment agreed to.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business) - I move:
17. Schedule 2, page 381, line 34, omit paragraph (c).

This omits an unnecessary paragraph.
Amendment agreed to; amended schedule agreed
to.
Long title
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business) - I move:
18. Long title, before "repeal" insert "amend and".

This is consequent upon amendment no. 11.
Amendment agreed to; amended long title agreed
to.
Reported to house with amendments, including
amended long title.
Report adopted.

Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 8 October; motion of
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance).
Hon. PAT POWER (Jika Jika) - I will record the
reasons the opposition intends to oppose the bill,
which is a significant piece of legislation. The
second-reading speech refers to the amendment to
section 77 and states:
The current provision relating to the improper use of
information gained by a councillor Or member of a
council committee has proved to be unworkable in
practice. The bill tightens this section and extends it to
past as well as present councillors or members of
council committees to make improper use of
information gained whilst acting as councillors or
members of council committees. It will cover persons
who release information that is confidential to the
council or which the council wishes to keep
confidential and which the person knows or should
reasonably have known was confidential. This
provision is based on a similar provision in the
Queensland Local Government Act.

Another part of the second-reading speech refers to
the removal of the sunset prOvisions relating to the
minister's power to give directions concerning rates
and charges.
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Under section 185B of the act, the minister may put a
cap on a council's general income in respect of a
specified financial year. However, as subsection (I~) of
section 185B currently stands, this power can only be
used in the three financial years from 1995-96. The
government has decided to extend the minister's
power, giving the ongoing power to cap council rates
and charges.
The second-reading speech claims this move will
protect ratepayers from unreasonable increases in
rates and charges and will require ongoing
discipline on council's finances. Those parts of the
bill are the meat of the opposition's decision to
oppose the bill.
Clause 3 of the bill deals with the improper use of
information. It replaces section 77 of the Local
Government Act by substituting proposed new
section 77, which states:
(I)

A person who is, or has been, a Councillor or a
member of a Council committee must not make
improper use of any information acquired as a
Councillororm~er--

(a) to gain or attempt to gain, directly or indirectly,
a pecuniary advantage for himself or herself
or for any other person; or
(b)

to harm or to attempt to harm the Council.

The penalty for breaching this provision will be
20 penalty points for a first offence and
imprisonment for 3 months for a second or
subsequent offence.
Proposed subsection (2) states:
A person who is, or has been, a Councillor or a member
of a Council committee must not release information
that the person knows, or should reasonably know, is
information -(a) that is confidential to the Council; and
(b)

that the Council wishes to keep confidential.

Again, the penalty for a first offence is 20 penalty
units and imprisonment for 3 months for a second or
subsequent offence.
So that there is no doubt in the minds of honourable
members, I point out that the opposition absolutely
supports the suggestion that the high jump bar
ought to be very high for those who participate in
local government, particularly in relation to
pecuniary interests and required standards. We
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believe that those who participate in local
government under the categories described in the
bill should be in no doubt about the need for
integrity and probity of the most significant kind.
As I have said previously, the opposition
acknowledges that the 78 new municipalities have a
critical role to play in providing leadership and
management at the local level, ensuring that
communities, businesses and households are able to
participate in future growth and in the rewards that
flow from that growth. Unless elected councillors
address this challenge, they will go down in history
as being responsible for the communities in their
municipalities withering and dying. There can be no
doubt that the significance and capacity of local
government are of the highest order.
That having been said, the opposition is concerned
about the wording of clause 3. It is only fair and
reasonable that a councillor or a member of a council
committee who uses information improperly ought
to be subject to the kinds of penalties proposed in
the bill.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - Except if the issue revolves
around the question of intent as it currently stands.
That is the problem.
Hon. PAT POWER - I understand from whence
the government is coming in relation to that, but I
want to put forward the reasons the opposition is
concerned about it. A close look at the words reveals
that 'improper use' arises as a consequence of a
councillor or a committee member having sought to
harm or attempt to harm the council. In our view, it
will be difficult to make a judgment about whether a
councillor did do so while going about undertaking
the responsibilities given to him or her at election
time. Just who will make a decision about improper
use? Who will make the decision about the intention
to harm the council?
Hon. B. N. Atkinson interjected.
Hon. PAT POWER - I am not concerned about
where those assessments are made. I am more
interested in agendas that might be the reason why
such matters arise. Many councillors under the
former and current structures were elected, as will
be the case with the 55 councils to be elected in
March next year, as a consequence of a clear
undertaking and campaign commitment offered to
the electorate, and there will be many council tables
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around which such people will be in the minority.
We all understand what happens when you either
have or do not have the numbers. I am unable to
find any provision in the proposed legislation that
ensures a majority on council, for whatever reason,
would be prevented from silencing or corralling a
minority councillor or councillors by deeming that
the matter under discussion was confidential.

It is my concern that if a councillor were to persist
with community consultation on a matter where he
or she was in the minority, one of the mechanisms
available under this legislation is for the majority to
threaten the minority councillor by alleging that he
or she had harmed or attempted to harm the council.
Over the years there have been many disagreements
among councillors on planning issues and building
applications and on whether roadworks and bridges
would be placed on priority funding lists. There has
been intense, open and vigorous debate within those
communities about the pros and cons of those ideas.
Many councillors who were in the minority have
used all avenues at their disposal to either honour
the campaign commitments they made prior to their
election or to respond to the views of the people they
represent, whether they are in a subdivided
municipality or a non-subdivided municipality
where they must consider the weight of the
ratepayer-resident submissions they receive.
I suppose the test is whether it is possible for the
minister to provide an assurance that no councillors
or committee members would find themselves in a
position whereby they were facing a charge of
having harmed or attempted to harm the council as
a consequence of doing nothing other than
representing their constituency or honOuring the
policy undertakings they gave prior to election. That
is a very serious issue.
The local government industry currently has a
legislative regime which establishes in the clearest
possible terms the authority and status of the chief
executive officer. As a consequence of the status and
authority the chief executive officer has in the
administration and management of a municipality
can the minister give an assurance that no
councillors who find themselves in a minority
position will get a message or be threatened with the
likelihood. of being charged with harming or
attempting to harm the council if they persist
publicly, vocally, aggressively or democratically
with their cause?
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Under the former municipal structure - and I am
certain it will happen in the future - some big
picture issues have been raised where publicity,
especially in a local paper, could be seen by some
people to have harmed the image of the
municipality and to have created an impression that
councillors in particular are simply interested in
infighting.
Hon. B. N. Atkinson interjected.
Hon. PAT POWER - I take the interjection in
good spirit. It seems to me Mr Atkinson is
suggesting that this legislation would never allow a
situation to develop where councillors, as a
consequence of going about their responsibilities as
democratically elected representatives, would find
themselves in an invidious position if they argued
loudly, aggressively and continuously in their
community and through the local media. I say
'continuously' because the legislation says this
applies not just to those people who are councillors
but to those people who have been councillors.
The line between issues of commercial confidence
and the right to know is often narrow and frequently
blurred.
Hon. R. M. Hallam interjected.
Hon. PAT POWER - As the minister says, the
Auditor-General acknowledges that what I am
saying is absolutely true.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - He does indeed.
Hon. PAT POWER - That simply underscores
the opposition's concern about the matter.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - Except that we are talking
about the improper use of information. That is a
very important qualification.
Hon. PAT POWER - I understand that we are
talking about the improper use of information. In a
fair and equitable Society I would share the
optimism of the Minister for Finance that this will
work in a positive and productive way, and I believe
in his mind much of the change that has taken place
in the local government area was predicated on the
dysfunction that existed in the former local
government arrangements. I am asking whether it is
possible for the minister to give an unequivocal
undertaking that the provisions of this bill will not
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be used to attempt to silence any elected councillor
who feels vigorously and passionately about a
particular issue or a particular cause.

Hon. R. M. Hallam - In those circumstances a
councillor could expect it if the privileged
information was improperly used, exactly as the
clause suggests.
Hon. PAT POWER - I understand the minister,
but his interjection simply adds to rather than
clarifies my concern. When the minister says it
depends on whether the information is improperly
used, in whose eyes - Hon. B. N. Atkinson - The court's, for heaven's
sake!
Hon. PAT POWER - Mr Atkinson suggests that
the court will ultimately decide. I am quite happy
about that. I am not too concerned about what might
happen at the end of the pathway; I am more
concerned about the possible agendas behind and
reasons for the use of the clause in a way I know the
minister would not support.
A situation, which I acknowledge is very much at
the fringe of this issue, arose at the Shire of
Nilumbik in which the chief executive officer
instituted legal action against a ratepayer, who in
the eyes of ratepayers and the community was
simply articulating a reasonable view but who in the
eyes of the CEO was being vexatious. I accept
Mr Atkinson's point that at the end of day a court
would have found that the ratepayer had not
committed an offence, a point the CEO
acknowledged when he withdrew his writ.
However, in the meantime a very unfortunate,
unhealthy and undemocratic atmosphere was
created, not just between the CEO and the resident
involved but also between the CEO, the
commissioners acting as the council and the great
majority of ratepayers and residents.
Hon. B. N. Atkinson - A great majority - the
Eltham branch of the Labor Party!
Hon. E. G. Stoney interjected.
Hon. PAT POWER -It got to the point where
many other people felt intimidated. I am happy to
take up the interjections of Mr Atkinson and
Mr Stoney, who suggested that the issue in
Nilumbik really concerned only a small group of
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people, and Mr Atkinson even suggested it was a
Labor Party front. I am happy to have those
comments of government members on the record
because the chief executive officer at Nilumbik
knows it was not a small group of people or an
Australian Labor Party front.
Hon. R. M. Hallam -It is not a good example
because it has nothing to do with the improper use
of information.
Hon. B. N. Atkinson interjected.
The PRESIDENT - Order!
Hon. PAT POWER - I accept the interjections,
Mr President, and remind the minister and
Mr Atkinson that the terms of appointment of
commissioners require them to act as the council. I
would be happy to argue the issue of whether or not
a commissioner is a councillor.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - We are talking about the
improper use of information.
Hon. PAT POWER - I introduced this matter by
saying it was at the fringe, and I am happy to leave
it now because it is at the fringe.
Hon. E. G. Stoney - You can't sustain your
argument, that's the problem.
Hon. PAT POWER - We will see about that. I
thank Mr Stoney for his encouragement. That
example underscores the concern of the opposition
about a clause which the opposition acknowledges
was introduced by the government with good
intentions. The opposition is seeking a clear and
unequivocal assurance that no councillor going
about his or her responsibilities as a democratically
elected representative will be corralled, limited or
threatened by the potential that exists for that to
happen. I await with interest a response as to
whether it is possible for the minister to give such a
clear and unequivocal assurance.
Hon. B. N. Atkinson - Do you think it would be
all right if they gave away confidential information
in relation to a competitive tender?
Hon. PAT POWER - I am again happy to
respond to the interjection because it indicates that
Mr Atkinson is not listening to what the opposition
is saying.
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Hon. B. N. Atkinson - The clause you have
taken to task deals with the improper use of
information.
Hon. PAT POWER - If that is what the
legislation is about then it will be absolutely simple
for the Minister for Finance to give a clear and
unequivocal undertaking that any councillor going
about his or her responsibilities as an elected
representative will not be impinged, corralled,
threatened or trapped by that clause. I await with
interest a response on whether the minister can give
that assurance.
Hon. B. N. Atkinson - Do you accept that
scenario is improper use of information?
Hon. PAT POWER - I said at the outset that the
opposition believes unequivocally that matters of
commercial confidence ought to be handled
discreetly and that the highest levels of integrity and
probity are needed, otherwise it would not be
possible for any accurate competitive measurements
to surface and be reflected.
I leave this point by emphasising the question I am
asking: if a councillor had very strong and clear
views about a proposed major redevelopment such
as a possible rezoning, matters to do with rates or
matters to do with road or bridge upgrades, would it
be possible for a chief executive officer or a majority
of councillors to create a situation in order to
extinguish a democratic voice in which that
councillor found himself or herself experiencing the
potential the opposition believes exists in that clause
for that to happen?
Oause 25 relates to the repeal of sunset provisions
concerning caps on rates and charges. To put it
simply, it creates a legislative circumstance in which
the minister of the day can freeze the rates of any or
all municipalities. I must say without any disrespect,
if the former minister for local government were the
current minister for local government concern about
the potential of this clause might not be so great.
However, in the time that Mr Maclellan has been the
minister he has made it plain how passionate and
aggressive he feels about the performance of local
government. He has made it plain that he does not
believe 78 municipalities is a sustainable and
enduring number.
Hon. B. N. Atkinson - That is not what he said.
He said it was not a magical number.
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Hon. PAT POWER - The current minister has
made it plain that those municipalities that do not
manage and administer in a way that suits his mood
will be put in a category similar to that which the
Premier would like to put them in. The consequence
of the minister's statements and behaviour have
created a climate right across the industry in which
people feel great uncertainty. They feel they are
imposed upon in a major way and they understand
that repealing of the existing sunset clause is just the
mechanism - some would say the weapon - the
minister needs to bring about or drive reductions in
the existing number of municipalities.
Again we need to understand the background and
context of the capacity of new municipalities to raise
rates and revenue. In the three years of the coalition
government's major local government change
program the rates of the new municipalities have
been frozen. When we talk about freezing rates and
charges we need to understand that in real terms
this is living in a climate of less than real revenue
maintenance. In the three years since the
introduction of compulsory competitive tendering
the government has required municipalities to exist
in circumstances where their rates and charges
cannot be adjusted even to accommodate the
consumer price index. So this threat, this significant
potential, this heavily-armed weapon that is implicit
in clause 25 will actually be built upon three years of
rates freeze and three years of municipalities being
unable to experience rate adjustments even to meet
the consumer price index.
The decision that is implicit in clause 25 is not some
sympathetically worded, even paternalistic, clause
that provides encouragement for municipalities to
be responsible about the challenges that lie ahead of
them. There are no carrots in clause 25. There is no
suggestion that if municipalities come up with
credible financial plans and have short and
long-term desirable goals, they will not be subjected
to this rate-capping capacity. As a consequence of
the bill the government will empower the minister
for local government to point a heavily armed
weapon at every one of the 78 municipalities
whether it be Melbourne, Ballarat, Bendigo,
Geelong, Queenscliffe, Murrindindi or Yarriambiack.
It does not matter what circumstances the
municipality is in or what its infrastructure needs
might be. It pays no account to the challenges that
will need to be addressed as a consequence of the
55 municipalities that are currently managed by
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commissioners returning to democratically elected
management in March of next year. Indeed the fact
that they are returning to democratically elected
management next year could well be the reason why
clause 25 is before us because since the time of
forced amalgamations, the dismissal of elected
councillors and the appointment of
government-selected commissioners - Hon. R. M. Hallam - This all has a familiar ring
to it.
Hon. PAT POWER - It has a dreadfully familiar
ring to it.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - There was a time when
you were not prepared to believe you would be
going back to democratically elected councils.
Hon. PAT POWER - In response to the
interjection - Hon. R. M. Hallam - You're easily drawn!
Hon. PAT POWER - No, I am happily drawn.
We expressed a great deal of concern about the
length of the election timetable, the fact that
elections scheduled for Bendigo were cancelled and
rescheduled and the Premier's threat that if elected
councillors did not perform to his satisfaction he
would not hesitate to replace them with
commissioners. That threat remains in place; it has
never been withdrawn by the Premier, and the
Minister for Planning and Local Government has
never refuted it.
I am happy to talk about the climate that exists in
metropolitan, provincial and rural Victoria. During
the winter recess I had the good fortune to be invited
to visit municipalities in what could be described as
a conservatively voting part of the state - Hon. B. N. Atkinson interjected.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - What does that mean?
Hon. PAT POWER - It means that you and
Mr Atkinson are talking about two different things.
In Mildura I did not see Craig Bildstien, but I met
many people who expressed great concern about his
preparedness to abandon a publicly stated pledge in
respect of the Vinelander. A member who refuses to
listen to the concerns of people from Mildura about
local government - -
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Hon. B. N. Atkinson - You wouldn't say that
Mildura is not still in conservative hands, would
you?
Hon. B. W. Bishop -It's in good hands!
Hon. PAT POWER - That is right! I had the
good fortune to visit Bright, Myrtleford, Corryong,
Tallangatta, the Wimmera and the Mallee, and the
issues that the minister and Mr Atkinson are talking
about exist out there. I keep telling my colleagues in
the Labor Party, who, with a few notable exceptions,
have trouble once they get beyond the bounds of the
Me[way, that if you want to measure the popularity
of the coalition government the further you go from
Melbourne the better it gets - or the worse it gets!
When I was in Tallangatta - Hon. R. M. Hallam - I am happy to rely on the
outcome of the election. That's a fair test.
Hon. PAT POWER - Absolutely. When I was in
Corryong I met with people who had recently
established a branch of the Liberal Party because
they were very unhappy about the political
directives under which their local government
commissioners were operating. So unhappy were
they that not only did they establish a branch of the
Liberal Party at Corryong but at a public meeting
about 300 people crammed into a hall and a vote of
no confidence in the commissioners was passed. The
person who organised it was the recently elected
president of the Corryong branch of the Liberal
Party. I am happy to engage in a debate about
whether local government change in provincial and
rural Victoria has popular support - Hon. B. N. Atkinson - What was the change
they were debating at the public meeting? Not
broad-scale issues but whether it was to be the town
hall!
Hon. PAT POWER - No, in actual fact - Hon. B. N. Atkinson - In actual fact it was about
the town hall and which civic centre they'd use!
Hon. PAT POWER - I was at the meeting; you
were not. The fact is that the meeting was called by
community representatives who had a clear concern
about the ongoing viability of communities in the
Tallangatta valley as a consequence of the economic
regime under which local government was required
to operate. The people who live and work in
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Corryong are not very happy about facing a
95-minute drive to Tallangatta and a return drive to
undertake their municipal business. The young
family that operates the supermarket told me their
concern was that if you shift the municipal operation
to Tallangatta, sell off the assets in Corryong and put
in place a financial regime that prevents the
municipality from even marching on the spot, let
alone making any plans - Hon. B. N. Atkinson - I don't understand that
bit!
Hon. PAT POWER - They said the Liberal Party
does not understand - Hon. B. N. Atkinson - Explain what marching
on the spot means!
Hon. PAT POWER - Not going backwards.
Hon. B. N. Atkinson - What does it have to do
with the debate?
Hon. PAT POWER - It has a lot to do with the
debate because we oppose any legislation that
enables the Minister for Planning and Local
Government to say to any municipality in any year,
'As a consequence of the power that arises from this,
your rates are going to be frozen'. It is particularly
wrong when an existing rate is frozen for three years
and municipalities are required by legislation to
deliver rate cuts. We all know that the rate cuts have
been funded by the use of financial reserves - Hon. R. M. Hallam - No, that is your claim. We
disprove it every time you raise it.
Hon. PAT POWER - We know it has been
funded by the sale of municipal assets and/ or the
downsizing of local government work forces.
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Hon. Philip Davis - Is that a bad thing,
MrPower?
Hon. PAT POWER - No, I deliberately used the
word 'cheaper' because local government is cheaper,
but it is not better. If you ask people whether service
quality in local government is what it used to be or
whether there are work force levels in local
government capable of delivering quality services,
the answer you will get is no.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - In some cases you get yes.
You trot out your anecdotal evidence; what does
that prove?
Hon. PAT POWER - You will not get any
opposition from me about local government being
cheaper, but don't tell me it is more efficient or
better, and that it is delivering better services to
ratepayers and residents, to the stakeholders,
because it is not.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - I will not tell you that
because you would not believe it anyway.
Hon. PAT POWER - It is not. I turn to a
document entitled Local government - new standards
ofservice dated March 1996 and authorised by the
Liberal Party. I take it this was the policy platform
for the March 1996 election. It commences with what
is trendy now: a mission statement. It states:
To continue to deliver good, honest government for all
Victorians through leadership, commonsense, fairness
and consistent policy:
to increase jobs, -

and the minister has just acknowledged there are
fewer jobs in local government business ... opportunities for all Victorians;

Hon. R. M. Hallam - I agree with that.
Hon. PAT POWER - That is where the savings
have come from.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - Borrowings have gone
down across the industry, you know that.
Hon. PAT POWER - Borrowings have gone
down because local government is now cheaper.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - Good!

to provide those quality services at local community
level that underpin a secure, stable and safe society
founded on the principles of respect and care ... to
ensure all government staff work in a rewarding
environment which encourages skills and personal
development ...

There is more on that page than I have read.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - It all sounds pretty
reasonable.
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Hon. PAT POWER - The minister says, 'It all
sounds pretty reasonable', the proof is that because
of the funding regime that the coalition government
has trapped local government into, people are not
receiving quality services.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - So you say.
Hon. D. A. Nardella - So the ratepayers say.
Hon. PAT POWER - I am again happy for the
minister to say that I am the only person who is
making these claims.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - That is not what I put on
the record.
Hon. PAT POWER - There is a significant - Hon. K. M. Smith - On a point of order,
Mr President, it is unfortunate that Mr Power seems
to wish to have Hansard show things he thinks the
minister has said when in fact the minister has not
made those remarks. The minister did not make the
remarks that Mr Power is alluding to.

Hon. R. M. Hallam - You put a construction on
that which you know is wrong.
Hon. PAT POWER - That is not true.
Hon. N. B. Lucas - On a point of order,
Mr President, earlier Mr Power read out that
document in chapter and verse, now he is
purporting something that is incorrect. Mr Power
purports that that document says there will be more
jobs in local government, but the way he read it
before did not sound like that.
The PRESIDENT - Order! The point has been
made in the crossfire that there is a distinction
between jobs in local government and jobs generally.
It is not a point of order, but Mr Lucas has made his
point.
Hon. K. M. Smith - Further to that point of
order, Mr President, since this document is causing
some concern about what is and is not the case, I ask
that the document be tabled for us to look at.

The PRESIDENT - Order! There is no point of
order.

Hon. PAT POWER - I am more than happy to
do that. In the top left-hand corner it states 'Local
government policy'. It then says that part of the
mission statement is to increase jobs.

Hon. PAT POWER - There is no point of order,
but I appreciate the affection and support of the
Government Whip for the minister.

Hon. R. M. Hallam - It does not say in local
government. We are talking about employment in
the community.

As to local government and the issues that arise
from the very stringent and mean funding regime
under which local government is required to
operate, it is not possible for the government to say
that its mission statement is to continue to deliver
good, honest government for all Victorians through
leadership and commonsense.

Hon. PAT POWER - You have a local
government policy that says, in part, that the
mission is to increase jobs. Now we have the
minister saying it does not apply to local
government.

Hon. R. M. Hallam - Yes.
Hon. PAT POWER - Ask the people in
Nillumbik whether there is commonsense in the
management of that municipality; ask the people of
Towong whether there is any fairness in the
management of local government. The minister
acknowledged that there has been a loss of jobs in
local government, yet the local government mission
statement says that the goal is to increase the
number of jobs. Earlier the minister said there had
been a loss of jobs; now he is arguing - -
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Sitting suspended 6.29 p.m. until 8.03 p.m.

Hon. PAT POWER - Before the dinner break I
was subjected to a great deal of harassment from
Mr Ken Smith. It is my intention to attempt to
complete this debate, and I hope Mr Smith will listen
to me and not place me under any undue pressure.
I was talking about the issue of the clause in the
Local Government (Amendment) Bill that refers to
rate capping and seeking to illustrate that in the
opposition's view that is not desirable at this time. I
want to move on to conclude in the not-too-distant
future, provided that Mr Smith does not harass me
further.
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The Municipal Association of Victoria (MA V) shares
the opposition's concern in relation to clause 25. The
association has indicated to me in correspondence
that it is very concerned about rate capping. I know
the association has conveyed its views on that matter
directly to the minister, and one can only assume
that as a consequence of the legislation before us its
concerns have fallen on deaf ears.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - They have been carefully
considered.
Hon. PAT POWER - The minister indicates that
he has carefully considered the MA V's concerns, and
it is obvious that that careful consideration has
resulted in the association's concerns being
unilaterally rejected.

Nillumbik and Yarra Ranges it was unanimously
agreed a submission should be made expressing
concern over the excessive bureaucratic reporting
requirements on local government highlighted by
proposed prOvisions contained in the Local
Government (Amendment) Bill of 1996.

The letter continues:
local government itself is being smothered with an
ever-increasing amount of red tape and bureaucratic
bunkum.
The provisions of the Local Government (Amendment)
Bill 1996 ... exacerbates a system of control and
reporting, adding ... costs ... which are inevitably
passed on to businesses and residents.

I said earlier that the core of Labor's opposition was
based on two issues. One was the improper use of
information and the other was rate capping. The
legislation requires that municipalities provide
considerably more detail in their financial reporting.
A number of people have said to me that this is
another move that is not in the interests of the
industry, its stakeholders, ratepayers and residents.
Many elected councils believe that the work
involved in preparing this information will result in
additional costs and place them under significant
scrutiny.

... the bill requires councils to establish a three-year
corporate plan which details:

I refer to representations I have received from Julian
Stock, Chief Commissioner of the Banyule City
Council.

(f)

Hon. R. A. Best - A great council!
Hon. PAT POWER - I am pleased Mr Best
believes that Banyule's team of commissioners forms
a great council because I am sure he will be very
interested in what Julian Stock has had to say. In his
correspondence to me Julian Stock indicated that he
was writing on behalf of the cities of Banyule,
Manningham and Maroondah and the Shire of Yarra
Ranges.
I refer to the representations I received and will
quote some of the comments in Julian Stock's letter.
The letter starts off with the subtitle 'Red tape and
bureaucratic bunkum'. It goes on to say:
At the August meeting of the group of councils
comprising the cities of Banyule, Manningham,
Maroondah and Whitehorse and the shires of

(a) corporate objectives for three years
(b) strategies for achieving each objective

(c) indicators against which performance will be
measured
(d) reSOurce allocation plans both financial and
non-financial to achieve the objectives
(e) a separate 12-month business plan for the next
financial year
performance targets and measures against that
business plan

(g) plus any other matters ... which based on ...
experience will be extensive.
The workload involved ... is unnecessary and
unjustified -

says government appointed commissioner Julian
Stock.
The bill ... requires councils to report annually ... on:
performance against the targets and measures set
out in the business plan; and
the extent to which business plans have been met
with associated explanations.
... all of this information is to be audited placing the
responsibility of determining performance against
objectives of a qualitative rather than a traditional
quantitative nature ...
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Local government's role of community leadership and
govemance with accountability to constituents appears
to be lost ...
All ... is in addition to the current extensive reporting
(involving)
corporate plan
annual report
required statutory registers and public documents ...
statutory reporting on competitive tendering
statutory fonnat of budgets
a range of reporting associated with other legislative
requirements such as freedom of infonnation, equal
opportunity, compliance with Australian Accounting
Standards
reporting to federal government.

Julian Stock, the government-appointed
commissioner on the Banyule Oty Council, also says:
We ... have a situation where councils will be spending
hundreds of thousands of dollars duplicating functions
to meet conditions imposed by the legislation.
The requirements of reporting for control purposes of
the lowest common denominator have been dismissed
as inappropriate for state government and business. It
should also be rejected for local government

Julian Stock concludes with the plea:
Please do not allow the bill to proceed.

That is simply one example of the significant
concern across the industry about the three core
issues to which the opposition objects, and it is why
the opposition opposes the bill.
The opposition is concerned that an elected
councillor dutifully meeting his or her
responsibilities as a democratically elected
representative could be trapped by the improper use
of these information provisions. The opposition also
opposes the inappropriate clause 25, which removes
the sunset clause on rate capping, and the additional
financial reporting matters which, as Julian Stock
has said, will create unnecessary duplication,
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resulting in significant costs to municipalities and
giving them no choice but to pass on those costs to
the local government stakeholders - ratepayers and
residents.
Hon. N. B. LUCAS (Eumemmerring) - I am
pleased to support the bill, which is part of the
Kennett government's local government reform
package that it has implemented over the past few
years. Being able to speak on a local government bill
after spending 30 years in local government is an
historic moment for me. I was due to speak during
the autumn session on another local government
matter, but after Mrs Powell spoke, much to my
surprise, the debate was adjourned and has not been
resumed since. That is the longest adjournment I
have ever come across!
Mr Power has put a number of issues before the
house, and as I proceed I will respond to some of
them. During my 30 years in local government, local
government officers and councils and councillors
generally worked cooperatively with the state
government. We would look at different reform
options, but little would change. I worked with the
former Institute of Municipal Management, which in
turn worked with various state governments, and all
agreed that there was a great need for change. It is a
credit to the Kennett government, and in particular
to the former minister in this place, that change
occurred for the benefit of Victoria.
Since I have been a member of this place I have been
involved in examining the various changes in the
bill, and I will refer to some of them. The first, which
was covered by Mr Power, is clause 3, which deals
with the improper use of information. I see no
reason at all why proposed new section 77 should
not be included to strengthen the act. On a number
of occasions during my time in local government
council plans were dudded by people who could not
keep confidential information to themselves. An
example of that concerned a council that was
intending to sell some land for a certain figure, but
that figure got out, much to the council's detriment.
Hon. Pat Power interjected.
Hon. N. B. LUCAS - It had nothing to do with
that. When the figure got out it meant the price of
the land could not go any higher. When people
throw the price of a certain piece of land around the
traps, that is all a council will get, even though it
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might have achieved a higher sale price if the figure
had not been disclosed.
Another example arose when councils wanted to
purchase land. To stop a council fiddling with the
price we would have a valuer determine a sale price
for the land and not tell the council - and it worked
very well. There are all sorts of examples. Another
involved a bunch of Labor councillors who gave
information to a union about some difficult talks we
were having with it. When the union officials came
along to talk to us they had copies of our report.
How can you negotiate with a union when all the
information you have on your side has already been
given to it?
Councillors and committees members have the
ability to disadvantage councils in all sorts of ways,
and I support the provisions of clause 3 for that
reason. The opposition is rWlning around saying,
'You are going to gaol', and all that sort of nonsense.
It has got it wrong; it is missing the point. The whole
idea of the proposed new section is to give councils
security so they will not be disadvantaged.
Mr Power said the high jump bar should be higher,
that councillors and members of committees should
have to jump very high to clear the bar. I agree with
that - and why shouldn't we have such a prOvision?

Hon. B. N. Atkinson - So his mates could run
under it.
Hon. N. B. LUCAS - Why should we continue
to have a prOvision that enables committee members
to run under the bar, as Mr Atkinson says. The
penalties are reasonable and will be worked out as
issues arise in the courts. We all know that penalties
involving X amounts of money or imprisonment for
three months are the maximum and that judges or
magistrates will determine actual penalties
according to the severity of the cases.
Mr Cole, the honourable member for Melbourne in
another place, has also spoken about this. Although I
am not able to refer to the debate in the other house,
I raise it to inform those who are to likely to read the
Hansard of last week's Assembly proceedings. His
comments are another example of the Labor Party
adopting Liberal Party philosophy. In one place
members of the opposition accept it, but in another
place they are oppose it. The opposition is
inconsistent.
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Clause 13 refers to business plans and the need to
give councils a greater level of surety to enable them
to achieve their goals. The corporate plan provisions,
which refer to councils establishing their objectives
for the next three years and documenting how they
will go about achieving those objectives, have been
with us for some time. I do not know why that is
described as being wrong. Proposed new section
153A(l)(c) provides:
the business plan that the council will pursue over the

next financial year.
That is new! I had a business plan in the former City
of Berwick. in 1990-91. In fact there was one every
year that I was there. What is difficult about
documenting what you are intending to do in the
coming year so that you can be judged on how you
have gone in achieving what you set out to do?
Hon. W. R. Baxter- You're a bit of a trailblazer!
Hon. N. B. LUCAS - Thank you. I am happy to
have it on the record. Proposed section 153B
provides for performance statements. Any efficient
local government body should be able to document
how it is intending to achieve what it sets out to do?
Why do people say there is something wrong with
that? I strongly support those provisions in the bill.
Any good organisation should be able to document
where it is going, how it will get there and, at the
end of the day, be judged on how it performed over
the last 12 months.
The amendments will certainly result in improved
business planning and provide more accountability
to ratepayers. Councils that have followed the
progress of the bill will realise that a process will be
laid down for them. They will note that not only
does the process have to be followed by councils but
also that it will be audited. Why should that not
occur?
I particularly welcome the new requirements that
will have the effect of keeping some of the new
Labor councils more accountable to their
communities.
Hon. D. A. Nardella - So that is what the real
agenda is!
Hon. N. B. LUCAS - Yes, they are included. I
hesitate to quote anything because of the presence in
the chamber of Mr Nardella, but the Northcote L~der
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of 25 September referred to the fact that 8 out of 9
City of Darebin councillors attended a meeting and
made a unanimous decision on proposed
redundancies. An article in the Age of 27 September
states:
... it didn't take long for the council's indoor staff to
slap on work bans, declining to answer the telephone
and so forth.

Although it had made a unanimous B-to-nil decision
the council then reconsidered the matter. The Herald
Sun of 23 September states:
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The proposed cap for 1997-98 is 1 per cent less than
the consumer price index. The opposition should
note that councils across the board derive only about
half of their income from rates; the remainder comes
from fees, government grants and so on. If only half
comes from rates 1 per cent of the total rating
amount represents 0.5 per cent of the council's
income. That is not an impossible imposition. Given
that councils can run all sorts of programs and have
such huge budgets I cannot see that a 0.5 per cent
reduction in their budgets is a problem. Any
organisation worthy of its name should be able to
improve its efficiency. I certainly believe councils
will be well able to do that.

... 13 staff were sacked - then 10 offered their jobs back.

The Age article refers to the mayor's son, a former
councillor, and states:
... describing the affairs at Darebin as resembling a
Marx Brothers sketch, calling on the minister for local
government to sack the council.

Don't you think that with evidence such as that it is
a good idea that the government has a responsibility
to keep its eye on some of those councils? If we can
introduce statements for the performance of councils
over the last 12 months, CEOs should be able to
document what they are meant to be doing and
whether they have achieved the aims.
Mr Power made an impassioned plea for the
government not to proceed with rate capping and I
carefully noted what he had to say. In clause 25 the
sunset prOvision has disappeared. The sunset is a lot
further over the horizon. I do not have a problem
with that idea. Where did rate capping commence?
It came from New South Wales. Has it continued
under the New South Wales Labor government?
Does that state still have rate capping? I believe it
does.
Rate capping is concerned with the setting of
parameters. It is about ensuring that the benefits of
reform are not whittled away by the new councils.
Consideration can be given to any council that
wishes to put before the minister any special case.
That was demonstrated earlier this year when
councils were able to meet with the minister and put
cases to him in support of rate increases. A number
of them were able to convince the minister that they
should have more than the figures which were
adopted under the capping.

Mr Power criticised local government reform
generally and cited a number of examples of what
he thought were bad provisions. I simply remind the
house that in any reform package of such magnitude
there will always be matters that will need to be
fixed up along the way. There will always be
teething problems. That is what the government has
been doing and I believe it has done it very well.
I refer to Mr Power's press release of 21 April 1994
where he said:
... the opposition agrees that commissioners are
necessary to provide the management during the vital
transition period.

On 9 November of the same year he said:
... on a number of occasions the opposition has made it
plain that it acknowledges there is a role for
commissioners in the log jam that is created.

It is difficult for me to comprehend that although the
opposition accepts the need for change and of
having commissioners, once they are there and
doing their jobs it knocks them all along the way.
That is most unfortunate. The local government
reforms have been extraordinarily successful. Local
government has achieved tremendous savings for
ratepayers, businesses and ordinary Victorians.
Every four years $1 billion has been saved. That is an
enormous amount of money to be saved every four
years.

That has been achieved by the government setting
the bar at a reasonable level and telling councils they
must make rate reductions. However, if that is
blown out the window by extraordinarily high rate
increases imposed by elected councils many of the
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benefits will be lost. I support the bill and commend
it to the house.

Hon. S. M. NGUYEN (Melbourne West) - I will
speak against the bill. If it is passed the bill will do
three things. Firstly, it will seriously compromise the
ability of democratically elected councillors to
constructively debate issues in council. Secondly, the
additional requirements in the bill for financial
reporting to the state government by councils will
not lead to greater accountability to ratepayers and
residents. Thirdly, the removal of the sunset clause
relating to rate capping will open the door for some,
if not all, councils to introduce rate capping in the
future. The bill is a clear attempt to further disregard
the views and opinions of local government bodies
and their leaders and to put them under the state
government's heel.
I direct the attention of honourable members to
clause 3 of the bill. Clause 3 substitutes new
section 77, which is headed 'Improper use of
information' and is a fairly blatant attempt by the
government to muzzle both current and former
councillors from publicly criticising the policies of
either councils or the state government. New section
77(1)(b) refers to any attempt by past or present
councillors or committee members to harm or
attempt to harm the council. How does one
determine whether someone has harmed or attempt
to harm a council? The application of the provision
is so broad that it could apply to virtually any public
criticism any individual councillors or committee
members may make about council decisions.
I agree that local government needs to be more
accountable to the public, but that will occur only if
councillors are publicly accountable to the
ratepayers and residents who elected them, even if
that accountability puts them at odds with particular
decisions their council has made. Under this clause,
councillors and committee members are open to
being penalised for publicly commenting on issues
in their local constituencies if it is perceived to harm
or attempt to harm the council- that is, councils
will be publicly required to toe the line instead of
representing the people they were elected to
represent.
The provision may also be used by current or future
local government ministers as a device to sack
councils, reappoint commissioners or call new
elections in particular municipalities. Also, because
it also applies to past councillors it effectively
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prohibits former councillors from becoming
involved in public debates in their municipalities.
Under the new subsection, a private citizen who had
not been a councillor for 20 years might be
prosecuted for criticising a council decision.
New section 77 also raises the question of who
decides whether a particular councillor has harmed
a council. Is it the local government minister? If it is
the minister, he or she effectively has been given the
ability to impose gaol terms of up to three months
on any former councillor who is critical of a
particular council. That clearly treats local
councillors as second-rate elected representatives.
New section 77(2) refers to the release of information
that a person who is or has been a councillor, former
councillor or member of a council committee knows
or should reasonably know is confidential to the
council or is information that the council wishes to
keep confidential. The combined effect of
subsections (1) and (2) of new section 77 provides
the minister with a vehicle to limit public debate on
the state government's policy on local councils and
enables the minister to effectively prevent any
council from publicly challenging the government's
decisions in the area. The provision is clearly
designed to weaken local government at a time
when the state government should be looking to
strengthen it.
My next major point concerns requirements for
increased financial reporting to the state government
by local councils. Subsection (2) of proposed
section 144B(2), which is substituted by clause 9 and
is headed 'Minister may require information
concerning budgets', states:
A Council must give the Minister any details
concerning its budget or revised budget the minister
asks for.

The provision is clearly aimed at giving the state
local government minister complete control over
councils.
What would happen if the federal government tried
to impose that kind of condition on state
governments? If that were to happen there would be
hell to pay and people such as the Premier would
become passionate defenders of state rights - they
would start campaigning on how the federal
government was attempting to take control of
everything, High Court challenges would be
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mounted on the constitutionality of such a move and
arguments would be put up about how one level of
government should not interfere in the affairs of
other levels of government.
However, it is a completely different story when the
state government makes this sort of move on local
government. The Victorian government sees itself as
somehow more legitimate than locally elected
councils and, therefore, justified in demanding to
know where councils spend their money.
As I said earlier, I strongly support the need for
councils to be accountable, and history shows that
the most effective form is public accountability. The
additional requirements of local councils to provide
information of their activities to the state
government will also significantly add to the
workload of employees in all municipalities. They
will have to spend more time reporting to the state
government and less time running the councils.
In short the amendments provide the state
government with greater access to the details of local
councils but not for the ratepayers and residence
who elected them. The state government should be
looking at strengthening this area instead.

Clause 25 repeals the sunset provisions concerning
caps on rates and charges. This clearly raises the
very strong possibility that the government will later
introduce legislation that will seek to place a
Victoria-wide cap on rates for councils.
Under the current system, where rate increases have
to be tied to ePI, the 1 per cent rate was to end next
year. The repeal of the sunset clause will lead to this
becoming a permanent feature in council's budgets.
It is another example of state government telling
local councils how much money they are entitled to
raise and it will further limit the services different
municipalities are able to provide. If the federal
government sought to impose this kind of measure
on state governments there would be a big battle.
This measure will restrict the projects and services

that local municipalities are able to provide even if a
particular community totally supports its council's
decision. I strongly urge honourable members to
reject the bill. It further diminishes the
decision-making capacity of local communities and
unfairly prevents current and local councillors from
getting involved in local debate. The financial
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reporting provisions will further add to the
workload of councils.
Hon. R. H. BOWDEN (South Eastern) - I
support the bill. Following the restructuring and
amalgamation process that has been carried out
since the coalition government took office in October
1992 it is very much in the community's interest that
the further reforms provided by the bill are
implemented.
After restructuring and amalgamation Victoria has
78 municipalities. On average each employs
400 people and has a budget of $50 million. That
means each council is a significant economic entity
in its own geographical region and may even be the
biggest enterprise in that region. For that reason the
government is mindful of fine turiing and improving
the operational techniques of each council. The
government has placed importance on financial
performance and prOviding guidance to councillors
to assist them with issues of ethics and
confidentiality.
I should also mention the revenue capping aspects
of the bill which have caused considerable concern
to opposition speakers. From my perspective they
are sensible measures that will go towards
maintaining the high level of performance we will
require from future councillors. The changes
introduce some clear guidelines and they require the
preparation of budgets on an ongoing,
easy-to-understand and uniform basis. There will be
annual reports and corporate plans.
We must bear in mind that each council has a
budget of approximately $50 million and
400 employees. It is therefore most important that
Victorians have the benefit of prudent financial and
corporate management.
The bill will provide for detailed financial reporting
and performance statements for specific targets,
which has long been the practice of well-managed
corporate entities in Australia and overseas. This
concept originated about two decades ago under the
fundamental guise of strategic planning. The bill
provides for the extension of the original corporate
strategic planning method with which I have had
some experience in the past. The plans and the
budget are set and it is to the government's credit
that the ratepayers of Victoria will have the benefit
of detailed reporting mechanisms through the
minister and the department.
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The Auditor-General will be able to assist the
councils; he is not there to be heavy handed. The
provisions relating to the Auditor-General are not
designed to make things difficult but rather to assist
the operation of the councils. If something is wrong
a council has the responsibility to quickly flag the
problem to the department and to the
Auditor-General so that it can be promptly dealt
with. That provision is praiseworthy. The corporate
targets will provide for timely evaluation of whether
councils are meeting projected milestones.
Mr Power spoke at length about his concerns for the
need for confidentiality and ethics in council
business. I do not have a problem with that. With a
large, multimillion dollar financial operation with
hundreds of people on the staff it is expected that
councillors will have the highest possible ethical
standards. It is reasonable to expect that councillors,
who are essentially directors of major boards
making significant decisions, should understand
that the highest possible confidentiality must be
observed in respect of council operations. I am not
concerned that one or another councillor may be
intimidated or harassed because of the
confidentiality aspect. I have full confidence that if
something is amiss it will be flagged through lack of
performance in the business plan or in some other
way. If something is wrong it will soon show up and
the various lawful processes that are available to any
director of a corporation would also be available to a
councillor. I do not believe councillors would
intimidate one or other councillor into silence.
Mr Power also spoke about the removal of the
sunset provision on rate capping. That is to ensure
that over a period the significant productivity
increases that are starting to flow through are
maintained. Like many major business operations
councils are being measured on their productivity.
One of the fundamental measures of council is not
the amount of revenue it raises but the way it
displaces that revenue.

The clause also requires the capping of the flow of
information. As Mr Lucas said earlier, the capping
prOvisions are there to maintain and improve
productivity. Mr Nguyen expressed concern about
the harshness he perceived in the control over fiscal
mechanisms, but I do not see any such harshness.
The constitution does not mention local government,
but given that more than $3 billion of the state's
economy is invested in local government it is
sensible and reasonable for the state government to
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continue to meet the responsibilities it has to that
sector. It is a wise move to clarify further the
requirements of clause 4, which amends section 18
concerning pecuniary interests. The jobs to be done
by councillors now and in future are extremely
important. It is entirely proper that there be a
requirement for the adequate and orderly
transparency of councillors' pecuniary interests.
I am pleased to see clause 23, which amends
section 175. Although it is not earth shattering, it is a
valuable and much appreciated initiative. The clause
states that new owners are able to pay rates and
charges in the same way and on the same schedule
as previous owners. That is very important for
people acquiring properties. Clause 28 relates to
municipal electoral tribunals. At the moment
disputes arising from local government elections are
heard by magistrates. Clause 28 enables acting
magistrates to be appointed by the Attorney-General
to make sure that where necessary those tribunals
can be put in place expeditiously so taxpayers are
well served.
I find many things about the bill satisfactory. It is a
credit to the government because it refines the
reform process put in place several years ago. It also
continues the progress the government has made in
ensuring that this large sector of the economy
operates on an orderly basis. I conclude by saying
that I do not believe the fears expressed by
Mr Power and Mr Nguyen are founded in fact. Their
concerns are a little overstated, and while I respect
those members I do not agree with them. The bill is
intended to provide clear signposts to managers,
senior executives and councillors, and on that score
it is to be supported. It is with a great deal of
pleasure that I do so.
Hon. M. M. GOULD (Doutta Galla) - In
commenting on the Local Government
(Amendment) Bill I will refer to matters that have
already been eloquently detailed by Mr Power while
expanding on some of the concerns he raised about
clause 3. The clause would prevent duly elected
councillors who have been given a mandate to act on
behalf of their constituents from raising certain
issues. In other words, their ability to consult with
residents and community groups may be curtailed
by clause 3.
I shall cite an example of a situation in which duly
elected councillors could incur a penalty of three
months imprisonment. The Oty of Moreland has
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had discussions with Optus about installing cables.
Because the local residents were opposed to the
proposal the council held a public meeting at which
residents expressed their opposition to trees being
chopped down and cables being strung up above
ground. The councillors consulted with their
community, which they were elected to do, and
publicly raised the intention of Optus to put up the
cables. However, because they went public about
what Optus was planning to do, they would be at
risk of committing the first offence referred to in
clause 3 and incurring a fine of 20 penalty units.
Last Monday night another public meeting was
held, which was attended by more than 500
residents of the area in which Optus proposes to put
up the cables. Under clause 3, Mike Hill, the Mayor
of the City of Moreland, would incur the second
penalty because the council went public a second
time. If the matter went to court a magistrate would
have no discretionary power and the mayor and the
councillors could be imprisoned for three months.
They are doing what they were elected to do consult with members of the community on issues
that affect them. That is one reason why the
opposition opposes the bill, particularly clause 3.
Subsequently the council took action against Optus
and impounded its vehicles for 24 hours; then it
fined the company. I understand Optus was
stringing out its cables yesterday; I am not sure what
action the council took.
Optus was intending to pay the council for the
inconvenience or the eyesore of the cables being
strung up for about the next 25 years. That would be
considered to be an improper use of information
because those funds could go to the council, but that
will not happen now because the council has
publicly said what Optus planned to do.
The clause states that because the council as elected
councillors reported to the community what was
expected, not only would 20 penalty units be
imposed but that a magistrate would have no
discretionary power to do other than imprison the
officers. That is an indication of what councils could
do and what may happen in the future. As
Mr Power said, that is a major concern of the
opposition.
The other clause about which the opposition has
grave doubts is clause 25 - that is, the removal of
the sunset provision that would cap the rates,
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thereby preventing councils from increasing them.
The current figure is CPI minus 1, which means in
real terms the council would not be in a position to
generate funds to deliver services that the ratepayers
expect a council to deliver. This bill reduces the
revenue base of councils and prevents them from
maintaining a level of service to which the
community is entitled and should receive.
As opposition members have said, how would this
government cope if a similar provision were
imposed on it? Councils have experienced massive
funding cuts and large job losses, as the minister
said, and now, with the election of councillors in the
remaining councils due next year, their revenue base
has been reduced by the repeal of the sunset
provision. That will prevent councillors from
delivering services.
The third matter to which the opposition has
objections is the bureaucracy or red tape that will be
imposed on councils in preparing their forward
plans, financial reports and a number of other
matters.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - Transparency and
accountability .
Hon. M. M. GOULD - Transparency and
accountability are not directed at the ratepayers by
whom the councillors are elected and to whom they
are answerable.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - Directed for the ratepayers.
Hon. M. M. GOULD - Mr Lucas commented
about this matter and about his time in council.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - He was not in council.
Hon. M. M. GOULD - He was a CED. He said
he prepared forward plans. The concept of forward
financial planning is appropriate for the residents of
a municipality. Councillors should have the
opportunity to develop such plans, but the
difficulty, as the minister has already said, is that the
reduction in the number of council staff and the red
tape involved in preparing the information for the
government, combined with the reduction in the rate
base for councils, will make it extremely difficult for
councils to prepare the information which should be
going to the ratepayers for their adoption and not to
the government, because the councillors are
answerable to the ratepayers.
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I wanted to highlight the situation of Moreland
council. If this legislation had been enacted three
months ago the Mayor of Moreland and Cr Higgins
would now be before the courts. They would not
even have had the opportunity of exercising
discretionary powers but would now be in gaol for
three months. That is outrageous!
Hon. B. N. Atkinson - You are wrong; you can't
even read.
Hon. M. M. GOULD - They reported to their
ratepayers a situation which would have brought
revenue from - -

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. M. M. GOULD - If this bill had been in
place they would have been seen to have committed
two offences because they reported the Optus
situation, which generated revenue for council, and
the council would have picked up that payment
from Optus. This legislation would have put the
councillors into the situation where they could not
have represented the ratepayers; they would have
been unable to consult and report to their ratepayers
and community interests within their municipalities.
For those reasons the opposition strongly opposes
the bill, particularly because of clauses 3 and 25.
Hon. Bill Forwood - Do you support the rest of
it?
Hon. M. M. GOULD - They are the three areas
of major concern. The opposition opposes the bill
and strongly urges all honourable members to do
likewise.
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) - I am
amazed at this debate. We had a rather tepid
performance by the opposition spokesman that
indicated his heart was not in it; he showed little
understanding of local government, which is the
disadvantage of never having had an association
with local government but being asked to be its
spokesperson.
The best contribution from the opposition on this bill
was from Mr Nguyen, who showed some
understanding of local government. At least
somebody with experience in local government got
the context of some of his remarks right; he is to be
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congratulated on his contribution because the other
two speeches contributed little to the debate.
Whereas the opposition normally relies for all its
research on the Age, the Herald Sun, occasionally the
Weekly Times and, I dare say, judging by interjections
today it will be TV Week in future, we are certainly
finding now that for local government it has
depended entirely on second-hand letters from the
MAV and on fairly poor representations of public
debates and matters raised with Mr Power. In fact
again today Mr Power has shown this inability to
interpret accurately what other people say. He
paraphrased one of my interjections with
considerable licence to offer an impression of what I
might have said. I was quite amused at the sort of
spin he put on it, which suggested that he was being
given some assurance that councillors would not be
taken to court if they cheated on election
commitments. That was quite different from what
I suggested, and I will cover it in a minute.

Mr Power then went on to talk about Corryong
which, incidentally, had absolutely nothing to do
with the rest of his contribution to the debate;
nevertheless it was constructive from the point of
view that he got it wrong. He talked about Corryong
being a broadside of the government for its local
government reforms when in fact the public meeting
he attended was all about the closure of a civic
centre in that shire. I dare say the only one who
really presented the sort of agenda that Mr Power
suggested today would have been Mr Power in his
remarks to that meeting! There is an instructive
cliche that suggests that if all you remember when
you go away from a meeting is what you have said,
you are probably a fool to have been at the meeting.
As Mr Lucas said earlier, this bill is part of an
extensive reform package for local government
which will take local government into the next
century. The bill has been an important achievement
by the government in its first term of office. A new
Minister for Local Government on this occasion has
been pushing local government reforms to a range of
practices that have been built up over decades and
are now totally inappropriate to the emerging needs
of people moving into a new century.

There is no doubt that the reform package, and
indeed the legislation, are aimed at achieving just
three things. It is difficult to understand why
opposition members have such trouble with the
three basic tenets because while they might argue, as
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Mr Power often does, that they do not disagree with
these things they go on to put in all these ifs and
buts. The three basic tenets the legislation is based
on are accountability, efficiency and consistency.
That is what the government seeks from this local
government legislation.

The opposition has opposed only three elements of
this bill: it has opposed the section that relates to
improper use of information by councillors; it has
opposed the rate-capping provision, and it has
expressed some concerns about the administration
of a number of reports that are required from local
government. Each of those issues has been raised by
a number of councils and by the MAV as the
representative association of the councils. The issues
have been explored by the MAV together with the
Minister for Planning and Local Government. They
have also been given extensive consideration by the
department, by the minister, by me and by members
of the coalition backbench policy committee.
The government stands by the bill because it
believes its provisions are appropriate and
important in continuing the local government
reform process.
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councils will operate in the future, particularly in an
environment of compulsory competitive tendering,
and to recognise a number of issues that have arisen
in councils over recent times. It is interesting to
note - and obviously the opposition did not explore
this position in the house tonight - that one of its
members, Mr Neil Cole, the honourable member for
Melbourne in another place, believed the
government ought to have gone a lot further with
this provision. He believed the improper use of
information by councillors of a number of councils
in the past particularly the Melbourne City Council,
had caused Significant detriment to the council and
to the ratepayers of the municipality. The
honourable member advocated that the government
ought to have gone a lot further. The government
thinks this clause can withstand any scrutiny of
what it is designed to do. It is not about trying to
muzzle minority groups on the councils; it is not
about trying to silence critics; it is not about stopping
councillors from going about their proper
representation of ratepayers. It is about people
improperly using information that they would not
otherwise have except by dint of their being
councillors, and using that information to the
advantage of other people and to the disadvantage
of their city and their ratepayers.

I do not understand why so many people are so
nervous about the provision about improper use of
information coming from councils because most of
the propositions that have been put by the
opposition today are not at all what this provision is
aimed at. I think the opposition knows that and is
well aware that the sorts of arguments it has run
today do not hold water with the clause concerned.
The clause is all about people who are improperly
and maliciously using information to cause material
detriment to their municipalities. I should have
thought that in the climate of compulsory
competitive tendering people would be far more
responsible about the sort of information they
peddle and that it would be most improper for a
number of people who are parties to particular
contract negotiations then to divulge details of those
contract negotiations to others. We are looking at a
quite different circumstance from what has been
covered and supported by both sides of the house in
local government bills in the past relating to
pecuniary interest where people advance their own
wealth or achieve some personal benefit from using
their position as a councillor improperly.

It is a fairly clear position. I give an assurance to
Mr Sang Nguyen that this legislation is certainly not
retrospective in terms of going back to councillors
from the past, so dare I say it is safe. The legislation
is not retrospective: it will apply only to councils in
the future. That needs to be understood as part of
the debate the opposition put before the house
tonight.

This provision is designed to take that further; to
recognise changed circumstances in the way the

Members of Parliament are also subject to censure if
they improperly use information, so it needs to be

The government is constantly asked what is the test
of that. This is subjective, but the opposition and
Mr Power know perfectly well that it is not
subjective; it will be properly tested by the courts.
Unlike what Ms Gould said tonight, the first offence
does not carry the gaol penalty anyway; it carries a
fine. I should have thought that people who have
been fined for offences would have sat up and taken
notice and looked carefully at their behaviour, their
use of information and their propriety before they
went another step and risked a gaol sentence by
again contravening the legislation that is in place,
particularly if the court had arbitrated that they had
improperly used that information.
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recognised that this is not something that applies
simply to local government.

and to grasp the reforms that are being given to
them so that their councils achieve a good deal more.

I turn to the issue of rate capping. I do not resile
from the fact that the rate capping is undoubtedly a
move by the government to lock in the reforms that
have been made in the past three and a half years pure and simple. I do not resile from that position at
all. There are no excuses; there is no justification for
it. The government is very keen to lock in those
reforms and the economies of scale and efficiencies
that have been achieved in local government.

Honourable members will be aware of my optimism
about the role of local government. We certainly
want to see consistency in the activities of and
services provided by local government. We want to
ensure the high-quality delivery of services and that
all Victorians have access to the same services. We
also do not want to get caught in a Tammany-Hall
situation, such as has been happening in the City of
Darebin, which has done neither the local council
nor opposition members no credit at all.

On a personal note, I am concerned that in some
areas the commissioners have not gone far enough. I
accept some of the comments that have been made
at different times by opposition members,
particularly Mr Power, about the areas where
councils have perhaps not looked for some of the
sustainable savings for the long term that might well
have been achieved in some of their municipalities
during the opposition's term of office. Where I
believe that is the case in many instances I have
actually had words with them about it, again on a
personal level, because this reform process is most
important to Victoria and to those municipalities.
There is absolutely no doubt that we need to achieve
rate reductions, maintain the rate reductions that
have been achieved and lock in efficiencies. We need
to maintain vigilance in local government and
continue to look for ways of doing things better and
smarter to deliver better quality services. As I have
said on many occasions, compulsory competitive
tendering is not just about saving money; it is also
about delivering better quality services, which ought
to be one of the key measurements of local
government.

It is certainly the measurement ratepayers use to test
the performance of their local councils. We must
ensure that the reforms we have achieved continue
to drive a process that looks for more innovation and
better ways of doing things in local government. In
many cases that will result in savings, as has been
demonstrated by what has been done to this point.
Many councils have further to go. In many places a
number of councillors are rubbing their hands with
glee, looking forward to and perhaps salivating at
the prospect of returning to town halls and
presiding over larger fiefdoms. We want to ensure
they will not return to the ways of the past and to
business as usual. They need to be forward looking

Mr Sang Nguyen made some pertinent remarks
about the number of reports local councils will be
required to prepare. He said councillors were
accountable to their ratepayers, a premise the
government does not contest because that is what it
also believes. The 78 councils right around Victoria
ought to be accountable to their ratepayers, yet the
ratepayers are still not able to effectively measure
their performance. In the past all sorts of
measurement systems were put in place but they
were not consistent across all councils.

The government has tried to establish performance
measurements and introduce accountability by
requiring councils to demonstrate to their ratepayers
how they are performing and giving their
performance some transparency. The government is
asking for those reports to be forwarded to the
Minister for Planning and Local Government only
because he has a responsibility to report to
Parliament on local government, particularly on the
receipt of annual reports, compulsory competitive
tendering and so on.
We are not proposing a duplication of reporting. All
the government requires is doetimentation from
councils that shows what they hope to achieve in the
future, their corporate plans, their business plans
and their financial performance - and Mr Power is
well aware of that. We do not want duplication, yet
some local government bodies think they will have
to prepare extra sets of reports. In many cases the
reports the government requires will replace the
practices of the past. They mark the achievement of
greater consistency in local government reporting.
I conclude by reading into Hansard the reply of the
Minister for Planning and Local Government to a
letter from Mr Julian Stock, the Chief Commissioner
of Banyule City Council. I do so because Mr Stock's
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letter, which was written on behalf of a number of
local government authorities, was read into Hansard
by Mr Power. For that reason the minister's response
is apposite to the debate.
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I look forward to councils taking up the challenge of
bettering their strategic outlook, measuring their
performance and improving their accountability.

The minister then advises on the progress of the bill.
Dear Mr Stock
Amendments to the Local Government Act
Thank you for your letter of 30 August regarding
amendments to the Local Government Act 1989
currently before Parliament. I note that you have
written on behalf of Banyule, Manningham,
Maroondah and Yarra Ranges councils.
I must say that I am surprised by the tone of your letter.
It would appear that there is some misunderstanding
about the philosophy and intent underlying the
legislative amendments.
The proposed amendments are intended to improve
the business planning and service delivery aspects of
councils' operations. Their impact will be to make
councils more accountable to their ratepayers by
requiring councils to report outcomes against plans.
The amendments will also establish the framework of
councils to introduce service charters. You will be
aware that in its local government policy statement for
the last elections the government made a commibnent
to introduce service charters for local government as
part of an initiative to improve customer service.
The legislation will require each council to prepare a
resource allocation plan to accompany its three-year
planning framework, an annual business plan which
includes performance targets and a performance
statement which must be audited against the annual
targets. I believe that these requirements will not be too
onerous and councils should be able to draw on
material that they already have available.

I do not believe the reporting requirements are too
onerous for councils. They provide an opportunity
for ratepayers to understand the performance of
their council and to understand the philosophy
underlying a council's attitude to the range of
services it intends to provide to residents.
The three issues with which the opposition has
decided to tackle the bill have been the subject of
considerable debate among Victorian councils.
Government members have participated in that
debate and have come to the conclusion, after
considering the issues raised with them by their
respective municipalities, that the legislation is
appropriate. I recommend that the bill proceed as it
is.
Debate adjourned on motion of
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA (Melbourne North).
Debate adjourned until later this day.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE

Sessional orders
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Health) - I
move:
That so much of the sessional orders be suspended as
would prevent general business taking precedence over
other business until 10.00 p.m. during the sitting of the
Council this day.

Motion agreed to.
That is an important point.
The changes build on existing corporate planning and
accountability requirements. They are not about further
control over local government but are directed at
councils' setting out their programs for service
provision and capital works and then having an
independent validation of their performance on
achieving target outputs.
The government considers the legislation to be a
significant step in the next phase of reform in local
government ...

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from earlier this day; motion of
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance).
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA (Melbourne North) This important bill takes us further away from what
we should be promoting within local government.
As a result of the bill the government is letting down
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local government and local communities. The
previous Labor government introduced legislation
that did not include prescriptive prOvisions. It
introduced legislation that allowed local
government to be innovative and to meet local needs.

Decisions that would normally be made by local
councillors after they are elected will not be made to
the same extent because of clauses within the bill.

This legislation further tightens the noose around
local government. The legislation involves further
control of local government by state government.
This is the same state government that talks about
states' rights. This is the same state government that
has meetings with other state governments in
Canberra and demands that the commonwealth
government gets out of its jurisdiction. This
legislation gives the state government more control
over local government.

Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - I t is clause 25. You
should read the bill and understand it before you
open your mouth.

It is not enough that the government has sacked all
bar one of our duly elected councils and imposed its
will on them through the commissioners. It is not
enough that the government has gone through that
process; this legislation goes even further. Once
councillors are returned to elected office the
government will have control over local
government. It is appalling that the government has
taken such action after it has talked about states'
rights and argued that each level of government
should not be controlled by other levels of
government.

The Premier is on record as saying that the
commonwealth government should not be involved
in or overturn state laws that have been duly
implemented and have gone through a proper
process. Yet this bill is all about control.

Hon. Bill Forwood - Which clauses?

The democracy aspect of the bill is extremely
important because democracy means that ratepayers
have a voice in their local council; they are consulted
and participate in their local council, and they are
given information on what is happening in their
local council. It is important for councillors who are
elected to talk to people about the issues that affect
them.
The bill provides for the democratic processes to be
stifled in a major way. A couple of clauses actually
do that. The house should understand that
democracy at the local government level must be
protected. It is too easy for institutions, other levels
of government and specifically the state government
to whittle away the democratic processes and rights
that people have at the local government level. The
opposition has a responsibility to protect those
democratic rights whenever they are challenged.
Although government members have said they do
not believe the clauses have anything to do with
democracy, the opposition absolutely believes the
bill will stifle democratic processes and debate. I
shall refer to a number of examples where that will
occur.

Hon. Bill Forwood - Of course it is.
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - I want Mr Forwood's
comment on the record. The bill is all about control
because this government does not believe in
democracy. The government commenced that
process by sacking almost all of the councillors. The
only ones left were from the Borough of Queenscliff.
To this day we still cannot work out why Queenscliff
was left alone. Everywhere else in the state councils
were sacked and commissioners were imposed upon
local communities against their wishes. The vast
majority of those communities still do not have
control over their lives. Local government taxes
those people but does not represent them.

The bill places the majority of members of a council
in an absolutely powerful position because they
have the power to stifle the minority, whether it be
one member or up to almost half the members of a
council. The legislation is subversive. Those who
have worked in local government and understand it
appreciate that they can be faced with volatile
situations; they must deal with a wide variety of
people with various personalities. The granting of
this power to chief executive officers and councils and in a real sense to majorities on councils - will
affect democracy in this state. Proposed new section
77(1) states:
A person who is, or has been, a councillor or a member
of a Council committee must not make improper use of
any information acquired as a councillor or member ."
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(b) to harm, or attempt to harm, the Council.

It is a catch-all provision. It covers everything that a
council can do. The interpretation that the judiciary,
and, more importantly, council officers and
councillors themselves, will place on this provision
will stifle debate, consultation and the participation
of local communities. Paragraph (a) of the same
section states:
to gain, or attempt to gain, directly or indirectly, a
pecuniary advantage for himself or herself or for any
other person ...

The opposition totally supports that provision. If a
councillor or a person over whom he or she has an
influence discloses information and gives those
people an advantage they sh~uld be penalis~d. The
opposition has no problem Wlth that. There IS a real
concern when the provision also states that there
will be a penalty when someone tries to harm or
attempt to harm the council. That will ce~~ stifle
debate. What does it actually mean? How will It be
interpreted?
1 can assure the house that if you have a majority on
council and if you are an astute enough and have the
support of council officers those particular
provisions will be used to stifle debate.
Even under commissioners we have had situations
in which communities have risen up against
councils. Once commissioners have been replaced
with councillors situations may arise in which
debate on long-term community campaigns is
stifled. For example, a councillor campaigning with
the local community to overturn a decision to close a
local swimming pool, as happened in Fitzroy, may
be caught under the catch-all provision that refers to
making use of information to harm or attempt to
harm a council.
The Minister for Finance says that is not the case, but
the provision will be interpreted and used along
those lines. If a CEO or council were to institute legal
proceedings under that catch-all provision, lawyers
would be called in and the unlimited resources of
the council used against the councillor or councillors
opposing a particular decision. What would happen
in the case of a heated community debate in a
municipality where information was not being made
available by the majority of councillors but was
disclosed by a minority? The minister may say that
will not occur and that the provision is not intended
to catch those people, but in fact it will catch them
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and the majority on the council will be able to
implement the prOvision and stifle debate.
Clause 25 deals with the capping of rates, which is
being used by the government as a blunt instrument
against local government, a tier of government that
does not have the wherewithal to put in place the
policies, programs and services the community
requires and demands of it. Services cost money and
the state government believes it knows better than
anyone else what is needed, yet it will abrogate its
responsibility and give all the authority to the
minister.

It is wrong that the minister will make all the
decisions on what is best for all local government in
Victoria. Local communities should make the
decisions that affect the livelihoods of local
ratepayers, not a government minister based in the
city. Duly elected councillors who are accountable to
their local communities should make those
decisions. Democracy is about the people who pay
taxes making the decisions, and if the provision,
expansion or improvement of the quality of services
requires the raising of rates, a decision on that
matter should not be a decree of the minister sitting
in his or her plush office, wherever it is located.

Mr Lucas talked about his 1991 business plan for
Berwick and said, 'I implemented the business plan;
1 thought it was a good idea, 1 thought it was great'.
What about the other parts of the equation which
worked with him in putting together that business
plan and which he forgot to mention?
Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan - Who?
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - Mr Hartigan's
interjection shows how little he knows about local
government - it really shows his ignoran~e! The
other parts of the equation were the councillors and
the local community.

Mr Lucas then went on to say that the sunset is a
long way over the horizon. There is no horizon for
local government under this prescriptive
.
government, which wants to control and manipulate
local government - there is no light at the ~nd of
the tunnel. Mr Lucas said it is all about setting
parameters. What parameters, the CPI minus X or
the CPI plus X?
Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan - You're using big
words.
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Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - I understand them,
unlike you, Mr Hartigan. Mr Lucas informed the
house the parameter was the CPI minus 1 per cent.
So, the government, through the Minister for
Planning and Local Government, has decreed that
real council rates must fall regardless of the
consequences for local communities generally and
the people who require services, and regardless of
any other considerations.

Mr Lucas was very proud of having saved a billion
dollars over four years. Isn't that a great record,
while at the same time people tell me that under the
rate-capping regime of the government the quality
of services such as Meals on Wheels has been
reduced so dramatically that they are no longer
being used. Older people have told me that they
cannot eat the food councils are now providing
through that service. As a result of rate capping and
reductions in the quality of services people are now
unable to use services which they require and which
they once looked. forward to. Mr Lucas also
highlighted a number of problems that had been
experienced.
Let us look at the real reasons why these clauses are
being put in place. Mr Lucas actually let the cat out
of the bag and disclosed to the house one of the real
reasons for their inclusion: his hatred for unions. Let
us look at the record of Mr Lucas and why he
supports these clauses.

It is important to understand that when Mr Lucas
was the chief executive officer of the City of Berwick
he stitched up a secret deal with the state
government to give Doveton to the City of
Dandenong without consulting local communities. If
clause 3 had been in force at that time the local
communities would not have had access to
information about that deal. John Hastie, one of the
councillors at Berwick, disclosed the deal between
the CEO and the state government.
The bill would also have stifled debate at the local
level and decisions would not have been capable of
being overturned by the local community. Again,
the CEO at Berwick was involved with the council in
a secret deal to close the preschool at Berwick
Village without consultation or involvement by the
local community. That deal was brought to the
attention of the local community by Cr Kirsty
Lottkowitz and former er Rob Wilson. These are not
stooges of the ALP; they are not even party
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members. If clause 3 had been in force they would
not have been able to expose those deals.
Another deal occurred in connection with the
entrance to Wilson Botanic Park in Berwick. Council
officers - Mr Lucas was one - agreed to and
supported an application for a commercial
subdivision next to the park by a former mayor,
Mr Eddie Baron, who was not in council at the time
but who was an activist in the Berwick Uberal Party,
a mate of this government. There was a big battle by
the community to stop that sleazy deal by the
council. Under the bill that would not have been
able to be stopped.
Hon. N. B. Lucas - On a point of order,

Mr President, Mr Nardella is referring to a part of
history that no longer exists. Much of what he is
saying is factually incorrect. I find it unusual that he
should raise it in a debate on a bill that deals with
the future of local government. I cannot see that it is
relevant to the measure before the Chair.
The PRESIDENT - Order! There are different
issues here; one is whether in making the statement
Mr Nardella has misstated the position of Mr Lucas
in his former capacity. Mr Lucas was not raising that
point. In fact he can deal with that by way of a
personal explanation if he feels he has been
maligned.
The second issue concerns relevance. I find the
comments of Mr Nardella to be relevant. Whether
they are true is a matter for the house to decide, but
they have been put in a way that is relevant to the
bill before the house.
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - I have a number of
other instances where clause 3 of the bill would have
placed counsellors in a bad position, but I might
keep them for another day.
I shall briefly touch on Mr Atkinson's address to the
house. He spoke about the reforms in the bill and his
concern that the commissioners had not gone far
enough. If Mr Atkinson, who is parliamentary
secretary to the Minister for Planning and Local
Government, believes commissioners have not
performed and have not been accountable to the
government, why are the commissioners still there?
It is a sad situation if commissioners are not
accountable.
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Although an object of the bill is to make councillors
more accountable, the government is not
maintaining the standards it set. According to
Mr Atkinson, commissioners are not performing and
services are not being delivered. He said he knows
of a number of instances where commissioners have
not delivered services to the standard and quality
expected by the government. Why is the government
continuing to support those commissioners? It is
wrong for the government to continue to have
commissioners who are not representing their
councils to the high standards that are expected.
Those commissioners and councils should be named
and the appropriate action taken to rectify the
situation.

Hogg,Mrs
McLean,Mrs
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Power, Mr (Teller)
Pullen, Mr

Pairs
Ashman,Mr
Varty,Mrs

Walpole,Mr
Theophanous, Mr

Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Committed.

Committee
Clause 1 agreed to.

The issues raised in the bill are extremely important
especially the issues revolving around democracy
and the democratic processes. We should not be
skirting around them. Honourable members should
have a good understanding about those issues. We
must not abrogate our responsibility and allow this
bill to take effect. Members on both sides of the
house have had experience with local government.
They understand the personalities involved and the
complexity of the mechanics of local government.
They know the bill will stifle debate within councils
and communities and that people will not receive
services at the high standards that should be
demanded by any government.
House divided on motion:

Ayes, 31
Asher, Ms
Atkinson, Mr
Baxter, Mr
Best,Mr
Birrell, Mr
Bishop,Mr
Boardman, Mr
Bowden,Mr
Brideson, Mr (Teller)
Cover,Mr
Craige, Mr
Davis, Mr D. McL.
Davis, Mr P. R.
de Fegely, Mr
Forwood,Mr
Furletti, Mr (Teller)

Hall,Mr
Hallam,Mr
Hartigan, Mr
Katsambanis, Mr
Knowles,Mr
Lucas,Mr
Luckins, Mrs
Powell,Mrs
Ross, Dr
Smith,Mr
Smith,Ms
Stoney,Mr
Strong,Mr
Wells,Dr
Wilding,Mrs

Noes, 8
Eren,Mr
Gould,Miss

Nardella, Mr
Nguyen, Mr (Teller)

Oause2
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance) - I
thank honourable members for their contributions to
the debate and I am reassured that local government
still arouses some passion in this chamber.
Mr Power raised concerns about clauses 3 and 25,
and I shall address them in some detail. Clause 3
involves the improper use of information gleaned as
a member of a council or a committee and clause 25
goes to the government's position on rate capping.
Mr Lucas spoke from his long experience in local
government, and I think the chamber was well
served by someone with that experience being
involved in the debate. Mr Lucas reported that his
council had been Idudded' by the improper use of
privileged information and that in some
circumstances valuations could not be disclosed to
councillors. I am sure not a member of this chamber
would regard that as appropriate. Of all the
comments he offered to the chamber the one that
caught my imagination was his description of the
removal of the sunset clause on rate capping: 'The
sunset was further over the horizon'. I thought that
was pretty appropriate.

Hon. Pat Power - Pretty contradictory!
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I appreciated it.
Mr Nguyen talked about the definition of harm and
the difficulties that may arise, but at the end of his
contribution he said councils need to be more
accountable. That is precisely what the bill is about.
Mr Bowden reminded us that many councils are
major enterprises, with substantial budgets and
steep responsibilities. In those circumstances we
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need to be aware of the standards of operation.
Mr Atkinson gave us an erudite outline of the
rationale for the changes in local government and
added substantially to the debate.
I look forward to commenting at the appropriate
stage of the committee debate on the particular
issues raised by Mr Power.
Clause agreed to.
Clause 3
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance) Mr Power asked for a commitment on clause 3,
which goes to the issue of improper use of
information that becomes available to councillors
and members of council committees. I reassure
Mr Power to this extent: clause 3 seeks to do nothing
more than tighten the provisions in section 77 that
relate to the improper use of information.
By way of background, I remind the committee that
a number of complaints have been made regarding
the wilful leaking of sensitive information that has
been considered at a council meeting in committee. I
am sure all honourable members would be aware of
that and, to their credit, I do not think anybody
would support that occurrence going unnoted.
The Victorian Government Solicitor advised the
Office of Local Government in 1993 that because of
the criminal nature of the offence the standard of
proof required to bring a successful prosecution is
beyond reasonable doubt and, despite the severe
penalties for an offence contained in the act, it has
acted as little deterrent to those leaking information.
I remind the committee that the current section
states:
A councillor or member of a council must not make
improper use of any information acquired as a
councillor or member to gain directly or indirectly a
pecuniary advantage for himself or herself or for any
other person or with intent to cause detriment to the
council irrespective of whether detriment was caused.

The bottom line is that we need to establish intent that is the real test, but it is very difficult to prove. It
is proposed to exclude the requirement to prove that
the intent was there to cause detriment to the council
but to require that any such disclosure did actually
cause detriment to the council.
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Section 77 makes it an offence for a councillor or a
member of council to use information which is
acquired as a councillor or member of council with
intent to cause detriment to the council. Why should
that section be tightened up? The bottom line is that
in practice, this provision has proved unworkable.
The investigators in the Office of Local Government
have found it virtually impossible to prosecute
successfully under the existing section 77 where
there has been an alleged leaking of information
which is of a commercial or sensitive nature or
which was discussed at a council meeting in camera.
Even in the circumstances where that occurrence
was blatant, the proposal was that we had to
establish intent. The effect of the amendment is to
remove the clause relating to intent. It makes it clear
that the provision refers to present and past
councillors and members of a council committee.
Proposed section 77(2) broadens the ambit of the
present prOvision by making it an offence for a
councillor or a member of a council to release
information that the councillor knows or should
reasonably know is confidential to the council or
that the council wishes to keep confidential.
I am informed that the opposition, during the
briefing on the bill, expressed concern about the
extension of section 77 to include the release of
confidential information because it believes that it is
contrary to the principle of open government and
will encourage councillors to hide behind a veil of
confidentiality. Mr Power referred to that fact
during the second-reading debate.
I acknowledge that articles criticising the proviSion
have appeared in the press. An article in the Age of
8 June headed 'Gaol terms prompt council action'
described the section as over the top and said it
would hinder open discussion on issues in the
council chamber. Further press comment on
proposed section 77(2) was to the effect that it would:
deter the conscientious whistleblower who seeks to
spill the beans when he or she feels morally and
ethically bound to disclose injustice, foul play,
administrative shortcoming or any attempted
meddling by the political overseers in government.

Normally I would not quote that, but in this case it
happens to be a quotation taken directly from the
Wimmera Mail-Times. I have broken a self-imposed
cardinal rule to have anything to do with the
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Wimmera Mail-Times. Here we have an indication of
somebody prepared to read something not within
the clear intention of the legislation. Others have
written criticising the provision. The criticism goes
to two issues: the first is that the offence represents
an attempt to gag councils, and Mr Power talked at
length on that subject; the second is that we heard
claims that the penalties are too severe and, more
particularly from several members, that
imprisonment is too severe a penalty for that offence.

I respond to that: regulation 98 of the Local
Government Regulations 1990 sets out a list of
information that the council must make available for
public inspection. That list covers a wide range of
council information such as information relating to
budgets, registers of leases entered into by council,
and details of all current and senior officer gross
salaries, allowances and other benefits. In addition,
members of the public have access to council
information under the Freedom of Information Act
unless the document containing the information is
an exempt document or an official document of a
minister which does not relate to the affairs of an
agency or a department.
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I also make the point that there has been a whole
range of positive feedback about the extension of
section 77. What we are introducing into the law of
Victoria for local government is similar to that
provision which appears in the Queensland Local
Government Act 1993, although I acknowledge that
the proposed penalties differ from that introduced in
the Victorian amendment.
As to the criticism that imprisonment is too severe a
penalty, in the view of the government the
disclosure of confidential information is in itself a
serious matter and has the potential to upset
people's lives and affect a council's abilities to
conduct its affairs.
The penalty of imprisonment is consistent with the
existing penalty in section 77; it would apply only to
a second or subsequent offence, and I am reminded
of the comments of Mr Atkinson on that matter. It is,
after all, a maximum penalty only and would
therefore apply to offences committed at the most
serious end of the offence scale. Imprisonment
would be a sanction of last resort.
Oause agreed to; clauses 4 to 24 agreed to.

It is considered that those provisiOns adequately

protect members of the public, and that is the
proposition I put to the committee. However, there
is no provision at present that prevents a councillor
or member of a council committee from divulging
information that is confidential to a council for
personal reasons: for example, divulging of details
of a separation package of a member of the council
staff discussed in a closed council meeting or the
leaking of copies of confidential council material to a
member of the public who may approach the Office
of Local Government requesting that a certain
council's actions be investigated.

Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance) Members of the opposition offered a number of
comments to the house in respect of clause 25, which
concerns the repeal of the sunset provisions
concerning the caps on rates and charges. We heard
some fairly colourful language. Mr Power described
it as a weapon and a threat, and described the
minister as being heavily armed. I would choose to
describe it as an issue that went to the question of
responsibility of councils.

The proposed extension of section 77 will protect the
interests of third parties such as other councillors or
members of council staff and even members of the
public from the use of confidential information in
circumstances such as those I have just described.

The government sees the ultimate control in respect
of rating as being an important discipline imposed
on councils. It is quite consistent with the
government's determination to act in the best
interests of ratepayers.

I wish to make this as clear as I possibly can: this
will not hinder proper discussion of issues in the
council chamber or inhibit the actions of a bona fide
councillor in the proper performance of his or her
role as a representative of the people, as suggested
by members of the opposition. That is the
undertaking I am able to give.

In response to Mr Power's statement that the clause
is not sympathetically worded and not even
paternalistic, I acknowledge that there are no carrots
there. This is a clear statement in respect of the
responsibility of councils. I make this point,
Mr Power, and I want you to think about it very
carefully: this is an authority which is discretionary.

Oause25
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It will not be exercised as a matter of course. In my
view it will be used very sparingly, if at all.

I do not walk away from the fact that the Minister
for Planning and Local Government has the
responsibility for the operation of councils
throughout this state, and I think that the removal of
the sunset provisions in respect of the cap on rates
and charges is quite appropriate. This is a clear
matter of policy. It was debated earnestly and at
some length, and the government took advice from
every quarter before the decision was taken. It was
certainly not taken lightly, but in my view it is an
appropriate policy for a government to take.
Clause agreed to; clause 26 agreed to.
Clause 27
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance) - I
move:
1.

Clause 27, line 21, omit "that" and insert "any
particular financial".

I have five amendments to offer the committee. By
way of an explanation I make the point that
amendments 1 and 2, which go to clause 27, the
clause we are currently debating, simply provide
clarification in respect of the rules that shall apply in
relation to the application of the proportion of the
value of an arrangement entered into by a regional
group that the council is entitled to as specified in
that arrangement.
The government is simply clarifying the extent to
which individual councils shall be entitled to take
advantage of an arrangement made with a group of
councils.
I give the assurance to the house that it is simply to
clarify the rules that the government intended to
apply from day one.
Hon. PAT POWER (Jika Jika) - The process that
resulted in these amendments coming to the house is
not a usual one. The opposition accepts the
assurances that the minister at the table has given,
and in that context it would not be the opposition's
decision to oppose them.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance) - I
thank the honourable member for his indulgence. To
put the issue beyond doubt I want to place on the
record that house amendment no. 1 ensures that a
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member of a council can receive CCT value for the
whole of the period of the arrangement. It inserts
wording to make sure that where a regional group
has entered into an arrangement for some but not all
of its members, in that year - underlined - that is,
in the first year of the arrangement, those members
receive CCT value in the proportion specified in the
arrangement. It was intended that a member of the
council could receive CCT as specified in the
arrangement for the whole of the period of the
arrangement. It is proposed to delete the word
'that' - that is ,'that' year - and insert' any
particular financial year' to make it clear that the
formula in section 208BA applies to each year of the
competitive arrangement. CCT value will be shared
by the members of the subgroup for the life of the
competitive arrangement that a regional group
enters into on their behalf.
With the indulgence of the committee I go to
amendment 2, which again amends the definition of
CP. The definition of CP as drafted could be
interpreted as meaning to allocate contract liability
or entitlement between subgroup members, whereas
contract liability entitlement remains with the
regional group at all times. The regional group is the
only contracting party. The proposed house
amendment makes it dear that there must be a term
in the regional group's arrangement that states the
proportions in which subgroup members will share
the CCT value.
I put it to the committee that this is simply
clarification of the existing arrangements.
Amendment agreed to.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance) - I
move:
2.

Clause 27, omit lines 27 to 29 and insert -

"CP is the proportion of the value of the arrangement
entered into by the regional group that the Council is
entitled to, as specified in the arrangement;".

Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to.
Oause28
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance) - I
move:
3.

Clause 28, lines 7 and 8, omit "Minister on the
nomination of the".
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Amendments nos 4 and 5 are consequent upon
amendment no. 3. Amendment no. 3 allows the
Attorney-General to appoint a magistrate or acting
magistrate to a municipal electoral tribunal, whereas
the amendment in the bill would allow the minister
to appoint a magistrate on the nomination of the
Attorney-General. It has been agreed that the
Attorney-General will assume responsibility for the
running of METs. This amendment is a consequence
of that decision. It is appropriate that since the
Attorney-General will have the responsibility for
running METs he or she should also appoint the
magistrate or acting magistrate to a MET. The
context of the amendments is that they are
consequential on the shift of the responsibility for
the municipal electoral tribunals to the
Attorney-General. This change is to be effected by
way of a municipal arrangement. Amendments nos
3,4 and 5 give the Attorney-General the power to
appoint METs and provide for applications to be
made to the Magistrates Court.
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GEELONG LANDS (STEAM PACKET
PLACE) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 9 October; motion of
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Industry,
Science and Technology).
Hon. PAT POWER (Jika Jika) - The opposition
does not oppose the Geelong Lands (Steampacket
Place) Bill. The second-reading speech explains that
the government has agreed to provide substantial
assistance to the City of Greater Geelong for the
Steampacket Place development. The redevelopment
will provide for commercial, retail, residential and
recreational use and the planned outcome will be the
establishment of the Bay Walk promenade. The bill
provides an effective mechanism for private sector
investment to substantially add value to the
government's investment in infrastructure at
Geelong.

Amendment agreed to.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance) - I
move:
4.

Clause 28, after line 9 insert '(b) in clause (1)(b), for "Minister" substitute

" Attorney-General on the recommendation of
the Minister",'.
5.

Clause 28, after line 20 insert '(2) In section 45 of the Local Government Act 1989,
after "inquiry" insert "by a municipal electoral

tribunal".
(3) For section 45(2) of the Local Government Act
1989 substitute "(2) The application for an inquiry must be

lodged with the principal registrar of the
Magistrates' Court.".'.

These amendments are a direct consequence of the
shift in responsibility for running METs across to the
Attorney-General.
Amendments agreed to; amended clause agreed to,
clauses 29 to 33 agreed to.
Reported to house with amendments.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

Notwithstanding that the opposition does not
oppose the bill, it does have some concerns about the
experience of the City of Greater Geelong with the
Steampacket Place project under the Kennett
coalition government. People should know that the
Steampacket Place project is not, as the government
would have us believe, an initiative of the Kennett
coalition but, in fact, is the result of a community
initiative of some standing.
Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan - Is that right?
Hon. PAT POWER - Although Mr Hartigan
does not wish to give Geelong locals any credit for
the project, it is important we understand the issues
underlying the development of the City of Greater
Geelong and, indeed, the bay frontage, which go
back as far as 1976 when the City by the Bay notion
was developed.
Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan - That is right.
Hon. PAT POWER - As Mr Hartigan
acknowledges, there is a long history of the
community's involvement in the plans to open up
and redevelop a range of underutilised areas so that
they are consistent with a modern provincial city.
I am sure Mr Hartigan and Mr Cover would agree
that a potted history is a reasonable description of
the attempts of the Geelong community to bring
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about a successful outcome. That has involved
projects such as the Market Square, the Bay Oty
Plaza and, of course, the Baylink project. Arising out
of that same community initiative is the Steampacket
Place project.
The local community has made considerable effort
to free up the necessary land for this major
development. As the honourable members for
Geelong Province would know, that has involved
the relocation of the Waterside Workers Federation,
the Geelong RSL, the Association of Employers of
Waterside Labour and so on. Steampacket Place is a
most impressive part of Geelong.
Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan - Of Victoria.
Hon. PAT POWER - I agree with Mr Hartigan
that it is an impressive part of Victoria.
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an issue that began in the 1970s when the Geelong
community struggled to satisfactorily resolve how
this area should be utilised.
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN (Geelong) - I thank
Mr Power for his comments. It is interesting to talk
briefly about the history of the project. It is true that
this has been an issue under consideration for the
best part of 20 years. The major obstacle that stood in
the way, apart from the funding issue, was that three
bodies had some responsibility: the Geelong
Regional Commission, and, prior to amalgamation,
the Geelong Oty Council and the Geelong West Oty
Council. I advise Mr Power that the major obstacle
was the inability of those three groups over a long
time to agree on almost anything. During that period
the Geelong Regional Commission acquired a
number of properties, as did the Geelong council,
and they now form part of the development that is
under way.

Hon. M. A. Birrell- And of Australia.
Hon. PAT POWER - And, indeed, of the world!
Most of us know that precinct and would not
dispute that the conversion of the Dalgety wool
stores site - which was in limbo for some time into a campus of Deakin University was a positive
move.

I believe the government can take credit for a couple
of things. The first is the successful municipal
amalgamation in Geelong. That eliminated the
friction which existed and which, among other
things, had presented an obstacle to the
implementation of the program.
On a previous occasion I spoke about local

When the shadow cabinet visited Geelong recently I
walked out onto Cunningham Pier to look at the
most impressive developments at the end of the pier.
It was a quiet Monday in Geelong, but nonetheless a
large number of vehicles were on the pier, quite a
number of buses marked the foreshore and the
restaurant facilities were being well patronised.
Hon. I. J. Cover - You should have gone to
Mr Hartigan's office. He was down there, too.
Hon. PAT POWER - I think some of my
colleagues went there to get a cup of coffee. The
recently completed baths on the Eastern Beach
promenade are a beautiful Sight and will attract
many visitors. No doubt the successful completion
of the Steampacket Place project will add to the
economic viability of the Oty of Greater Geelong.
More tourists will visit the area and spend their
disposable income at those facilities.
The opposition acknowledges the state
government's financial commitment of some
$15.3 million to this project. It also acknowledges
that the Kennett government picked up and resolved

government amalgamation in Geelong, and I was
reminded by Mrs Hogg that I should have perhaps
elaborated on the process that I referred to as the
failure of Labor to achieve amalgamation down
there. The issue that brought this to a halt was
Mr Badham going to Geelong before he held his
inquiry and announcing that he had already made
up his mind, which consequently led to three or four
of the councils down there going feral and taking
him to court.
Hon. R. A. Best - An injunction.
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN - Yes, an injunction.
It delayed any progress on the matter and cost
everybody a great deal of money. I still do not resile
from the fact that had Mr Badham been a bit more
judicious in his language the issue would not have
been a problem.
The government's major contribution was to remove
the conflict of interest between the three bodies that
were charged with responsibility for the area over 20
years. Those bodies did very little. They wasted a lot
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of time and energy and frustrated many investors
who were keen to go ahead and do something.

handle some interesting issues that related to the
right to use the waters under the pier.

Geelong is now moving. It is fair to say that one of
the major initiators was the development of the wool
stores by Deakin University. The state government
donated the land and buildings and the federal
government provided funds from the Better Cities
program.

The government can take a great deal of pleasure in
having achieved those sorts of developments, and
this bill is merely another step in providing a proper
basis for commercialisation. I commend the bill to
the house.

The other major element Mr Power would have seen
on his visit was the development of the transport
modal interchange. The whole sweep of property
has made a remarkable difference to the Geelong
landscape and the Steampacket Place Gardens,
which have been tidied up, are starting to expose in
a small way the potential that exists. It is only proper
to pay tribute to the people who developed Eastern
Beach and restored the 19505 sea swimming pool. I
think that was largely done by volunteers who
worked very hard. It is a remarkably beautiful
outcome. We have the setting for great success in
Geelong. The Steampacket Place committee, on
which the Minister for Housing, Mrs Henderson,
represents the government, is working with some
success to bring about the private investment that is
necessary to bring this to fruition.
The bill effectively deals with the government's
desire to attract private investment to that area by
extending the terms on which people may lease
reserved and unreserved Crown land. The
fundamental point of the bill is, subject either to the
committee of management or the minister, to extend
the capacity to lease reserved land from 50 to 99
years so that we can be sure that the sorts of
investments which might come forward are not
deterred by short-term leases which at worst
encourage people not to make the full level of
commitment and at best mean that it is only in the
early stage of life of the lease of the property that full
commitment is made to the development.
With respect to unreserved Crown lands we are
looking to extend the minister's power to provide up
to SO-year leases for the same reason. Another
interesting point about the bill is that it extends the
land to which this act applies to 200 metres out from
the high watermark. That involves Cunningham
Pier, which is another initiative by the Kennett
government, and the Port of Geelong Authority. We
worked very hard not only to free up Cunningham
Pier for the Smorgy's development but also to

Hon. I. J. COVER (Geelong) - It gives me great
pleasure to follow Mr Hartigan and Mr Power in
supporting the bill. Mr Power and Mr Hartigan
mentioned some of the history of the development.
It is pleasing to note that in providing his potted
history Mr Power did not go too much into the detail
of some of the reasons for the delay in this vision
being completed because we are trying to look to the
future and take a positive view on what is
happening in Geelong.
I admit that the Market Square and Bay City Plaza
developments were part of the original City by the
Bay concept, but the Steampacket Place project is the
cornerstone or the jewel in the crown of the overall
development in Geelong.
The bill, which provides the ability for leases on
Crown land to be extended to attract private sector
investment, will ensure that the project will come to
fruition so that we will see the jewel in the crown
glittering in the sunshine in Geelong. The people of
Geelong, for so long frustrated by the fact that the
development had not come to fruition, saw the
vision for themselves as recently as 21 August this
year when the Premier attended the opening of
Srn orgy's restaurant at the end of Cunningham Pier.
When they looked back at the city of Geelong they
were able to see the city on the waterfront in a whole
new light. They were excited about what we had
been talking about for so long and what they will be
able to see in the future in Geelong.
There have been many things to be excited about in
recent times, with the Deakin University
redevelopment of the wool stores and with other
restaurants being opened. Together with Srn orgy's
we have opened the Sailors Rest restaurant to add to
the existing restaurants such as Fishermen's Pier,
Gilligan's Fish In Chips, the Steamer and the Beach
House at Eastern Beach.
I was pleased to hear Mr Power say that on the
occasion the shadow cabinet was in Geelong he had
a look around the city. I am pleased that the shadow
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cabinet was in Geelong after not taking a great deal
of interest in Geelong over the
14years--
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construction stage and, later, in restaurants. Some
300 people have been employed on the development
on Cunningham Pier, and when the jobs were
advertised some 1500 people applied.

Hon. R. M. Hallam interjected.
Hon. I. J. COVER - The member who preceded
me was here for 14 years.
Hon. Bill Forwood - What was his name?
Hon. I. J. COVER - Mr Henshaw. I was pleased
that Mr Power has visited Geelong. I point out to
members on this side of the house that if they have
not done so they will have the opportunity when the
state Liberal Party council meets next month.
Hon. Pat Power - Give them a map!
Hon. I. J. COVER - With the state Liberal Party
council you will find that there will be no white ants
down there. I can assure the house that they have
been cleared from the whole Steampacket Place
project.
I referred to the restaurants in the area. There are
also recreational activities at Eastern Beach, walks
around the Steampacket Place Gardens, swimming
at the beach, or the chance to partake in water-based
activities from the yacht club and other parts of the
waterfront.
The government is funding the construction of
Baywalk Promenade, which will extend from
Rippleside to Eastern Beach and which should open
in the new year.
Hon. Bill Forwood - For drag races!
Hon. I. J. COVER - No, the Geelong speed trials
will be held later this year. The Holiday hm hotel
group is drawing up plans to construct a six-storey
hotel on the old RSL site, which will bring more
people to Geelong for holidays or conferences. The
development of residential apartments in the old
commonwealth offices building will take place in the
same area. Work is also proceeding on improving
traffic management to achieve a balance between
motor vehicles and pedestrians on the waterfront.
Steampacket Place is now a lively and vibrant area
of Geelong. Not only will it provide a place for
people to go to enjoy recreational pursuits, it will
also open up opportunities for jobs during the

Hon. Pat Power - Can you advise the opposition
of their pay rates, hours, and sick and annual leave
entitlements?
Hon. G. R. Craige - He will also name the
individual employees!
Hon. I. J. COVER - In alphabetical order! The
Geelong community is excited about the project after
enduring a period of frustration and disappointment
when things did not move as quickly as some
envisaged. People are now excited about the project,
and at the same time are thankful that the Premier
and the government have taken action to ensure that
the project is up and moving and will be completed.
The Steampacket Place project is a positive
development for Geelong and will provide
opportunities for tourism, investment and growth.
The bill will help deliver those outcomes. I support it
wholeheartedly.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

Third reading
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Industry,
Science and Technology) - By leave, I move:
That this bill be now read a third time.

In so doing I thank Mr Hartigan and Mr Cover for
their comments and welcome the support of the
Labor Party, as expressed by Mr Power. The
Steampacket Place project is of considerable
importance to the economic future of Geelong and is
a project all honourable members will agree is long
overdue.

I think Mr Power was less than generous in his
recognition of why the project is actually going
ahead. All honourable members who have analysed
the Geelong development scene will know that the
project was going nowhere under the Geelong
Regional Commission and had become the subject of
considerable notoriety, frustration and inactivity.
One person is responsible for the project going
ahead.
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Hon. Pat Power - Not Bill Hartigan?
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - No, the Premier. I make
it quite clear that if it were not for the personal
intervention of the Premier and his unilateral
decision to allocate funding to the project, it would
not be going ahead. The very strong input and
support of the Geelong members in this house and
of the Minister for Housing, Ann Henderson, and
others in another place, were pivotal in making the
project work. However, it should be noted that the
project would be part of history, a sort of sad
memory of the 198Os, if it were not for the Premier
saying it must proceed in the interests of Geelong.
The Kennett government has allocated $15.3 million
for the project and it is now off and running.
Mr Power was also less than generous when he said
something of a project already existed and was there
to be picked up. The reality is that when the project
was taken on board by the Kennett government - at
the time it was part of my portfolio as conservation
minister - only a glimmer of an idea existed. It was
really quite sad to look through all the voluminous
glossy reports and pamphlets and incredibly
expensive consultants' reports because among them
there was no base document which explained how
private-sector involvement should be actively
integrated into the project and no strategy on which
infrastructure developments should come first.

The former Geelong Oty Council would have spent
our $15.3 million on areas related to Steampacket
Place which were not at the core of the project and
which would not have triggered the private
investment honourable members will have heard
about. The project was not working. The project was
helped by the dynamic leadership of Victorian
government officers, and it is worth recording that
an active partnership now exists between the
government and the Oty of Greater Geelong.
Steampacket Place will be an enormously important
waterfront project for Victoria. I hope it meets all the
aspirations honourable members have for it, and I
look forward to the passage of the bill.
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.
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ROAD SAFETY (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Hon. G. R. CRAIGE (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

This bill makes a number of miscellaneous
amendments to the Road Safety Act 1986, the
Transport Act 1983, the Road Transport Charges
(Victoria) Act 1995, the Impounding of Livestock Act
1994 and the Road Transport (Dangerous Goods)
Act 1995. Most of the amendments are machinery in
nature and have been introduced to improve the
clarity of the relevant act, to improve efficiency of
administration, or to remove minor anomalies.

Road Safety Act amendments
The most significant amendments to the Road Safety
Act relate to the demerit points system and the
blood alcohol provisions. The demerit points
amendments were among those recommended by
the Parliamentary Road Safety Committee inquiry
into the demerit points scheme and relate to several
matters. First, the present law does not prevent
learner drivers from continuing to drive on their
learner permits even though they have accumulated
excessive demerit points. A learner driver's points
are recorded but not used until the learner becomes
the holder of a driver licence. This anomaly is being
addressed by placing learner permit holders in the
same position as licensed drivers - that is, if they
accumulate too many demerit points their authority
to drive is able to be suspended.
The second change to the demerit points scheme
introduces a sliding scale of licence suspension
periods according to the degree of irresponsibility
shown by the driver. At present all drivers face
similar periods of licence suspension once they incur
12 or more demerit points in any period of 3 years.
Drivers are given the option of an immediate
3-month licence suspension or a chance to prove that
they can drive responsibly over the next 12 months.
If they take the option to continue driving and do
not incur any further points in the next 12 months
they are exonerated. If they take the option but fail
in that objective they suffer a 6-month licence
suspension.
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The bill adopts the parliamentary committee's
recommendation that the suspension periods be 3
months and 6 six months respectively, only if the
number of points does not exceed 15. For every four
points in excess of 12 incurred within the 3-year
period, the 3-month suspension period is increased
by a month and the 6-month suspension period is
increased by 2 months.
The third measure recommended by the
Parliamentary Road Safety Committee was that
'drivers who successfully take the 12-month good
driving option be rewarded by cancelling the
demerit points previously accrued'. The government
in its response accepted this recommendation, and
this bill provides that, when the 12-month period is
successfully completed, points on the register at the
time the letter offering the 12-month option is sent
will be flagged so that they are no longer counted.
The zero blood alcohol requirements in section 52 of
the Road Safety Act apply to learner permit holders
who are not the holders of full licences. It is possible
for a person to hold a full car licence and a learner
permit for a motorcycle and vice versa, and a zero
BAC does not apply to such people. The bill will
apply the zero BAC limit to such people when they
are driving or riding the vehicle to which the learner
permit relates. The provisions will also require zero
BAC if the person has a full licence but is driving a
vehicle not authorised to be driven by the holder of
that licence.
Victoria Police have employed civilian mechanics to
conduct vehicle roadworthy checks for some years.
The bill enables these civilians to prohibit the use of
unroadworthy vehicles on the road by issuing
notices of repair in accordance with the regulations.
Other civilians employed in Vicroads and the
Department of Infrastructure already use those
powers in the case of heavy vehicles.
Section 30 of the Road Safety Act provides that
drivers who drive while disqualified commit a more
serious offence than those who drive while
unlicensed, but not under disqualification. The bill
deletes some superfluous words to make it clear that
someone who has been disqualified is merely
unlicensed after the disqualification period has
elapsed.
Section 89A of the Road Safety Act allows people
given an infringement notice for drink-driving or
excessive speeding to object to the notice and have
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the matter heard in court. However, section
89A(5)(c) allows them to do this only if they state in
the notice of objection that they intend to defend the
charge. Many people who admit they are guilty wish
to go to court to argue for a lower penalty because of
mitigating circumstances, but not to defend the
charge. The bill makes provision for that.
The bill empowers the making of regulations to
enable the sale of surplus registration plates to
collectors to be done by auction or tender.
Other amendments
The proposed amendments to the Transport Act
1983 are to eliminate inefficient administrative
arrangements for buses, to correct a legislative
anomaly in respect of tow trucks and to repeal an
obsolete speed limit relating to roadworks sites.
The Road Transport Charges (Victoria) Act 1995 is to
be amended to remove technical restrictions to the
charging of heavy vehicle registration fees and the
Impounding of Livestock Act 1994 will be amended
to allow the Roads Corporation to authorise classes
of persons to act as officers of the corporation under
that act.
Finally, a more flexible commencement prOvision is
being inserted in the Road Transport (Dangerous
Goods) Act 1995 because of a delay in the
development of national regulations to be adopted
under that act. It is necessary to keep the current
Victorian law in force until the national regulations
are completed and the amendment will enable that
to be done.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Hon. PAT POWER
(Jika Jika).
Debate adjourned until next day.

BANK OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA AND
ADVANCE BANK BILL
Second reading
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance) I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.
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The purpose of the bill is to enact complementary
legislation to that which has already been enacted in
South Australia to facilitate the transfer of the
Victorian assets and liabilities of the Bank of South
Australia to the Advance Bank.
The South Australian government sold the Bank of
South Australia to the Advance Bank on 1 August
1995. South Australia has enacted legislation which
provides for the merger of the two banks. The
merger is a requirement of the Commonwealth
Treasury and the Reserve Bank of Australia that
banking groups operate under a single banking
authorisation issued under the Banking Act,
although the banks will be able to continue to
operate under their current brand names and logos
to protect their franchise base.
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Honourable members will have noted that the South
Australian legislation exempts the transfer of the
South Australian assets and liabilities of the Bank of
South Australia to the Advance Bank from South
Australian taxes and duties. I wish to emphasise that
the Bank of South Australia has not sought a similar
exemption with respect to the transfer of the
Victorian assets and liabilities of the Bank of South
Australia to the Advance Bank. The merger of the
two banks is taking place subsequent to the sale by
the South Australian government of the Bank of
South Australia to the Advance Bank, and hence the
merger involves two financial institutions which are
wholly in the private sector. In those circumstances
it would be inappropriate to grant a tax exemption
on the transfer of the assets and liabilities.
It was considered that the most expedient way of

To complete the merger of the Advance Bank and
the Bank of South Australia in the most efficient
way, the South Australian government is now
seeking the assistance of all relevant jurisdictions in
Australia in enacting supporting legislation to that
recently enacted in South Australia. The relevant
jurisdictions are those in which the Bank of South
Australia has assets and liabilities.

settling the outstanding stamp duty liability was by
requiring the parties to pay an equivalent amount in
lieu of stamp duty. I can confirm to the house that
the tax liability has been discharged in full.
Accordingly, the Victorian legislation does not
contain a clause negating the corresponding clause
in the South Australian legislation which exempts
the transfers from state taxes.

The South Australian legislation is essentially a
vesting instrument which transfers the assets and
liabilities of the Bank of South Australia to the
Advance Bank and exempts such transfers from
stamp duty, financial institutions duty and debits
tax.

The Victorian legislation also states that part 3 of the
South Australian legislation, which provides for a
government guarantee that the Advance Bank will
satisfy the transferred liabilities of the Bank of South
Australia, does not apply as a law of Victoria.
I commend the bill to the house.

The Victorian legislation essentially consists of two
operational clauses. The principal clause provides
that:
the operation of the South Australian act is extended so
that it applies in Victoria as if it were an act of the
Parliament of Victoria.
A secondary operational clause basically states that
all references to South Australia in the South
Australian legislation either do not apply or apply to
the corresponding body or person or legislation in
Victoria. It is proposed that the South Australian act
should form an integral part of the Victorian
legislation by being incorporated as a schedule to
the Victorian legislation. In short, the Victorian
legislation states that with certain changes designed
to exclude South Australian references, the South
Australian act, as contained in the schedule to the
Victorian legislation, will apply in Victoria.

Debate adjourned for Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS
(Jika Jika) on motion of Hon. M. M. Gould.
Debate adjourned until next day.

STATE TAXATION (FURTHER
OMNIBUS AMENDMENTI BILL
Second reading
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance) I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.
The purpose of the bill is to make numerous
amendments to various state revenue acts. The bill
amends the Business Franchise (Petroleum Products)
Act 1979 to require a liquidator of a company
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holding a licence under this act to notify the
commissioner of his or her appointment as
liquidator within 14 days after becoming liquidator.
The amendment is consistent with other taxing acts
and aims to ensure that the commissioner is fully
informed of any situation where recovery of
outstanding licence fees is affected by company
liquidation.
The bill introduces further amendments to the
Business Franchise (Tobacco) Act 1974 to improve
the administration and enforcement of the act. In
recent sittings of the house significant legislative
amendments were introduced to address licence fee
avoidance schemes by wholesalers which flourished
in Victoria. During the last sitting I observed that
regulation of retail licence-holders is essential to
ensure that the amendments introduced by the
government in past sittings are not undermined. The
bill will further enhance the regulatory nature of the
act by providing that the commissioner may refuse
to issue a retail licence to an applicant, or suspend or
revoke an existing retail tobacconist's licence, where
the person has been convicted under the Tobacco
Act 1987 of selling tobacco to minors.
The commissioner may also refuse a licence where
the person does not have a permit for the premises
where the business is to be conducted. A number of
amendments also impose or increase penalties for
various offences under the Business Franchise
(Tobacco) Act 1974. These offences include
unlicensed retailing, selling tobacco from premises
not specified in a licence, failing to notify the
commissioner of business transactions with an
unlicensed wholesaler and failing to keep records.
Those amendments create an additional deterrent to
the unscrupulous elements in the industry who seek
to be involved in avoidance schemes. A similar
provision to the liquidator prOvision in the Business
Franchise (Petroleum Products) Act 1979 proposed
by this bill is also inserted into the Business
Franchise (Tobacco) Act 1974.
The bill makes amendments of a technical nature to
the Financial Institutions Duty Act 1982. The
amendments allow transfers to a short-term dealing
account from an account held by a registered
short-term operator with any registered financial
institution in Victoria rather than with a bank only.
A further amendment ensures that a payment of an
amount owing to the credit provider under a
continuing credit contract is liable to financial
institutions duty. An amendment to the second
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schedule to the Land Tax Act 1958 is included in this
bill.
The initiatives announced in the budget delivered on
11 September 1996 included an increase in the upper
cap on land tax movements to 50 per cent. This
amendment will cap the maximum amount of land
tax payable for the 1997 year to ensure that it does
not vary more than 50 per cent above the tax payable
on the same land holdings in the 1993 year. Minor
technical amendments to the second schedule have
also been inserted in consequence of the change in
the capping regime. The bill also repeals a number of
obsolete provisions in the Land Tax Act 1958.
The bill amends the Stamps Act 1958 to make
prOvision for the measures announced in the budget
relating to rental business duty. Currently persons
who carry on rental businesses in Victoria where the
receipts exceed $6500 per month are required to
register under the Stamps Act and pay rental
business duty at the rate of 1.5 per cent of the
amount received over $80 000 in a year. Under the
budget measures the threshold at which persons
who carry on rental businesses are required to both
register and pay duty is where the amount received
for a rental business is above $6000 in a month. The
rate of duty has been halved to 0.75 per cent for
rental business agreements entered into on or after
1 January 1997. In addition, the rental business upon
which duty is levied is expanded to include
commercial hire purchase. These amendments are
consistent with changes introduced in New South
Wales earlier this year.
A third measure announced in the budget relates to
consumer credit contracts. The current exemption
from stamp duty on mortgage securities for
consumer credit contracts has been lifted to $35 000,
reflecting movements in the consumer price index.
This will bring Victorian exemption levels into line
with those in New South Wales. The existing
exemption for mortgage securities relating to loans
to unincorporated persons for commercial vehicles
or farm machinery will be maintained.
The bill further amends the Stamps Act 1958 to make
provision for recent developments in trading on the
Australian Securities Exchange. The definition of
'marketable security' is amended to include two new
types of securities that are traded by brokers on the
Australian Securities Exchange. The amendments
ensure that instalment receipts issued concerning the
sale by the commonwealth of shares and that
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CHESS - the clearing house subregister system run
by the Australian Securities Exchange - units in
foreign securities are dutiable under this act. New
South Wales, South Australia and Tasmania already
impose duty on these products and other states are
expected to do so shortly. The new provisions are
broadly similar to and consistent with the
corresponding New South Wales provisions.
The bill further amends the Stamps Act 1958 to
extend the existing exemption on transfers of shares
on a company buy-back. The exemption will now
include shares acquired through a broker where the
company is registered in Victoria. A penalty
provision for breach of record-keeping requirements
on futures members in respect of their trade in
marketable securities is also inserted into the Stamps
Act 1958 by this bill. The bill further amends various
provisions in the Stamps Act 1958 by making minor
drafting amendments of a statutory revision nature.
The bill amends section 18A of the Pay-roll Tax Act
1971, which deals with the ability of the
commissioner to assess members of a group
constituted under section 9A of the act. The
amendment clarifies the operation of the section to
ensure that non-employer members of a group can
be assessed for payroll tax. This amendment avoids
any technical argument that only employer members
of a group could be assessed, and this closes off an
avenue for avoidance.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned for Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS
(Jika Jika) on motion of Hon. M. M. Gould.
Debate adjourned until next day.

APPROPRIATION (1996-97, No. 1) BILL
Second reading
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance) - I
move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

This bill provides the legislative authority for
payments from the consolidated fund for the
purposes of recurrent and works and services
expenditure in 1996-97, including the amounts
appropriated under the Appropriation (Interim
1996/97) Act 1996.
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The annual spring session budget is essentially an
accounting document which reports the financial
outcome for the preceding financial year and
provides formal appropriations for the current
financial year. The budget involves additional
allocations of close to $300 million to improve
education, health and other services to Victoria's
people. It accommodates reductions in
commonwealth grants exceeding $200 million this
year without increasing taxes as other states have
done. Despite these costs the government has
delivered a virtually balanced budget.
In 1995-96 the budget recorded a surplus of
$5173.9 million, which, even after removal of the
impact of privatisation, was still $474.0 million. In
1996-97, another overall budget surplus of
$2169.3 million is forecast, which, after adjustment
for the impact of privatisation proceeds from the sale
of the Hazelwood Power Corporation and the ports
of Portland and Geelong, reveals an underlying
budget virtually in balance, with a minor deficit of
$0.7 million. This indicates that the government's
budget objective of funding the state's capital works
program from capital grants and maintaining
sustainable current account surpluses is being
achieved.
This budget is a further indication of the strength
and security of the rebuilding which Victorians have
done since 1992. Chronic deteriorating budget
deficits have been reversed. State debt has been
slashed by a third, falling from $31.9 billion to
approximately $19 billion after including this year's
outstanding result from the sale of Hazelwood
Power Corporation. We are now on course to return
to an AAA credit rating before the turn of the
century. Investment in public infrastructure has
been revived. Delivery of essential public services
has been revitalised and investment by the private
sector in new growth industries and in jobs for
Victorians has been reinvigorated.
The government must maintain its consistent policy
direction to reinforce Victoria's public finances and
further consolidate the state's financial viability. The
government's next priority is taxation reform, but
only when it is responsible to deliver it in the best
interests of all Victorians. In his budget speech of
11 September 1996, the Treasurer noted that the 1996
autumn economic statement set out the
government's policy and management framework
for the Victorian public sector through to the year
2000. It is essential that Victoria is placed on the
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most secure and dynamic economic and financial
basis possible. The 1996-97 budget maintains the
commitment towards meeting these goals.

$192.3 million for Human Services, including
redevelopment of hospitals at Geelong, Wodonga
and Warrnambool; and

I will now outline the major current initiatives in this
year's budget:

$133.6 million for Infrastructure, including the
upgrade of Flinders Street station.

$64 million for the Department of Education for
the implementation of the Keys to Life initiative
and other Caldwell initiatives ($21 million),
teacher training in learning
technologies ($14 million), additional
administration and teachers support/ teachers
aides ($10 million) and for the Reading Recovery
program ($6 million);
$49.7 million to allow the Department of Human
Services to expand the community and family
carer network ($25 million), to develop a
statewide youth suicide prevention
strategy ($8 million), and to expand the Hospital
in the Home program and district nurses
services ($5 million);
$15.7 million for the Department of State
Development, including additional funding to
support the Industry Grants program in order to
facilitate new investment recruitment
opportunities ($3 million), funding for current
and planned multimedia initiatives ($7 million),
and provision for continued funding for the
Strategic Industry Research Foundation
($4 million);
$10 million for the implementation of the firearms
resolutions made by the Australasian Police
Ministers Council, and $4 million ($10 million
over three years) for an increased program of
traditional rabbit control methods to support the
release of the rabbit calicivirus disease.
Also included in the 1996-97 initiatives is provision
for the cost of expected demand growth for
services - $69 million for the Department of
Human Services and $20 million for the Department
of Education.

Furthermore, there are no increases in tax rates in
this year's budget.
Appropriation bill
In line with recent practice, the estimates included in
schedule 1 of the bill are provided at departmental
level and follow net appropriation principles
whereby certain receipts are credited to a
department's appropriation. In addition, unspent
appropriation under the Appropriation (1995/96,
No. 1) Act 1995 has been carried forward to 1996-97
pursuant to the provisions of section 32(1)(b) of the
Financial Management Act 1994. These amounts are
therefore not included in schedule 1 of the bill.
Details can be found in table 4.4 of the 1996-97
Budget Paper No. 3, Budget Estimates. The attention
of honourable members is drawn to the explanatory
memorandum attached to the bill which explains the
purpose of the various clauses within it.
The total appropriation sought in this bill is
$13973.7 million. This amount comprises
$12338.9 million for recurrent expenditure and
$1634.8 million for works and services expenditure.
Section 40 of the Financial Management Act 1994
requires the preparation of a statement outlining the
goods and services produced by each department
and the money available to each department. This
statement is provided for honourable members as
the 1996-97 Budget Paper No. 3, Budget Estimates.
Pursuant to section 40(2) of the Financial
Management Act 1994, this statement must be laid
before each house when the annual appropriation
bills are before the house. I indicate to the house that
this occurred when on 8 October I tabled all the
budget papers in order to facilitate a 'take note
debate'.
I commend the bill to the house.

The budget also provides nearly $1 billion of new
departmental works funding for projects to
commence in 1996-97. 'This new infrastructure
investment includes the following major initiatives:

Debate adjourned for Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS
Oika Jika) on motion of Hon. M. M. Gould.
Debate adjourned until next day.

$157.8 million for education, including significant
works on schools and TAFE institutes;
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APPROPRIATION (1996/97, No. 1) BILL
and BUDGET PAPERS, 1996-97
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance) - By
leave, I move:
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Debate adjourned for Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS
(Jika Jika) on motion of Hon. M. M. Gould.
Debate adjourned until next day.

ADJOURNMENT
That this house authorises and requires the Honourable
the President to permit the second-reading debate on
the Appropriation (1996/97, No. 1) Bill to be taken
concurrently with further debate on the motion to take
note of the Budget Papers, 1996-97.

Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Health) - I
move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Mopeds

Motion agreed to.

APPROPRIATION (PARLIAMENT
1996/97, No. 1) BILL
Second reading
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance) - I
move:
That this bill be now read a second time.
The bill provides appropriations for the
administration and operations of the Parliament in
so far as they are funded by way of annual
appropriation.
Honourable members will be aware that other funds
are appropriated for parliamentary purposes by way
of special appropriations contained in various pieces
of legislation. In addition, unspent appropriation
under the Appropriation (Parliament 1995/96, No.l)
Act 1995 has been carried forward to 1996-97
pursuant to the provisiOns of section 32(1)(b) of the
Financial Management Act 1994. These funds are
therefore not included in the amounts specified in
schedule 1 of this bill. Details of these amounts can
be found in table 4.4 of the 1996-97 Budget Estimates
budget paper.
The total amount sought is $39.1 million
($39130000). This amount is made up of
537.9 million ($37892000) for recurrent expenditure
and $1.2 million ($1 238000) for works and services
expenditure.

In line with the wishes of the President and the
Speaker of the Legislative Council, appropriations in
the bill are presented in a program format. I
commend the bill to the house.

Hon. PAT POWER Oika Jika) - The matter I
direct to the attention of the Minister for Roads and
Ports concerns recommendations of the
parliamentary Road Safety Committee inquiry into
motorcycle safety in Victoria dated May 1993.
I assure the minister that I am raising this matter in a
bipartisan way.
Recommendation no. 5.5 on page 73 of that report
related to motorcycles described as mopeds. The
committee recommended that:
The Minister for Roads and Ports act to have a
definition of moped incorporated in the Road Safety
Act 1986 and other appropriate legislation.
More importantly, the recommendation in which I
was most interested states that:
The Minister for Roads and Ports introduce legislation
which allows holders of a current car driver's licence to
ride mopeds or requires unlicensed riders to obtain a
car driver's leamer's permit and to exempt moped
riders from the further licensing requirements for
motorcycle riders.

It is a recommendation that makes a lot of sense, and
I have been approached by representatives of Honda
and by Damian Codognotto from the Motorcycle
Riders Association of Australia. I emphasise I do not
seek to criticise the government for not having yet
brought to fruition anything from those
recommendations, but I ask the minister to report on
whether it has been possible for the government to
make progress on those recommendations and
whether he can provide any information that would
be of interest to those who await a satisfactory
implementation of that recommendation.

ADJOURNMENT
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Floods: north-eastern Victoria
Hon. C. J. HOGG (Melbourne North) - The
matter I direct to the attention of the Minister for
Roads and Ports representing the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services in this house concerns the
current flood damage in north-eastern Victoria. I
know from locals, as well as from local members,
that major damage has been done to many farms, in
particular beef and dairy farms, and that the floods
are at least as bad as or worse than the floods there
in 1993.

In circumstances such as the ones we are now
.experiencing, emergency services provide household
packages of $700 to assist in the replacement of vital
household items and supplies. The drawback is that
this package is not accessible to farmers who have
not had actual damage to their houses; thus, while a
property may sustaill terrible damage but the house
is not so badly damaged, the $700 is simply not
available.
I ask the minister to ask his colleague what
assistance can be given to farmers who sustain
considerable damage to their properties and who are
not eligible for the $700 package. Can he assist by
providing an interim relief package or by seeking
assistance from his colleague the Minister for Youth
and Community Services? Action may have already
been taken, in which case we certainly would
welcome a report.

Health: privatisation policies
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA (Melbourne North) - I
direct to the attention of the Minister for Health the
privatisation and contracting out of medical and
health services, in particular privatisation of
hospitals in the Latrobe Valley, contracting out or
outsourcing of services within hospitals, and the
contracting out and outsourcing of services and
programs in commwrity health centres.
Over time that outsourcing causes fragmentation of
services and competition between service providers
where information is important and can be
commercially confidential in a strategic sense. Once
the information is shared in the community, it is
important to keep it in-house. In many instances that
information may not be passed on because it may
affect the contracts or renewal of contracts. Those
providers do not want to give their competitors the
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edge. In the public health field such a practice may
affect the health of individuals or communities.
What mechanisms will the minister put in place to
ensure that public health information continues to be
collected by the government and public health
authorities so that the community can remain
protected and proper planning can be instituted in a
public health sense?

Footscray: ethnic policing unit
Hon. S. M. NGUYEN <Melbourne West) - I
direct my question to the Minister for Roads and
Ports, representing the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services. The ethnic policing writ located
in Footscray has recently reduced its full-time staff
from five to two. Given the valuable work that this
unit has done in reducing crime in Footscray, I ask
the minister whether this unit will suffer any
additional cutbacks in the future. I also ask how the
unit can work more closely and cooperatively with
the local community organisations and local council,
including Asian traders, youth groups and others in
the future.
The unit's name implies that the ethnic communities
are the problem. There should be community
consultation to fight for the unit so that it does not
stigmatise a major part of the community.

Drugs: education strategy
Hon. B. T. PULLEN <Melbourne) - I raise a
matter for the attention of the Minister for Health.
On 9 October the minister responded to a question
about the progress of the government's response to
the Premier's Drug Advisory Council and
mentioned a couple of initiatives. As I recall, they
dealt with information being sent out to
householders in the form of a booklet to be
produced early next year and the development of a
youth substance abuse service which might involve
some residential services. I support those initiatives.
I was disappointed by the minister's response, given
that he indicated in the preamble that the
government was supporting all the
recommendations of the Premier's Drug Advisory
Council with the exception of the decriminalisation
of marijuana. The recommendations are 8.1 and 8.2,
of which I will refresh the house's memory.
Recommendation 8 is that:
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The state government encourage and support
coordination of local responses, and establish statewide
structures to monitor and advise on the further
development of Victoria's drug response.

Recommendation 8.1 reads:
Funds should be made available to support proposals
for local community initiatives that focus positively on
responding to drug use and misuse.

Recommendation 8.2 reads:
Guidelines to support the development of local action
in responding to issues should be developed and
widely disseminated.

In the cities of Yarra and Moreland a number of
meetings have been generated from the positive
response to that report, and particularly its capacity
to bring people together in the community to
develop a coordinated response. Meetings are taking
place involving both councils; they are dealing with
staff support and health, and the health centres are
involved. Drug support agencies of a different
character like Turning Point and Moreland Hall are
involved in those cities. Police and community
groups are attending the meetings, so there is an
opportunity for a coordinated and, I hope, successful
approach to a difficult problem.
I know about this problem from the contact I have in
the area where my office is located. People really
want to know whether the government is serious
and whether there will be support and funds
available to assist such groups. Members of those
groups are preparing submissions and spending
quite a bit of time moving the submissions around
other groups to bring them to an agreed state.
So far the minister has given an indication that the
government is serious about supporting the report,
but there seems to be nothing definite in terms of
how such groups would be supported. I would like
to be able to take those groups something in writing
from the minister to give them an indication of what
the process and timetable will be. At two recent
meetings I attended there were some 18 to 20 people
attending each, but they really want to know what
the next step should be.
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ABC: administrative policy
Hon. D. MeL. DAVIS (East Yarra) - I raise a
concern with the Minister for Industry, Science and
Technology. Is the minister aware that the decision
of ABC management to centralise its administration
in Sydney has led to a disproportionate reduction of
employment in Victoria in general and in Melbourne
in particular? This centralisation of decision making
has led to an anti-Melbourne bias in the ABC
administration that is reflected in employment
figures. In the 1995 annual report it appears that
2685 people are employed by the ABCin Sydney
while only 1020 are employed in Melbourne. Some
105 corporate services staff are based in Sydney, 3 in
Melbourne and none anywhere else. Will the
government make representations to the ABC board?

Responses
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Industry,
Science and Technology) - Mr Davis raised with
me a matter for the attention of the Premier as well
as one for me on the centralisation of
decision making of the Australian Broadcasting
Corporation and the concerns that he has about the
programming, employment and decisions on the
future of the ABC all being made out of one capital
city, not another. I hope that dealing with this issue
will unite members in Victoria, regardless of their
political background, as it is important for us to have
a united voice. I congratulate Mr Davis on the
research he has put into this topic, which has alerted
many of us to the problem of the ABC being run
with a Sydney culture and leading to a quite - Hon. D. A. Nardella - It is the budget cuts.
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - I hear the interjection
about the budget cuts. The problem with that sort of
dull and uninformed interjection - Hon. D. A. Nardella - But absolutely true.
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - It is not true, and it is an
uninformed and unintelligent response, which the
government would expect of the member making it.
Nevertheless it denigrates the debate and the
importance of the issue. I am indebted to Mr Davis
for providing me with a copy of the submission he
has made to the current ABC inquiry, which
indicates that it has nothing to do with
contemporary budget decisions and that this has
been a problem over a considerable period with a
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disproportionate expenditure of funds in Sydney
and an appallingly low degree of funding and
priority given to Victoria, which is the second most
populous state in Australia, and to Melbourne,
which is the second most populous capital city.

matter. My answer on 9 October was not the final
and definitive response of the government to those
recommendations. A cabinet subcommittee is
working through all the recommendations to ensure
an appropriate response is developed.

Mr Davis's research shows that in 1995 the ABC TV
employed 1318 people in Sydney and only 458 in
Melbourne. 'This has been a persistent trend since
1991, when there were 1408 ABC TV employees in
New South Wales and only 603 in Victoria. But the
story is even worse when one looks at the figures for
employment and corporate services broken up by
state and territory. According to Mr Davis's research
.paper, the ABC in New South Wales had
105 corporate services employees while the ABC in
Victoria had only 3.

Mr Pullen and a number of other members have
been working with their local communities to try to
develop a local community response. The
government is trying to develop a framework which
will enable us to look at assessing any applications
that might be made, allocating resources and
working out how we can ration the resources to
encourage that local community response .

'This is a matter of great concern. The ABC is meant
to be Australia's broadcasting corporation, not
Sydney's, and its resources should be evenly and
fairly spread, particularly given the cultural
background of Melbourne. I am sure the
government will take up the matter on behalf of
Mr Davis, to whom it is indebted for the research.
He has a motion on the notice paper, and I hope the
Labor Party will welcome a debate on the matter so
that we can unanimously express a view about
changing the long-term bias of the ABC against
Victoria.
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Health) Mr Nardella drew to my attention the need to
maintain a public health policy given the
introduction of the national competition policy,
which commonwealth and state governments of all
persuasions are committed to. I assure him that that
will be possible. The example I use in response to his
query is tuberculosis. Although tuberculosis may
have been identified in a private hospital in private
patients, it in no way reduces the need to produce
those reports, which contribute to public health. I am
confident that it is not mutually exclusive to weaken
the emphasis on the implementation of public health
policy and at the same time introduce contestability
in the delivery of a range of services. If Mr Nardella
wants to raise particular issues, I will be happy to
receive those representations.

Mr Pullen raised a matter he has raised with me
before about the Premier's Drug Advisory Council,
looking specifically at recommendations 8.8 and 8.2,
which are essentially about ensuring there are
resources for a local community response to the

A number of discussions have been held within
government about how we can implement the three
recommendations the honourable member referred
to. We have not concluded those discussions, but as
soon as we have I will be happy to advise the
honourable member of the conclusions we have
reached and the framework within which we intend
to implement the recommendations. I encourage
him to continue working with his local community
groups. I was personally familiar, in my former role
as the Minister for Housing, with some of the
initiatives at the local level.
Hon. B. T. Pullen - Is there a person from the
department who could liaise with these groups?
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES - We need to do a bit
more work to develop that framework because it
cuts across departments. The Justice and Human
Services departments are two key areas that will be
critical in providing that framework. We need to do
more work before I can give Mr Pullen the name of a
contact person with whom he could work. In the
meantime I encourage the community groups to
which Mr Pullen has referred to continue
developing what could be a local community
response. They should not rely totally on the
resources the government might allocate.
Hon. B. T. Pullen - Some of their resources have
been cut.
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES - They also have access to
Significant resources, the use of which they might
want to reorientate. I am familiar with the work
done by a certain high-rise flats community group
and the use it has made of existing resources to
deliver a good response. Local groups ought to be
thinking about ways to better utilise existing funds,
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not how to access new funds. That is what will
deliver good local community responses to a very
significant issue.
Hon. G. R. CRAIGE (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - Mr Power raised the motorcycle safety
report of 1993. I was part of the Road Safety
Committee investigation into motorcycle safety so I
have a continuing passion, not a recently found one
like his, for the matter. I assure Honda Australia, the
Motorcycle Riders Association and all those people
who are keenly interested in motorcycles that the
government will act on mopeds. It will not be too
much longer before those who are genuinely
interested in the issue will be fully aware of the
outcomes of those recommendations.
Mrs Hogg drew to my attention the flood damage in
north-eastern Victoria and the interim relief that
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could be afforded to farmers in the area. I will
urgently direct the matter to the attention of my
parliamentary colleagues the Minister for
Agriculture and Resources and the Minister for
Youth and Community Services.
Mr Nguyen drew to my attention ethnic community
policing in Footscray. I will draw that matter to the
attention of my parliamentary colleague the Minister
for Police and Emergency Services.
Motion agreed to.
House adjourned 11.48 p.m.

